MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO. 26-21
Monday, June 21, 2021 – 6:00 PM
AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA Coordinator at
240-314-8108.
Rockville City Hall is closed due to the state directives for slowing down the spread of the coronavirus
COVID-19 and continue practicing safe social distancing.
Viewing Mayor and Council Meetings
To support social distancing, the Mayor and Council are conducting meetings virtually. The virtual meetings
can be viewed on Rockville 11, channel 11 on county cable, livestreamed at
www.rockvillemd.gov/rockville11, and available a day after each meeting at
www.rockvillemd.gov/videoondemand.
Participating in Community Forum & Public Hearings:
If you wish to submit comments in writing for Community Forum or Public Hearings:
• Please email the comments to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov by no later than 10:00 a.m. on
the date of the meeting.
• All comments will be acknowledged by the Mayor and Council at the meeting and added to the
agenda for public viewing on the website.
If you wish to participate virtually in Community Forum or Public Hearings during the live Mayor and Council
meeting:
1. Send your Name, Phone number, the Community Forum or Public Hearing Topic and Expected
Method of Joining the Meeting (computer or phone) to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov no
later than 10:00 am on the day of the meeting.
2. On the day of the meeting, you will receive a confirmation email with further details, and two
Webex invitations: 1) Optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer Session and 2) Mayor &
Council Meeting Invitation.
3. Plan to join the meeting no later than 5:40 p.m. (approximately 20 minutes before the actual
meeting start time).
4. Read for https://www.rockvillemd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/38725/Public-Meetings-on-Webex
5. meeting tips and instructions on joining a Webex meeting (either by computer or phone).
6. If joining by computer, Conduct a WebEx test: https://www.webex.com/test-meeting.html prior to
signing up to join the meeting to ensure your equipment will work as expected.
7. Participate (by phone or computer) in the optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer
Session at 4 p.m. the day of the meeting, for an overview of the Webex tool, or to ask general
process questions.
Participating in Mayor and Council Drop-In (Mayor Newton and Councilmember Feinberg)
Drop-In Sessions will be held by phone on Monday, July 19 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Please sign up by
10 a.m. on the meeting day using the form at: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/formcenter/city-clerk11/sign-up-for-dropin-meetings-227

Mayor and Council

6:00 PM 1.
2.

June 21, 2021

Convene
Pledge of Allegiance

6:05 PM 3.

COVID-19 Update

6:15 PM 4.

Proclamation
A.

6:20 PM 5.

Proclamation Declaring July 2021 as Parks and Recreation Month in
Rockville (CM Pierzchala)

Presentation
A.

WMATA Presentation and Discussion on the Community Vision
Meetings for the Rockville Station Study

7:05 PM 6.

Public Hearing - Zoning Text Amendment TXT2021-00260, to Modify the
Requirements for Project Plans, Roadway Classifications in Mixed Use Zones,
Minor and Major Site Plan Amendments, Development Approval
Abandonment, the Definition of Demolition, and the Addition of Research
and Development Use and Related Parking Standard; Mayor and Council of
Rockville, Applicants

7:25 PM 7.

Consent
A.

Adoption of an Ordinance to Amend Chapter 23 of the Rockville City
Code Entitled “Traffic” So as to Increase the Fine Amount for Violations
of Parking Restrictions Within Fifteen Feet of a Fire Hydrant; Parking
Restrictions Within the Lane Markings, or Signs, Designating a Fire
Lane; and Parking Restrictions in Designated Handicapped Parking
Spaces

B.

Award for Worker's Compensation Insurance for FY2022 Policy Period

C.

Approval of Minutes

Mayor and Council

June 21, 2021

7:30 PM 8.

Discussion, Instruction, and Possible Introduction and Possible Adoption of
an Ordinance to Grant Map Amendment Application MAP2021-00121, for
the Rezoning of 203 Forest Avenue from R-60 to R-60 (HD - Historic District)
in Order to Place the Property in a Historic District; Historic District
Commission of Rockville, Applicant

7:35 PM 9.

Review and Discuss Public Testimony and Provide Instruction and Direction
to Staff, and Introduce an Ordinance to Amend Zoning Map to Include
Property for the Annexation Petition ANX2020-00146 (King Buick)

8:05 PM 10.

Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session: Planning Areas 8
(Twinbrook and Twinbrook Forest), 9 (Rockville Pike), 12 (Tower Oaks), and
11 (Woodmont).

11:05 PM 11.

Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Proclamation and Recognition
Department: Recreation & Parks
Responsible Staff: Christine Henry

Subject
Proclamation Declaring July 2021 as Parks and Recreation Month in Rockville

Recommendation
Staff recommends Mayor and Council approve the Proclamation and present it to Recreation
and Park Advisory Board member and Rockville Recreation and Parks Foundation President,
Chip Boylan.

Discussion
Parks and Recreation are essential! Join the City of Rockville Recreation and Parks Department
and the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) in celebrating Rockville’s parks and
recreation programs and services. Since 1985, America has celebrated July as the nation’s
official Park and Recreation Month. Created by NRPA, Park and Recreation Month specifically
highlights the vital and powerful role local parks and recreation play in conservation, health
and wellness, and social equity efforts in communities across the country. This year, it is all
about highlighting how critical parks and recreation are to the fabric of our community.
Rockville’s Recreation and Parks Department’s mission is to nurture community connections,
which is evident in the ways our professionals serve the community as facilitators of health
and wellness opportunities, environmental educators, climate change advocates, social
service providers, nutritionists, inclusion promoters, event organizers and more. Each diverse
experience contributes to a greater, wider-reaching impact. From farmers markets and meal
distributions to providing beautiful, safe open spaces to enjoy, unwind, and unplug, Rockville
and NRPA are encouraging everyone to get out and enjoy their local park in their own way.
In Rockville, parks are at the center of so many experiences and memories — moments that
park and recreation professionals help make happen. Our local parks are often our first
experiences in nature, our introduction to a favorite hobby or physical activity. They are
places to gather with friends and family, spaces to celebrate life’s special moments, spots of
respite and healing, sites that connect us with essential community services and so much
more.
Local parks have been essential throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, with many of our
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community members finding a new appreciation for the important spaces the Recreation
and Parks Department manages and the vital programs it provides.
The Rockville community can celebrate Park and Recreation Month by taking a hike, cruising
around town on a bike, communing with nature while exploring our many green spaces,
visiting with friends and neighbors, or shopping at the Farmers Market. Rockville is leading
initiatives and providing opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to achieve healthier
lifestyles, promote and understand nature and conservation, as well as bringing the
community closer through our facilities, programs, and services. Parks are where all are
welcome and accepted.
Partnership Recognition
The City and the Rockville Recreation and Parks Foundation work together to make Rockville
the best it can be. In 2015, the Foundation established the Community Achievement Awards
to acknowledge community members and organizations for their generous contributions to
improving lives in Rockville through recreation and parks. The 2021 Rockville Recreation and
Parks Foundation’s community Achievement Awards recipients are:
Robert Daniels
Mr. Daniels has dedicated his time and talents to make Rockville a more attractive place to live,
work and play. Since 2003, Mr. Daniels has made Mary Trumbo Park a special place by planting
and maintaining the sundial bed. He has provided hundreds of plants and countless hours of his
own time to ensure the sundial bed and the park is looking it’s best. His seasonal color displays
are always phenomenal! Rockville is extremely fortunate to have such a dedicated resident.
Rockville Art League
Since 1958, Rockville Art League (RAL) has been a developer and promoter of fine arts in the
Rockville community celebrating artists and their accomplishments. Their efforts in the 1950s
established the Art Gallery in Glenview Mansion. Over the years, they have curated countless
exhibits for the City of Rockville at the Art Gallery in Glenview Mansion, Thomas Farm
Community Center, City Hall, and other City facilities, including the annual Student Art Show. In
addition, they have openly and willingly volunteered their knowledge, skills, and tools to assist
with the "call for artists" that benefit the City's Arts in Public Places program. This past year,
RAL successfully ventured into virtual exhibits to continue their support of art and artist while
physical galleries were closed during the COVID-19 pandemic. These are just a few examples of
the fantastic, longstanding partnership the Recreation and Parks Department has had with the
RAL. Accepting the award is RAL president Patrick Sieg.
Congratulations to the 2021 award winners and thank you to the thousands of volunteers
who give their time and talents to make Rockville a great place to live, work, and play
especially in this most difficult year!
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Mayor and Council History
This proclamation is presented each year and the Community Achievement
Awards presentation began in 2015.

Boards and Commissions Review
The Recreation and Park Advisory Board worked with staff to prepare the proclamation and the
Rockville Recreation and Parks Foundation prepared the Community Achievement Awards
presentation.

Next Steps
Read and approve the proclamation and present it to Recreation and Park Advisory Board
Member and President of the Rockville Recreation and Parks Foundation, Chip Boylan. Mr.
Boylan will accept the proclamation and recognize two supporters of the Recreation and Parks
Department.

Attachments
Attachment 4.A.a:

2021 National Parks and Recreation Month (PDF)
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Update
Department: PDS - Comprehensive Planning
Responsible Staff: Clark Larson

Subject
WMATA Presentation and Discussion on the Community Vision Meetings for the Rockville
Station Study

Recommendation
Receive a presentation from WMATA and their Rockville Station Study consultant team on the
results of the two Community Visioning Workshops and provide feedback to guide next steps in
the study.

Discussion
The purpose of this agenda item is for the Mayor and Council to:
1. Receive a presentation on the results of two community visioning workshops as part of
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA, or Metro) study of the
Rockville Metro Station and associated property, and
2. Provide feedback to WMATA staff and the study consultants in advance of the preparing
draft concept designs by the study’s technical working group.
The study is being led by a consultant team hired and managed by WMATA. The consultant
team includes HR&A Advisors, Inc., for project coordination and economic and market analysis
for the project; VHB Metro DC, LLC, for transportation analysis and transportation concepts;
and Sasaki, for meeting facilitation and contributing to the study’s conceptual and architectural
designs.
The overall goal of the study is to develop a community-driven concept plan for the future of
the station and surrounding WMATA-owned property that will be implemented by the City of
Rockville, Montgomery County, WMATA and other future public- and private-sector partners.
Community Visioning Workshops
Following an initial visioning and issues discussion with the Mayor and Council on April 26,
2021, two virtual community workshops were held and facilitated by the WMATA consultant
team on May 4 and May 15. The City of Rockville community was invited to participate in the
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meetings and asked to identify goals, opportunities, and constraints at the Rockville Station and
to prioritize ideas for the site to be incorporated by later concept plans and analyses.
The virtual workshops attracted an attendance of 25 participants on May 4 th and 32
participants on May 15th, not including staff, city officials, and consultants. Each workshop
began with a presentation of the overall project goals and schedule and the workshops’
intended outcomes. Study consultants provided an overview of the project site and the various
transportation elements that serve the Metro station.
The first group exercise conducted for both workshops allowed participants to break-out into
small groups and provide comments to group facilitators that were added as virtual ‘sticky
notes’ on a map of the project site. In all, 98 ‘sticky notes’ were added in the first workshop and
the second gathered 104 ‘sticky notes’. These comments were categorized, aggregated, and
summarized by the consultant following the workshops and will be presented to the Mayor and
Council on June 21 for discussion as a draft overall vision statement and a draft set of guiding
principles to align the study’s later work with Rockville community preferences.
The second of the workshops’ group exercises asked participants to identify their top three (3)
goals based on a list of nine (9) goals. The nine goals presented were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthen connectivity between the east and west sides of the station.
Improved station accessibility and safety for walking and rolling modes of travel
(bicycles, scooters, etc.).
Realize mixed-use development opportunities on both the east and west WMATA
parcels, including housing and retail.
Attract new jobs and enhance the economic competitiveness of Rockville.
Reduce traffic congestion impacting bus operations.
Create a high-quality multimodal transportation hub with comfortable, intuitive access
and connections between Metrorail, commuter rail, bus, and future Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT).
Reduce the footprint of parking on the site by accommodating future parking needs
more efficiently in garages.
Create a more welcoming experience for the existing or replaced pedestrian bridge.
Establish the station as an iconic “gateway” for Rockville through station beautification,
such as public art, plantings, natural features, welcoming building design, and clear
signage.

Of these nine, the online polls from both workshops resulted in the following three goals as the
highest priorities for the study:
•

Improve station accessibility and safety for walking and rolling modes of travel
(bicycles, scooters, etc.). (66%)
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•

•

Establish the station as an iconic “gateway” for Rockville through station beautification,
such as public art, plantings, natural features, welcoming building design, and clear
signage. (63%)
Create a high-quality multimodal transportation hub with comfortable, intuitive access
and connections between Metrorail, commuter rail, bus, and future Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT). (56%)

Attachment A provides data on how participants responded to each of the nine goals. It will be
part of a more complete and detailed presentation by the consultant team on the results of
both visioning workshops. The purpose will be to seek feedback from the Mayor and Council to
reach a set of agreed-upon goals and objectives to guide the rest of the project.
We understand from WMATA staff that the consultants are still developing the presentation
document. We will do all that we can to get the consultants to complete that document in
advance of the June 21st presentation so that it can be provided to the Mayor and Council prior
to the meeting.
Background to the Rockville Metro Station Study
About Rockville Metro Station
Rockville Station is a critical asset for the City of Rockville. Since its opening in 1984, near the site
of the historic Rockville railroad station, it has served as a key transportation hub for Rockville and
for Montgomery County. It serves the government centers of both the City and the County, as
well as the County Circuit and State District courthouses. It also provides Rockville residents
transit access to the Washington, DC metropolitan region and beyond, through rail services
provided by WMATA, MARC and Amtrak, bus services provided by WMATA and Montgomery
County, and other transit service providers such as taxi companies and ride-share. As such, the
station is a central component of infrastructure in Rockville, for residents east and west of the
station, for the economic growth and prosperity of Rockville and the Stonestreet corridor, and in
support of the services and cultural offerings in Rockville Town Center.
Despite its great value, the station and the site also face challenges. Core components of the
station need repair or replacement, some on an emergency basis. Key examples are the
pedestrian bridge that connects the station to the west side of MD 355 and the canopy over the
Metrorail platform. WMATA closed the pedestrian bridge last year (2020) on an emergency
basis, with planned repairs expected to be completed by Fall of 2021. Additionally, WMATA has
said that full replacement of the pedestrian bridge may be needed in the next 5-10 years. The
platform canopy, in which concrete cracks are easily seen, is now scheduled for replacement
during the period of September – December 2021. This project will require temporary closure
of the station during construction. Additional repairs are needed in the station where there is
leaking water in the stair tower and the station building.
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More broadly, certain built-in features of the station present harder-to-solve challenges. The
connection between the station and downtown Rockville is interrupted by the 7-lane Rockville
Pike/MD 355, a bus loop, and parking lots. These obstacles require users of the station to travel
more than 600 feet across the aging pedestrian bridge or cross a significant amount of Rockville
Pike traffic at grade. Moreover, when one uses the pedestrian bridge to approach the station, the
pedestrian must descend two flights of stairs (or a problematic elevator) to go under the tracks,
to then go back up an escalator (or additional elevator), which has intermittent outages, to reach
the Metrorail platform. The adjacent Amtrak and MARC train platforms are reached in a similar
way, though by stairs instead of the final escalator from under the track level. Access from the
east side of the station can also be challenging, with unclear walking paths from certain directions
and less-than-secure street crossings. These conditions make it understandably difficult to
promote transit ridership and transit-oriented development, but they also present an opportunity
to re-imagine and re-configure the station itself and the area around it.
Over the past three years, the City has discussed the challenges and opportunities of the station
with WMATA, while staying in touch regarding the needed emergency repairs. The Mayor and
Council have expressed that the Rockville Station has the potential to transform into a worldclass, multi-modal gateway that serves the City’s residents, employees, and visitors; supports
the City’s smart growth initiatives; enhances land values; minimizes the divide between the
station and Rockville Town Center west of Rockville Pike; and helps to connect Rockville’s
neighborhoods east of the station with those to the west.
The station has been identified as crucially important in many Rockville planning efforts. The
Town Center Master Plan (2001) envisioned the station as a central feature of the pedestrianand transit-oriented downtown. The East Rockville Neighborhood Plan (2004) and the Lincoln
Park Neighborhood Plan (2007) include core sections discussing the importance of improved
access from those communities to the station. The recently-completed study of the Stonestreet
Avenue corridor identified opportunities for redevelopment and moderate increases in
residential density near the station. It recommended improvements to the pedestrian
infrastructure on N. Stonestreet Avenue and at the intersection of Park Road and North/South
Stonestreet Avenues, plans for which are being developed for construction.
The Planning Commission’s draft of the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan envisions a blend of
moderate-density housing and neighborhood-serving retail on the edges of the predominantly
single-family residential East Rockville neighborhood closest to the station, and on the site
itself. Policy 14 in Rockville 2040’s draft Transportation Element seeks to, “redesign and
reconstruct Rockville Station as a 21st century multimodal transit hub.”
In addition, the City has, in recent years, approved the Bikeway Master Plan, a Vision Zero Plan
and other policies that are designed to enhance modes other than automobiles in Rockville;
and has now launched the process to develop a Pedestrian Master Plan. Interface with transit
stations is an important part of these plans. At the same time, Montgomery County is moving
forward with its plans for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), now called Flash, whose Viers Mill Road route
will open in the near future with a stop at the Rockville Station. The future MD 355 route will
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also have a stop at Rockville Station. Each of these planned pedestrian, bicycle and transit
improvements will serve to further enhance the importance of Rockville Station as a
transportation hub in Rockville and the region.
All these factors, and more, make the present an opportune time for the community, WMATA,
the City of Rockville and Montgomery County to develop a long-term vision for the station and
its surrounding area.
WMATA Project Development Program
In response to Rockville’s expression of interest regarding the future of the station and site,
WMATA set aside resources in its FY 2021 Project Development Program budget to study
Rockville Station. The Project Development Program (PDP) is funded by each of the three
WMATA governing entities: Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia. Each entity
provides $1 million per year for the PDP and reserves the right to approve how those funds are
utilized. The Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) serves this function for projects
and studies located in the State of Maryland. The MDOT approved an initial $350,000 to
support the study and has agreed to additional funding for additional meetings from the study’s
originally-approved scope of work.
WMATA staff informed the City that the Rockville Station was selected to be studied for two
main reasons: 1) the station and its connecting infrastructure are aging and in need of repair;
and 2) the City of Rockville and WMATA are both interested in exploring development
opportunities on the station site to implement the City’s plans (e.g., Stonestreet, Town Center,
East Rockville, Lincoln Park), and to address WMATA’s desire to attract increased ridership.
Study Scope of Work
As part of its role as a central stakeholder for the study, the Mayor and Council reviewed a draft
version of the study scope at their meeting on October 19, 2020 and provided recommended
edits to ensure adequate public involvement from the Rockville community. Incorporating
these comments, City staff worked with WMATA staff to craft a scope of work that incorporates
the programmatic needs of the Rockville Station with the desires of the Rockville community.
Montgomery County and REDI staff provided input on the study’s scope, as well.
In March 2021, the City requested that WMATA incorporate additional opportunities for public
input and for Mayor and Council review of draft concept designs. City staff met with WMATA in
early April and made the request to add an additional community visioning meeting and an
additional concept design review meeting to the previously-approved scope of work. An
additional meeting with the Mayor and Council is also scheduled with City staff, at which
preliminary concept designs will be presented for review and discussion prior to the consultant
team conducting technical analysis on the preliminary concepts. WMATA received approval for
the City’s request for additional input meetings from the Maryland Department of
Transportation, which is the authorizing agency funding the study. The result of the amended
study scope is provided below.
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Key Study Phases and Meetings
•

Community Visioning – Following an initial Mayor and Council discussion with City staff,
two virtual public workshops were held to identify opportunities and constraints at the
Rockville Station and prioritize ideas for future improvements.
Meetings:
• Monday, April 26 [completed] – Mayor and Council discussion with staff in
advance of community visioning workshops.
• Tuesday, May 4 and Saturday, May 15 [completed] – Community Visioning
Workshops #1 and #2.
• Monday, June 21 [this meeting] – Consultant presentation of the results of the
community visioning workshops to the Mayor and Council for discussion and
feedback.

•

Preliminary Concept Designs – Based on the results of the visioning workshops, the
consultant team will work with a technical working group of City, County, and State
highway agency staff to formulate draft preliminary conceptual designs for site access,
transit facilities, and private development. City staff will present the draft preliminary
concept designs to the Mayor and Council for discussion and feedback before the
consultant team begins in-depth analysis on the conceptual design options.
Meetings:
•
•

Wednesday, July 14 – Preparation of draft Preliminary Concept Designs by
consultant team and staff technical working group.
Monday, September 13 [tentative] – Review, discussion and feedback of draft
Preliminary Concept Designs by Mayor and Council.

•

Transportation and Financial Analysis – The consultant team will prepare an analysis of
the impacts, benefits and trade-offs of each of the three draft concept plans from a
transportation operation (walk, bike, bus, drive, etc.) perspective, as well as estimate
the capital and operational costs and revenues for the three concepts in order to
understand the financial feasibility or shortfalls of each.

•

Real Estate Market Analysis – The consultant team will produce a study of the real
estate market at the Rockville Station compared with other regional activity centers and
peer locations, including benchmarking the economic, business, and investment
conditions of each location, to determine the strengths and weaknesses of real estate
opportunities at the Rockville Station.

•

Placemaking Proposals – The consultant team will identify low-cost interventions to
activate the pedestrian bridge crossings, as well as pedestrian and vehicular tunnels
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under the tracks at the station and Park Road, in consultation with WMATA, City of
Rockville, and CSX.
•

Concept Review Meetings – Two community meetings will be held to gather feedback
on the draft preliminary concept designs and the results of their analysis. A draft report
will be presented to the Mayor and Council to receive feedback prior to finalizing the
report.
Meetings:
•
•

•

October (tentative) – Community Meetings #1 and #2 to review and provide
feedback on Concept Designs for the Rockville Metro Station.
January 2022 (tentative) – Draft Final Report presentation and review by Mayor
and Council.

Final Plan – The study will conclude with a consultant-prepared final report summarizing
their findings and identifying a preferred concept for the Rockville Station.
•

February 2022 (tentative) – Final Report expected to be released.

At key points in the process, a Steering Committee, made up of City representatives from the
Mayor and Council, Planning Commission, Traffic and Transportation Commission, Public Works
Department and Planning and Development Services Department, as well as from partner
agencies including WMATA, Montgomery County and State Highway Administration, will meet
to receive updates on the project, along with a discussion of the next steps. Also, during the
process, staff will provide updates to the Mayor and Council and Planning Commission.

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council initially discussed the potential for this study during a November 25,
2019 discussion of Town Center. The result was that the Mayor and Council requested that a
meeting be set up with WMATA staff and other relevant parties to discuss the potential scope
of work. The requested meeting was held on March 4, 2020. Representing the City were Mayor
Newton, Councilman Pierzchala, City Manager DiSpirito, staff from Planning and Development
Services and Public Works, and Rockville Economic Development, Inc. Also in attendance were
personnel from WMATA and Montgomery County.
On October 19, 2020, WMATA staff came to the Mayor and Council to discuss the draft scope of
work for the study. With the inclusion of additional public input opportunities as part of the
scope at that time, the Mayor and Council expressed their support for WMATA to initiate the
study. The Mayor and Council also held a discussion with staff on April 26, 2021 to provide
initial input on the vision and goals for the station in advance of the community visioning
workshops.
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Public Notification and Engagement
The Rockville community has received notification on the initiation of the WMATA study and
upcoming opportunities for public input and feedback through a variety of media channels.
Notifications have been shared through a City webpage, social media, City publications and
email listservs, and direct communications to relevant City boards, commissions, and
committees. Once dates are scheduled for the future community meeting components,
announcements will be shared through these channels, as well.

Next Steps
The next steps in the study following this meeting involve the preparation of draft preliminary
concept designs by the study’s technical working group. Preliminary concepts will be presented
to the Mayor and Council for discussion and feedback prior to the initiation of technical analysis
for each concept. For a more detailed description of the anticipated project schedule, see the
Discussion section, above.

Attachments
Attachment 5.A.a:

WMATA Rockville_Visioning Recap_Draft_6-15-21 - Goals (PDF)
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Combined Poll
1. Improve station accessibility and safety for walking
and rolling modes of travel (bicycles, scooters,
etc.). (66%)
2. Establish the station as an iconic “gateway” for
Rockville through station beautification, such as
public art, plantings, natural features, welcoming
building design, and clear signage. (63%)
3. Create a high-quality multimodal transportation
hub with comfortable, intuitive access and
connections between Metrorail, commuter rail,
bus, and future Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). (56%)

Potential Goals for the Rockville Station
Improve station accessibility and safety for walking and rolling modes of travel (bicycles,
scooters, etc.)

66%

Establish the station as an iconic “gateway” for Rockville through station beautification, such as
public art, plantings, natural features, welcoming building design, and clear signage.

63%

Create a high-quality multimodal transportation hub with comfortable, intuitive access and
connections between Metrorail, commuter rail, bus, and future Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).

56%
41%

Create a more welcoming experience for the existing or replaced pedestrian bridge.

Strengthen connectivity between the east and west sides of the station.

31%

Realize mixed-use development opportunities on both the east and west WMATA parcels,
including housing and retail.

25%
13%

Attract new jobs and enhance the economic competitiveness of Rockville.

6%

Reduce traffic congestion impacting bus operations.
Reduce the footprint of parking on the site by accommodating future parking needs more
efficiently in garages.

3%
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Public Hearing
Department: PDS - Zoning Review & Other
Responsible Staff: Jim Wasilak

Subject
Public Hearing - Zoning Text Amendment TXT2021-00260, to Modify the Requirements for
Project Plans, Roadway Classifications in Mixed Use Zones, Minor and Major Site Plan
Amendments, Development Approval Abandonment, the Definition of Demolition, and the
Addition of Research and Development Use and Related Parking Standard; Mayor and Council
of Rockville, Applicants

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council conduct the public hearing.

Change in Law or Policy
The purpose and intent of this application is to amend Chapter 25 of the Rockville City Code
entitled “Zoning” by amending Sections 25.01, 25.03.02, 25.04.04, 25.05.07, 25.07.07, new
section 25.07.16, 25.13.03, 25.13.06, and 25.16.03 to modify the following: requirements for
Project Plans, roadway classifications in mixed use zones, minor and major site plan
amendments, and the definition of demolition; allow for development approval abandonment;
and add research and development use as a permitted use in certain zones, including an
associated parking standard.

Discussion
The text amendment as authorized by the Mayor and Council includes the following proposed
changes to the Zoning Ordinance that implement our FAST program (improving our
development review process) by providing clarifications related to certain processes,
addressing issues that have arisen during the review of recent development applications or
proposals; and enhancing the City’s ability to encourage economic recovery and attract
businesses and major companies to the city. Staff has received a letter of support from the CEO
of Rockville Economic Development, Incorporated (REDI), Cindy Rivarde, stating the following
(see attachment).
Project Plan and Site Plan Review during Review of Pending Annexation Petition
In recent years, the City has received site and project plans to be reviewed concurrently with an
Annexation petition that includes all or a portion of the proposed development. While staff
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supports the concurrent review of such development applications on properties that are also
the subject of pending Annexation petitions, there may be instances when the development
plan that is under review could have a different Approving Authority than an annexation
petition, which is ultimately approved by the Mayor and Council. Staff recommends that
development applications that are submitted while an annexation is pending be processed as
Project Plans, which are also approved by the Mayor and Council. This would allow the Mayor
and Council to understand the proposed development on the property and how it relates to the
decision to annex. Staff therefore recommends that Section 25.07.02 be modified to add the
following subsection:
4. For any application that includes property that is the subject of a pending Annexation
petition, the application must be processed as a Project Plan application subject to Mayor
and Council review and approval.
This proposed change provides for more public review because Level 2 Site Plans, which are
only reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission, would be elevated to Project Plans
which requires a public hearing and a final decision by the Mayor and Council.
Street Connections Required by Mixed Use Design Guidelines
Section 25.13.06, which contain design guidelines for applications in the City’s mixed-use zones,
requires that development projects in the City’s MXTD (Mixed-Use Transit District), MXCD
(Mixed-Use Corridor District) and MXE (Mixed-use Employment) zones connect to an arterial,
major or business district roadway, and not to streets classified as residential. These zones are
generally located near Metro stations (MXTD); highway corridors such as MD 355 and I-270
(MXCD); and employment areas along Piccard Drive and Research Boulevard, among others in
the MXE Zone. There are times when projects in these districts are less intense and would not
demand this type of connection. In lieu of a mandate in the Zoning Ordinance, this type of road
classification and connection should be based upon the City’s Transportation Standards;
therefore, the text amendment shows this guideline removed because it is already addressed
through other City standards.
Abandonment of an Approved Development Plan
The proposed text amendment includes a provision in the Zoning Ordinance that permits an
applicant to abandon an approved Project Plan, Site Plan or Special Exception that has not been
implemented. This might occur as market or other conditions change such that the originally
approved plan is no longer feasible or desirable from the applicant’s perspective. This also
avoids the inherent conflict when redevelopment is approved for land that contains existing
approved development that remains viable. An applicant could decide that the next best course
of action is to proceed with reuse of structures per the previous approvals and not implement
the newly-approved development plan. In this case, it is in the City’s best interest that the
newly-approved entitlement that has not been implemented be abandoned so its future
impacts will not need to be accounted for in addressing future transportation mitigation,
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forestry and stormwater management, as well as sewer and water upgrades for other proposed
developments.
This aspect of the amendment is recommended, in part, to address the possibility of having
three major headquarters locate in Rockville. These headquarters would be located on property
that already has a project plan approval, primarily for a townhome development. These new
headquarters will occupy existing/modified office buildings and a substantially large new office
building and as such, would not follow the approved project plan. By allowing the owner to
abandon the project plan, the new headquarters could move forward through an expedited site
plan process, thus improving Rockville’s ability to land these new headquarters.
Reuse/Redevelopment for Non-residential Development
With the potential to attract three new company headquarters and the future need to bring
about commercial recovery from the effects of the pandemic, staff is recommending that the
Mayor and Council consider a more streamlined process to administratively amend site plans in
specific areas within Rockville’s main non-residential corridors and growth areas, and away
from our existing residential communities. These proposed amendments would allow for minor
expansions to existing buildings and minor modifications to existing sites if they meet all of
Rockville’s development requirements via the minor site plan amendment process. These
changes do not apply to properties within a historic district and within 300 feet of a residential
area that is not separated by a significant right-of-way or open space (See Attachment B). This
applicability standard should protect the integrity of our residential communities through the
Planning Commission’s review and approval of projects located in these areas. With this
condition, the minor reuse/redevelopment modifications that would be approved by staff will
typically be located on older non-residential properties surrounded by other non-residential
uses.
Specifically, this provision would apply mainly in the MXTD (Mixed-Use Transit District), MXCD
(Mixed-Use Corridor District), MXE (Mixed-Use Employment) and I-L (Light Industrial) zones,
and would encourage the reuse of existing vacant or under-utilized commercial buildings to the
extent practical. This would increase the City’s competitive advantage and ability to attract
innovative users on sites throughout the city.
As a specific example, the applicant for the proposed major headquarter prospects desires to
modify the existing out-of-date office buildings to increase the open space on site, reface the
exterior, and reconfigure the parking lot and loading areas. Under our current ordinance, these
relatively minor changes would require a lengthy process for a major site plan amendment.
Due to the length of this process, we may be significantly challenged to meet the schedule
needed, which would create uncertainty that could reduce our ability to attract these
headquarters when compared with similar jurisdictions. Staff review and approval is only
allowed if these minor changes meet all of Rockville’s development requirements. These
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changes are important for Rockville to attract sources of employment such as headquarters and
other economic development opportunities.
The proposed modifications to Sec. 25.05.07. Amendments to Approved Development, will
expand the parameters for minor site plan amendments for reuse/redevelopment areas to
include limited building additions and changes to the mix of uses on the site that have minimal
effect in terms of traffic impact and the function of the use. The amendment will create
a process that allows owners to make improvements to existing commercial structures without
having to go through a lengthy major site plan amendment review process and produce a
detailed site and/or project plan. The outcome will remain the same, achieving compliance with
all provisions of our City’s code. Allowing for limited building additions will be a benefit to nonresidential property owners, as it would provide for greater flexibility to reuse/revitalize
underused buildings, while reducing their costs and time.
Currently, the ordinance requires that any building addition or expansion be considered a major
amendment, and the same review process as completed for the original site plan approval,
even though only a small addition or reconfiguration is proposed. Staff recommends that small
additions that would generate less than 30 peak hour trips (threshold for traffic studies per the
Comprehensive Transportation Review (CTR)), be processed as Minor Site Plan Amendments
approved by staff only when compliant with all code requirements. This change should provide
incentive to commercial property owners in the listed zones to make their properties more
attractive, marketable and useable, while helping the City overcome setbacks caused by
economic conditions with the advent of the coronavirus.
Minor Site Plan Amendments, Generally
As a corollary to the above, the text amendment proposes that certain types of common site
improvements do not require a site plan amendment. Currently, the Zoning Ordinance permits
landscape maintenance and the addition of site appurtenances such as benches, pergolas and
other small structures to be installed on property without site plan approval. Staff recommends
that other site improvements, such as emergency generators, transformers and dumpsters also
be permitted without site plan approval. To be clear, site review would still occur at the permit
level to ensure that all such installations met code requirements.
Staff undertook a review of similar and adjacent jurisdictions, including the cities of Frederick
and Gaithersburg, as well as Montgomery County, to compare requirements for minor site plan
amendments in those jurisdictions. While each has a unique process, staff found that the
recommendations would provide more flexibility and a timelier process in Rockville in
comparison (see Attachment C).
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Approval of Alternate Site Plans
Staff has recognized the need for approval of alternate site plans, or site plans that deviate
from an approved project plan. Currently, only site plans that are in conformance with an
approved project plan may be permitted. However, there may be circumstances when the
developer wants a different type of project in the near term, due to unexpected circumstances,
such as an economic opportunity that presents itself with a short timeline. This amendment
would allow entirely new site plans or site plan amendments to be approved that deviate from
the project plan provided that subsequent amendments be made to achieve compliance with
the previously-approved site plan. Alternate site plans must meet all development
requirements, including zoning, but would not be required to meet the requirements of the
previously-approved project plan, and would stand on their own merit until the project plan is
amended, per below.
No site plan approvals made in compliance with the project plan would be allowed to continue,
and the project plan itself would have to be amended within 18 months of the date of the
alternate site plan. This would allow the remainder of the project plan to be adjusted so that
compliance with all City requirements could be reviewed and evaluated for the larger project
plan. Staff therefore recommends that Section 25.07.16 be added to the Zoning Ordinance, per
Attachment A. This part of the amendment could apply to proposed new headquarters or
other development proposals to allow them to move forward in an expedited manner.
Addition of Research and Development Use and Parking Requirement
The City’s Zoning Ordinance specifies which uses are permitted in each of the zones listed in the
Zoning Ordinance. However, the current ordinance does not include research and development
as a permitted use in the code. To date, these types of uses have been identified by their
component uses, which may include office, lab or manufacturing uses in combination. Staff
recommends that this use be added to the ordinance as permitted in the MXTD (Mixed-Use
Transit District), MXCD (Mixed-Use Corridor District), MXE (Mixed-Use Employment) and I-L
(Light Industrial) Districts. This is like what is permitted in Montgomery County, which is
important to the County given the presence of the Life Sciences Center. Due to the City’s
proximity to the same center, the City could signal that it is welcoming to this use and would
make it clear to property and business owners alike that their uses are permitted in Rockville.
Staff therefore recommends the following use be added to the code, which essentially mimics
the term in Montgomery County’s ordinance:
Research and Development means study, research, or experimentation in one or more
scientific fields such as life sciences, biomedical research, communications, chemistry,
computer science, electronics, medicine and physics. Research and Development also
includes the development of prototypes and the marketing of resultant products and
related activities, and may include the use of administrative offices, educational facilities,
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libraries and data services, and the manufacturing, mixing, fermentation, treatment,
assembly, packaging and servicing of products.
With the introduction of a new use to the code, a corresponding parking requirement is in
order. Staff recommends that this also match that of Montgomery County at 1.5 parking spaces
per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area. This requirement represents a significant reduction
from general office, but is in line with current requirements for manufacturing and lab space, at
2 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet. Staff notes that the parking requirements in the County
were reviewed as part of the recent ordinance update, and this change will provide us equal
footing with Montgomery County to make Rockville an attractive location for life science and
research-related companies – a goal for the Mayor and Council.
Modifications to the Definition of Demolition
During previous discussions with the Mayor and Council, it was identified that the City’s
definition of demolition needed to be updated. The current definition for demolition is the
complete razing of a building or structure. However, this does not address situations where a
portion of the structure is retained, however small. This definition is important because the
code requires an Evaluation for Historic Significance when demolition, as currently defined, is
proposed. Staff recommends that the definition be modified to read that if more than 50
percent of floor area of a building is removed, it is considered demolition, and the requirements
for an evaluation would be triggered. Staff recommends the following modified definition:
Demolition means the complete razing or removal of more than 50 percent of the floor area
of a building or structure, or substantial reconstruction that removes more than 50 percent
of the building floor area, as defined in Chapter 5.
Staff notes that Montgomery County’s definition is like the City’s current definition.

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council authorized the filing of this application on April 12, 2021.

Public Notification and Engagement
This public hearing was advertised in the Washington Post on June 5 and June 12, 2021. It was
posted to the City of Rockville's website, the City of Rockville Nextdoor account, and the cable
channel 11 bulletin board. It was also sent to Community Homeowner and Civic Associations.

Boards and Commissions Review
The application was referred to the Planning Commission for a recommendation in advance of
the Mayor and Council’s public hearing. The Planning Commission considered the application at
its May 14th and May 28th meetings. At the May 14th briefing, the Commission asked for more
information on the research and development parking requirements in the County, as well as
the definition of demolition found in other jurisdictions. At the May 28th meeting, the
Commission was satisfied with the responses provided and unanimously recommended
approval of all aspects of the text amendment (See attachment).
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Next Steps
After the public hearing, the Mayor and Council will conduct a discussion and instructions to
staff session, tentatively scheduled for July 12, that will provide direction for future action on
the text amendment.

Attachments
Attachment 6.a:
Attachment 6.b:
Attachment 6.c:
Attachment 6.d:

Draft Text Amendment as authorized 4-12-21
(PDF)
Impacted Properties of Prosepctive TXT for Site Plan Amendments (PDF)
Revisions to Site Plan Comparative (PDF)
Letter of Support
(PDF)
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April 12, 2021

ATTACHMENT TO APPLICATION
TO THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE FOR A
TEXT AMENDMENT TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE

Applicant: Mayor and Council of the City of Rockville
The applicant proposes to amend the zoning ordinance adopted on December 15, 2008, and with
an effective date of March 16, 2009, by inserting and replacing the following text (underlining
indicates text to be added; strikethroughs indicate text to be deleted; * * * indicates text not
affected by the proposed amendment). Further amendments may be made following citizen
input, Planning Commission review and Mayor and Council review.
Amend Article 1, “General Information” as follows:
Sec. 25.01.10 – Abandonment of development approval,
The owner or owners of property subject to a valid and approved project plan, site plan, or special
exception may seek to abandon such approval by filing a letter of abandonment with the Chief of
Zoning. A letter of abandonment must include an affidavit signed by all property owners stating
that all parties having a legal interest in the property subject to the approval consent to the
abandonment. An approval may only be abandoned if no uses exist that are subject to the approval
and no building permits have been issued implementing the approval. Upon receipt of a letter of
abandonment of an eligible approval, the Chief of Zoning must confirm the abandonment in
writing.
Amend Article 3, “Definitions; Terms of Measurement and Calculations”, as follows:
***
25.03.02 – Words and Terms Defined
* * *
Demolition means the: The complete razing or removal of more than 50 percent of the floor
area of a building or structure, or substantial reconstruction that removes more than 50
percent of the building floor area, as defined in Chapter 5.
* * *
Research and Development means study, research, or experimentation in one or more
scientific fields such as life sciences, biomedical research, communications, chemistry,
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computer science, electronics, medicine, and physics. Research and Development also
includes the development of prototypes and the marketing of resultant products and related
activities and may include the use of administrative offices, educational facilities, libraries,
and data services, and the manufacturing, mixing, fermentation, treatment, assembly,
packaging, and servicing of products.
* * *
Amend Article 4, “Approving Authorities”, as follows:
***
Sec. 25.04.04. - Historic District Commission.
a. Established. There is established an Historic District Commission for the City.
b. Powers and duties.
1.Generally. The Historic District Commission has all those powers and duties conferred
and imposed upon it by this chapter and the provisions of State law, including but not
limited to:
(a)Identifying and recommending to the Mayor and Council properties and/or areas
deemed eligible for historic designation due to their historic, archaeological, or
architectural significance;
(b)Reviewing applications for certificates of approval for sites, buildings or structures
within a historic district zone;
(c)Evaluating eligibility for historic designation of any sites, buildings or structures located
outside a historic district zone which are proposed for demolition, as defined in this
Chapter, or substantial reconstruction, as defined in Chapter 5;
(d)Providing courtesy review to the Planning Commission and Mayor and Council as
requested, for projects within or adjacent to historic resources.
***
Amend Article 5, “Application and Notification Generally”
***
Sec. 25.05.07. Amendments to approved development.
a.

b.

Application required. Except as otherwise provided, an application to amend any previously
approved development must be filed with the Chief of ZoningPlanning in accordance with
the provisions of this article.
Minor amendments to approved development.
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1.

Any application for an amendment which does not significantly deviate from the terms
and conditions of the original approval and would effectively carry out the intent of the
Approving Authority's original approval may be considered and acted upon by the
Chief of Zoning Planning under the provisions for a level 1 site plan as set forth in
section 25.07.04.
(a) Such application may be approved if it results in a minimal effect on the overall
design, layout, quality, or intent of the plan and is limited to minor adjustments to
site engineering, parking or loading areas, landscaping, sidewalks, recreational
facilities, recreational areas, public use space, or open area in a manner that does
not alter basic elements of the site plan nor cause a safety hazard. Landscaping
maintenance does not require an amendment application under this section. The
addition or relocation of minor appurtenances such as, but not limited to, bicycle
racks, seating benches, and pergolas, emergency generators, transformers,
refrigeration equipment, trash enclosures, and small storage sheds, does not
require an amendment application, but must not alter the basic elements of the site
plan nor cause a safety hazard.

2.

An amendmentModifications that results in a reduction of floor area or other
development intensity may be approved by the Chief of Planning as a minor
amendment.

32. A change in the types of uses on the site that is in conformance with the findings of the
initial approval and does not increase the parking requirement may also be approved as
a minor amendment.
43. Minor amendments changes are not subject to the provisions for pre-application staff
meetings, area meetings, and the notice provisions of section 25.05.03 or article 7.
54. Where the Chief of ZoningPlanning determines that the proposed amendment change
is not minor, it is classified as a major amendment change and the application is
reviewed and acted on by referred to the Approving Authority as an amendment to the
original development approval for review.
65. Implementation period. The approval of a minor amendment is subject to the
implementation provisions of section 25.07.06.
c.

Minor amendments for commercial redevelopment.
1. To encourage and expedite the re-use and redevelopment of existing commercial
structures subject to approved site plans, the Chief of Zoning may accept an application
for a minor amendment for commercial redevelopment under the provisions for a level
1 site plan as set forth in section 25.07.04., subject to the following requirements.
(a)

The property must be in the I-L, MXTD, MXCD, or MXE zone and must be
subject to a valid and approved site plan.

(b)

The property must be at least 300 feet from the nearest single-family attached
residential use, as measured from the nearest property line.

(c)

The property must not be in a historic district.

(d)

The application may only include commercial, office, or industrial uses.
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(e)

The application must not include any new buildings.

2. The Chief of Zoning may approve a minor site plan for commercial redevelopment if
the application meets the site plan approval findings in Section 25.07.01.a.3(a); the
requirements of subsection c.1, above; and the following additional findings:
(a)

The application does not result in a comprehensive change to more than twenty
(20) percent of the project area or otherwise change the essential character and
impact of the development.

(b)

The application does not generate more than twenty-nine (29) additional peak
hour trips.

(c)

The application does not expand any existing zoning nonconformity.

dc. Major amendments to approved development.
1.

Where the Chief of ZoningPlanning determines that a requested change is too
significant to be a minor change but is not so substantial as to require an entirely new
application for approval, the requested change must be reviewed and approved by the
original Approving Authority as an amendment to the original development approval.
Major amendments may include:
(a) An increase in the height of any building;
(b) An increase in the floor area of any non-residential portion of a building;
(c) An increase in the number of dwelling units; or
(d) Any other significant change to the site that results in an increase in the parking
requirement and requires the construction of additional parking spaces.

2.

An application for a major amendment is subject to the notice and procedural
requirements as set forth in section 25.07.03. The application will be processed under
the procedures for either a level 1 or a level 2 site plan, depending on the initial
Approving Authority.

3.

Reserved.

4.

Implementation period. The approval of a major amendment is subject to the
implementation provisions of section 25.07.06.

ed. Substantial changes requiring a new application. Where, in the opinion of the Chief of
ZoningPlanning, the requested change to an approved development is so extensive as to
amount to a comprehensive change to more than fifty (50) percent of the project area or to
otherwise change the essential character and impact of the development, such change may
not be made by way of an amendment to the original approval, but rather requires the filing
of an entirely new application for approval.
Amend Article 7, “Procedures for Site Plans and Project Plans, Special Exceptions, and Other
Permits”, as follows:
Sec. 25.07.02, Application Procedure for Site Plans, Project Plans, and Special Exceptions
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***
b. Application Procedure, in General –
***
4. For any application that includes property that is the subject of a pending Annexation
petition, the application must be processed as a Project Plan application subject to Mayor
and Council review and approval.
***
Sec. 25.07.07, Project Plan Review
An application for a site plan review with 16 or more points, as determined in Section 25.07.02.b
above, an application qualifying as a Project Plan under Section 25.07.02.b.4 above, or an
application for a Champion Project as defined in Article 3, is processed as a Project Plan review
and is subject to the following provisions:
* * *
Sec. 25.07.16 – Alternate site plan approval.
An applicant for development on property subject to an approved project plan may elect to pursue
approval of an alternate site plan for development inconsistent with the approved project plan
subject to the following:
a. The development proposed by the alternate site plan application must qualify as a Level 1 or
Level 2 site plan under Section 25.07.02.b.
b. An alternate site plan application must be made or authorized by all property owners or other
parties subject to or having a legal interest in the approved project plan.
c. No site plans implementing the approved project plan may be valid at the time the alternate site
plan application is filed.
d. Upon the filing of an application for an alternate site plan, any pending site plan applications
implementing the approved project plan are deemed withdrawn, and no site plan applications
implementing the approved project plan may be filed.
e. Approval of an alternate site plan must be made under Section 25.07.01.3(a).
f. Upon approval of an alternate site plan, no site plan implementing the approved project plan
may be approved unless the project plan is amended to be consistent with the alternate site plan.
If the Mayor and Council does not approve such an amendment to the project plan within eighteen
(18) months of approval of the alternate site plan, the project plan is deemed abandoned.
* * *
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Amend Article 13, “Mixed Use Zones”, as follows:
* * *
Sec. 25.13.03, Land Use Tables
* * *
Zones
Uses

Mixed-use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

MixedUse
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Mixed-Use
Employment
(MXE)

MixedUse
Business
(MXB)

MixedUse
Corridor
transition
(MXCT)

Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Commercial
(MXNC)

Mixed Use
Commercial
(MXC)

MixedUse
Transition
(MXT)

P

P

P

P

P

N

N

N

* * *
Research and
Development

* * *

Sec. 25.13.06, Additional Design Guidelines
* * *
Sec. 25.13.06.c, Site Design and Relationship to Surrounding Community
1. Vehicular Access – In the MXTD, MXCD, and MXE zones, each site must provide
safety and protection to adjacent residential uses by having motor vehicle access only
from an arterial, major, or business district road as designated in the Plan.
12. Buffers….
Amend Article 16, Parking and Loading
Sec. 25.16.03 – Number of Spaces Required

Use Category

Commercial
(cont.)

Use

***
Research
and
Development

Auto Parking Spaces
Unit
Base
Measure
Number
Required
Per 1,000
gross SF

1

Bicycle Parking Spaces
Unit
Short
Long
Measure
Term
Term
Space
Space
Square feet
of gross
floor area

2 per
40,000
SF

Additional
Requirements

2 per
10,000
SF

***
* * *
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Major Site Plan

Minor Site Plan

Allowable Revisions to
Site Plans

City of Frederick
The expansion or redevelopment of an existing nonresidential site
which disturbs 5,000 square feet or more or results in a 25 percent
increase in the gross floor area of the structure on the site; or
generates at least 100 average daily trips as measured by the ITE
Manual
The expansion or redevelopment of an existing nonresidential site
which disturbs less than 5,000 square feet and results in less than a
25 percent increase in the gross floor area of the structure or
structures on the sit
Applies only to those projects which have not received all necessary
certificates of occupancy for major and minor site plans

City of Gaithersburg

Montgomery County

Site Development Plan

Site Plan

Only Minor Amendment request. All amendment requests, except for
minor amendments, shall be subject to a decision by the city planning
commission.

Major Amendment request include:
Any request to increase density or height; change a use; decrease
open space; deviate from a binding element or a condition of
approval; or alter a basic element of the plan.
•
•

A. The revision does not result in the change of any of the conditions
of approval issued for the previously approved plan;
B. The revision does not increase the floor area by more than ten
percent; and
C. The revision does not increase the parking area, including drive
aisles and access drives, by more than ten percent.
Sequential revisions which cumulatively increase the gross floor area
or parking area by more than ten percent must be reviewed by the
Commission.
In considering an amendment to an approved final site plan, the
Department or Commission may only consider issues relating to the
proposed amendment, and may not consider matters that have been
approved and that are not related to the proposed amendment

Minor Amendment request include:
• Resiting or relocation of buildings or structures including, but
not limited to, garages and accessory structures on not more
than three (3) contiguous lots, including moving or rotation of
a building or structure's footprint, provided such moving or
rotation does not shift a building or structure's footprint
more than ten (10) feet in any direction.
• Approval of retaining walls/fences and other enclosures.
• Minor revisions to building elevation and site plan details
which do not add onto buildings or expand footprints of
previously approved buildings
• Minor signage changes or additions.
• Minor landscaping, parking layout, and pedestrian and
sidewalk access revisions.
• Addition of easements and parking areas or correction of
easement and parking area locations.
• Revisions to forest conservation plan.(j)Revisions or
amendments delegated by the city planning commission.
• Parking waivers of up to ten (10) percent of the required
parking for a site
• Minor modifications to existing telecommunications facilities.

Public notice is required.
A major amendment must follow the same hearing
procedures and satisfy the same necessary findings as the
original site plan
Minor Amendment request include:
Change to a parking or loading area, landscaping, sidewalk,
recreational facility or area, configuration of open space, or any other
plan element that will have a minimal effect on the overall design,
layout, quality or intent of the plan.
•
•

•

Public notice is required
A minor amendment may be approved by the Planning
Director without a public hearing if no objection to the
application is received within 15 days after the application
notice is sent.
If an objection is received within 15 days after the application
notice is sent, and the objection is considered relevant, a
public hearing is required
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Consent
Department: Police
Responsible Staff: Socrates Yiallouros

Subject
Adoption of an Ordinance to Amend Chapter 23 of the Rockville City Code Entitled “Traffic” So
as to Increase the Fine Amount for Violations of Parking Restrictions Within Fifteen Feet of a
Fire Hydrant; Parking Restrictions Within the Lane Markings, or Signs, Designating a Fire Lane;
and Parking Restrictions in Designated Handicapped Parking Spaces

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council adopt the attached ordinance.

Change in Law or Policy (remove this section if not needed)
This Ordinance would amend Chapter 23 of the Rockville City Code entitled “Traffic.”

Discussion
The purpose of this agenda item is to adopt an ordinance to amend Chapter 23 of the Rockville
City Code entitled “Traffic” so as to increase the fine amounts for Violations of Parking
Restrictions Within Fifteen Feet of a Fire Hydrant; Parking Restrictions Within the Lane
Markings, or Signs, Designating a Fire Lane; and Parking Restrictions in Designated Handicapped
Parking Spaces.
The fine amounts reflected in the attached ordinance are based on a review performed by City
staff in which the entire parking program across several areas where changes could be made to
promote efficient Citywide parking operations were examined. The review included analysis of
the historical changes to the City’s fines and fees, as well as an extensive comparison of the
current City of Rockville parking fines and fees with surrounding jurisdictions. The findings of
the review were presented on May 3, 2021 in which staff engaged in a discussion with Mayor
and Council. Staff was then instructed to return before the Mayor and Council on June 14, 2021
with an introduction of an ordinance to amend Chapter 23 of the Rockville City Code entitled
“Traffic,” so as to increase the above-mentioned three fines.
The proposed ordinance, Attachment B, would amend all three fines by increasing them to
$250. The increase in the fine amount for the three violations is designed to encourage
motorists’ compliance with City parking regulations fairly and equitably, while also promoting
the orderly free flow of traffic within the city.
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Mayor and Council History
The ordinance was introduced by the Mayor and Council on June 14, 2021. Prior to the
introduction, the Mayor and Council received a presentation and participated in a discussion on
the topic of proposed increases to parking fines and fees at the Mayor and Council meeting of
May 3, 2021.

Fiscal Impact
Staff does not recommend adjusting the FY 2022 Parking Fund revenue estimates for the
proposed adjustments. The FY 2022 revenue estimates, which were developed in January 2021,
are relatively high given the actual amount of revenue collected in FY 2021 and the amount of
revenue projected going forward. Parking Fund revenues have suffered dramatically given the
decline in parking activity due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
If, during FY 2022, revenues trend above budget estimates, staff will return to the Mayor and
Council to recognize actual revenue receipts via a budget amendment.

Next Steps
If adopted, this ordinance will be effective immediately.

Attachments
Attachment 7.A.a:
Attachment 7.A.b:

Attachment A (PDF)
Attach B - Draft Ord-amendment to Ch. 23-parking fines

(PDF)
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CITY OF ROCKVILLE

COMPARABLE JURISDICTIONS

Current

Proposed

Montgomery
County

City of
Gaithersburg

City of
Takoma Park

City of
Frederick

15' Fire Hydrant

$40

$250

$60

$250

$50

$100

Handicapped

$100

$250

$250

$250

$255

$250

No Parking Fire Lane

$100

$250

$250

$250

$255

$100

Category

Attachment 7.A.a: Attachment A (3758 : Adoption of an Ordinance to Amend Chapter 23)

PARKING FINES

FINES
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Ordinance No.

ORDINANCE:

To amend Chapter 23 of the Rockville City Code
entitled “Traffic” so as to increase the fine amount
for violations of parking restrictions within fifteen
feet of a fire hydrant; parking restrictions within
the lane markings, or signs, designating a fire lane;
and parking restrictions in designated handicapped
parking spaces

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND, that Chapter
23 of the Rockville City Code entitled “Traffic” is hereby amended as follows:
CHAPTER 23 “TRAFFIC”
*****

ARTICLE II. STOPPING, STANDING AND PARKING
****
Sec. 23-22. Notice of violation; payment of penalty; failure to pay penalty; issuance of
summons.
(a) Every duly authorized police officer of the City or the County, or parking enforcement
officer of the City, shall attach to any vehicle found to be in violation of sections 23-24, 2325, 23-26, 23-27, division 3 or division 4 of this article or parking restriction signs
authorized or provided for in section 23-3, a notice to the owner thereof that such vehicle
has been in violation of such provisions.
(b) Within fifteen (15) days of the posting of such notice, each such owner may pay as a
penalty and in full satisfaction of such violation the sum of:
(1) Forty dollars ($40.00) for expired parking meters/stalls located in City-owned parking
garages in Town Center;
(2) Forty dollars ($40.00);
(3) One hundredTwo hundred fifty dollars ($100250.00) for violations of parking
restriction signs designating handicapped parking only; or
(4) One hundredTwo hundred fifty dollars ($100250.00) for violations of parking
restriction signs and/or lane markings designating a fire lane.
(5) One hundred dollars ($100.00) for violations of snow emergency parking restrictions.
(6) Two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) for parking within fifteen (15) feet of a fire
hydrant.
In the alternative such owner may elect to stand trial in the District Court for the County.
Such election shall be made in accordance with the procedure established by Section 26-303 of
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the Transportation Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland, presently existing, and as it may
hereafter be amended.
(c) The notice of violation shall contain the requirements outlined in Section 26-302 of the
Transportation Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland, presently existing, and as it
may hereafter be amended.
(d) If the owner fails to pay the penalty set forth in subsection (b) hereof within the time
therein provided, or if the owner fails to elect to stand trial within the time therein
provided, the penalty provided in subsection (b) shall be increased by an additional ten
dollars ($10.00).
(e) The Chief of Police shall, in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the State Motor
Vehicle Administration and State law, give or cause to be given notice to the
Administration of all vehicles registered by the State and the subject of any outstanding
and past due parking violation of this chapter and request that the Administration refuse
registration or transfer of registration of the subject vehicle, until notified by the City that
the violation has been satisfied. In such cases, the Chief of Police shall impose an
additional cost of ten dollars ($10.00) for each registration withheld and the owner of the
vehicle shall be subject to payment of such costs, and all other fines, penalties, and
charges before notice is given to the Administration that the subject violation has been
satisfied and the registration is released.

****

Sec. 23-26. Stopping, standing, or parking prohibited in specified places.
No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle except when necessary to avoid conflict with
other traffic or in compliance with the direction of a police officer or traffic control device in
any of the following places:
(1) On a sidewalk;
(2) Within five (5) feet of any opening or entrance to any public or private driveway;
(3) In front of any opening or entrance to a public or private driveway, except that an
owner or occupant may park in front of his or her private residential driveway;
(4) Within an intersection;
(5) Within fifteen (15) feet of a fire hydrant;
(6)(5)
On a crosswalk, or within twenty (20) feet of a crosswalk at an intersection,
except for the purpose of receiving or discharging passengers or merchandise;
(7)(6)
Within thirty (30) feet of any beacon, stop sign, or traffic control signal located at
the side of a roadway;
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(8)(7)
Between a safety zone and the adjacent curb or within thirty (30) feet of points
on the curb immediately opposite the ends of a safety zone, except for the period
necessary to take on or discharge passengers, freight, or merchandise;
(9)(8)
Within twenty (20) feet of the driveway entrance to any fire department station
and on the side of a street opposite the entrance to any fire department station
within seventy-five (75) feet of the entrance when signposted;
(10)(9) Alongside or opposite any street excavation or obstruction when such stopping,
standing, or parking would obstruct traffic;
(11)(10) On the roadway side of any vehicle stopped or parked at the edge or curb of a
street except for the purpose of receiving or discharging passengers or merchandise;
(12)(11) Upon any bridge or other elevated structure or within a highway tunnel;
(13)(12) At any place where an official sign or painted curb of the County, the State, or
the City prohibits stopping, parking or standing wherever a curb is painted yellow that
there shall be no parking, standing or stopping parallel to the painted curb;
(14)(13) On curves, at the brow of a hill, where the State Highway Administration or the
City has painted lines on the surfaces of the roads;
(15)(14) Upon any road, highway, alley or public parking facility in such a manner so as to
impede the movement of traffic or constitute a threat to public safety;
(16)(15) On a drainage structure, planting strip, grass strip, median strip, or dirt strip
which is located behind the curb of a public roadway except upon driveways
constructed for such purpose. Where curbs do not exist along a public road, the
provisions of this paragraph shall apply only to drainage structures. This paragraph
does not apply in emergencies, or for inspection, repair or construction work
performed by governments, public agencies, or public utility companies;
(17)(16) Upon that portion of a street on which there are painted lines on the surface of
the street to indicate a designated bikeway.

NOTE:

Underlining indicates material added
Strikethrough indicates material deleted
Asterisks * * * indicate material unchanged by this ordinance
* * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * *
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of an ordinance adopted
by the Mayor and Council at its meeting of ______________.
_______________________________
Sara Taylor-Ferrell, City Clerk, Director of Council
Operations
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Consent
Department: Human Resources
Responsible Staff: Marcus Odorizzi

Subject
Award for Worker's Compensation Insurance for FY2022 Policy Period

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council authorize the City Manager and the City's
insurance broker, Aon, to bind coverage with PMA Companies, a part of Old Republic Insurance
Group, for workers' compensation insurance for the FY22 policy period in a form acceptable to
the City Attorney.

Discussion
The City contracts with Aon to provide insurance brokerage and consulting services to obtain
competitive insurance rates for a variety of complex insurance coverages, including workers’
compensation. Pursuant to Aon’s scope of services with the City, Aon is responsible for assisting
the City with the completion of annual renewal applications, including an assessment of
exposures, and the solicitation of insured/self-insured coverages and programs. Additionally,
Aon is responsible for the placement and ongoing maintenance of all insurance policies
applicable to their scope of services with the City.
The market for workers’ compensation insurance for public entities is normally very limited,
and the COVID-19 pandemic has had a considerable impact on the overall operating
environment of insurers, as they have further limited their appetite to write plans for public
entities who employ front-line first responders. For the FY22 policy period, Aon was successful
in securing quotes from PMA, and the City’s incumbent carrier, AIG.
As outlined further below, staff is recommending that the City enter an agreement with PMA
for workers’ compensation insurance for FY22, based upon the substantially lower deductible
offered as compared to the quote received from AIG, in addition to paying a lower overall upfront premium and lower ongoing claim service fees.
As background, the City first entered a large-deductible plan design for its’ workers’
compensation insurance program in FY12. Under a large-deductible program design, the City
receives a substantial reduction in up-front premium, with the expectation that premium
savings will exceed that of the claim costs in a given policy year. This plan design offers the City
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the potential for significant savings versus a fully guaranteed plan, but does come with the
financial risk of paying for very costly claims up to the occurrence deductible and overall
aggregate stop limit in any given policy period. In FY21, the City’s policy with AIG contains a peroccurrence deductible of $500,000 per-occurrence with an aggregate stop limit of $3,162,000.
For FY22, AIG has proposed significant non-negotiable changes to our program structure,
including raising the deductible to $1,000,000 per claim occurrence, a 100% increase from the
$500,000 per claim occurrence deductible currently in place. Additionally, AIG’s proposal has
eliminated the policy’s aggregate stop loss limit entirely. The aggregate stop loss limit is the
total amount the City would be liable for in any given policy year. With the 100% increase in the
deductible and the unmitigated risks associated with the total elimination of the aggregate stop
loss limit, City staff recommends securing coverage with PMA.
As outlined in their attached proposal, PMA has proposed a large deductible insurance program
for the City, with two choices of deductible levels to choose from: one with a $350,000
deductible and another with a $500,000 deductible. Based upon historical claim information,
and a comparison of the premium savings between the options proposed, staff recommends
that the City elect coverage with PMA for the $500,000 per-occurrence deductible option with
an aggregate stop loss limit of $2,500,000. For this option of coverage, the City will pay PMA a
premium amount of $303,070 due at the time of the inception of the policy. PMA will also
charge claim service fees based upon the number of claims filed during the policy period. These
fees are expected to be $12,160 in FY22. Additionally, PMA will require the City to post
$440,000 in cash collateral and $65,000 to be placed in escrow. The collateral amount paid is
meant to provide security to offset the financial risks to the insurer in the event the City is
unable to pay the outstanding liabilities in a high-deductible insurance program design. Over
time, as claims are paid and the program’s outstanding losses are reduced, the collateral funds
will be returned to the City. Pursuant to the plan design, claims are billed as they are incurred,
and as such, the City will be billed monthly for losses incurred throughout the policy year that
fall under the deductible and aggregate stop loss limit. Due to the fact that losses are paid as
they are incurred, and due to the potential and often long-tail of claims until they reach closure,
the City will likely be paying for losses incurred in FY22 in subsequent fiscal years.
As outlined in the chart below, the premium and claim service fees for the $500,000 deductible
program proposed by PMA is more than $126,000 less expensive than the $1,000,000
deductible program proposed by AIG. In addition to the cost savings, PMA’s options offer
substantially lower deductibles and include overall aggregate stop loss limits which greatly
reduce the programs overall risks and liabilities to the City.

Comparison of Proposals Received
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PMA offers robust claims and risk control services, including access to PMA Cinch, a proprietary
risk management information system tool that empowers policyholders to actively manage
their workers’ compensation program, thus delivering real-time information and performance
insights.
As previously mentioned to the Mayor and Council, upon leaving the City’s program with AIG,
the City will be responsible for making up the difference between the total estimated
outstanding liabilities and the current collateral amount on-hand.

Mayor and Council History
This is the first time this item is being brought forth to the Mayor and Council for consideration
of an award.

Options Considered
Aon, as the City’s broker of record for workers’ compensation insurance, provided the City with
options to renew insurance with AIG or to change plans and secure insurance from PMA.

Procurement
Aon was the successful proposer for RFP #18-16 for Insurance Broker Services for Property,
Casualty and Associated Insurances. Aon is responsible for assisting in the completion of annual
renewal applications, including an assessment of City exposures for the solicitation of
insured/self-insured coverages and programs. Additionally, Aon is responsible for the
placement and maintenance of all insurance policies applicable to the Contract #18-16.
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Fiscal Impact
The FY22 adopted budget for workers’ compensation insurance totals $1,648,380. This amount
will be sufficient to cover the premium, claim service fees, collateral, and monthly losses
incurred throughout the policy period, barring any substantial claims.

Next Steps
The Safety and Risk Manager will work with the City Attorney to review and negotiate to
sufficiency any required third-party brokered agreements with PMA, and/or its affiliates, if
necessary, for the City Manager to execute. City staff will continue to work with our insurance
broker to research appropriate insurance options to provide workers’ compensation insurance
coverage for the City.

Attachments
Attachment 7.B.a:

PMA Proposal for Workers' Compensation Insurance

(PDF)
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In Partnership With
AON RISK SERVICES, INC. OF MD

Prepared For

City Of Rockville

Proposal Date

May 28, 2021

Proposed Policy Effective Date
July 1, 2021 to July 1, 2022
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Mr. Harry Merker
Aon Risk Services, Inc.
165 Broadway, 29th Floor
New York, NY 10006

Dear Harry :
Thank you for the opportunity to submit this proposal for your consideration. PMA is focused on delivering the
optimum risk management program and services for you and City Of Rockville.
We understand that risk management for state and county governments, as well as municipalities, is unique
requiring specialized expertise and flexible solutions. Risk managers face the challenges of protecting and
safeguarding public money. PMA has extensive public entity risk management experience and the skills in risk
control and cost management to provide tangible value to government entities.

PMA is part of Old Republic General Insurance Group, the largest business segment within Old Republic
International Corporation, one of the nation’s 50 largest publicly held insurance organizations. We have over
100 years of experience and success in executing risk management programs for large, sophisticated insureds.
Our strength lies not only in what we offer, but also how we deliver results for your business. We offer a truly
collaborative relationship with you and City Of Rockville to understand the unique loss drivers, create and
implement the most favorable risk solution, and achieve your client’s desired financial results.
Highlights
• Insureds who have been recognized with industry risk management awards
• 95% client satisfaction rate, per our latest client satisfaction survey
• We value long-term client relationships
• Our client retention averages 90% or higher
• A.M. Best “A” Excellent rating
• Structured account management ‒ a dedicated team of risk management experts, detailed service plan, and
measurable goals, overseen by a dedicated Claims Service Manager (CSM)
• Data analytics at your fingertips with one of the industry’s most user-friendly risk management information
systems
If you have any questions about the proposal, please do not hesitate to contact me at 410-527-3223, or email
me at Gary_Lowe@pmagroup.com.
Sincerely,
Gary
Gary Lowe
Senior Underwriting Specialist
Hunt Valley Branch Office

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
reproduce any portion of this presentation without prior express written consent from PMA.
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City Of Rockville- Business Solutions
In order to provide the optimum risk management program to the City Of Rockville, we believe the following
business solutions would best address their program needs.
Cost of Risk (Shared)-Large Deductible Program
The large deductible program PMA offers provides a mechanism for recognizing favorable loss experience
through lower, ultimate insurance costs within specified deductible and aggregate limits. Insureds have the
opportunity to reduce their ultimate insurance cost by sharing specific and/or aggregate risks with PMA (within
specified limits). The cost of expenses and services are negotiated prior to inception and are adjusted by
exposure changes only.
Limiting Financial Exposure of Risk-Large Deductible Program
The large deductible program PMA offers includes a deductible limit or loss aggregate potentially minimizing the
impact of a single large loss or an excessive aggregation of losses on the ultimate cost of the insurance
program. Limiting insured risk and exposure to specific large claims (vertical) and/or an aggregation of claims
(horizontal) may limit its impact on the overall cost of insurance.
Financial Flexibility-Large Deductible
The large deductible program PMA offers provides increased liquidity and significant premium deferral, which is
normally used to fund losses, loss based assessments, and loss adjustment expenses. The timing of premium
and loss payments (including loss adjustment expenses) is negotiated prior to inception and disbursements
(reimbursements) are made as costs are realized (paid) and billed on a monthly basis.
Flexible Payment/Reimbursement Schedule-Retrospectively Rated Program
The retrospectively rated program PMA offers has a negotiated installment schedule (in pre-determined
amounts). Ultimate cost of insurance reflects loss performance and adjustments are made (additional or return
premiums) annually until all claims are closed. This insurance program allows for cost savings upon favorable
loss performance; cash disbursements are reasonably predictable and can be budgeted.
Transition to Self-Insurance-Large Deductible Program
The large deductible program PMA offers provides some of the advantages of self-insurance without obtaining
regulatory approval, incurring significant "start-up" costs, securing claims and risk control services, experiencing
restrictive barriers for entry or exit, incurring "fronting fees", or paying additional taxes and assessments. Since
your claims handling is already unbundled to PMA Management Corp. you can have a smooth transition since
your claims handling can remain with PMA Management Corp.

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
reproduce any portion of this presentation without prior express written consent from PMA.
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City Of Rockville- Services
We understand how vital service is to maximizing the value of your large deductible program.
Every day, our people make a difference for our insureds. We listen to and understand the commercial
insurance risk management challenges of our insureds and execute the right solutions to meet them. We are a
team of passionate employees who embrace our service-driven culture, taking pride in delivering tangible value
and achieving the results our insureds and distribution partners expect.
PMA Companies-–Setting the Bar in Service Excellence
At PMA Companies, we have created a success story for over 100 years, one relationship at a time. We are
passionate about doing what we say, and delivering exceptional value to our insureds.
Our core values of passion, accountability, execution, professionalism, and teamwork drive our performance--so
every day, every employee is working hard on behalf of those we serve.
Don’t just take our word for it. 95% of insureds reported PMA meets or exceeds their service expectations in
our latest client research survey, and we were particularly recognized by our insureds for:
• Claims outcomes and results achieved
• Performance in managing medical costs for workers' compensation
• Risk control expertise and programs to manage insureds' risk exposures
When survey respondents were asked why they selected or renewed their business with us, the top reasons
were--workers' compensation expertise and service quality and responsiveness.
Account Management Integrated Services
Our specialized services for large accounts include a PMA account management structured program that is
designed to optimize each insured's performance and outcomes.
• PMA Companies uniquely integrates our specialized resources into multi-disciplinary teams focused on
each client's objectives. A multi-functional team of risk management professionals identifies the most
significant loss drivers, organizational needs and special servicing requirements, creates a customized
service plan, and is accountable for results
• A designated claims service manager serves as a single point of contact for insureds and brokers and
serves as their liaison, overseeing and coordinating services.
Our teams, which may include underwriting, risk control, claims service manager, claims management and
managed care, are highly effective at communication, collaboration and coordination among team members and
with our insureds. Quite simply, our teams know what's going on--and that translates into measurable benefits
for our insureds and their injured workers.
PMA Services
Claims Management
PMA Claims Management Services is focused on delivering to our insureds superior customer service as well
as optimal outcomes for their claims. We utilize claims best practices, including targeted claims handling-matching the expertise and skills of our claims specialists with specific claims types and complexities. Our
claims teams have in-depth jurisdictional expertise and we fully integrate claims management, managed care
strategies and engage experts early and often in the claims process. We use data analytics extensively to
identify claims trends, initiate early intervention and skillfully manage the trajectory of claims. We deliver
industry-leading claims programs, including quality assurance, fraud prevention, and litigation management, all
of which translates into tangible value for insureds.
Managed Care Savings
PMA provides integrated, industry-leading managed care expertise and capabilities to ensure seamless delivery
of services to our insureds while managing costs. PMA managed care offers a comprehensive program of
This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
reproduce any portion of this presentation without prior express written consent from PMA.
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services, including, nurse case management, pharmacy benefit management, fee schedule and UCR
reductions, out-of-network program, panel creation, PPO networks, complex bill review, physical therapy
network, durable medical equipment networks, peer review, product management, quality management and
utilization review.
Risk Management Information Services (RMIS)
Another key element of our integrated services is PMA Cinch®, our risk management information system
(RMIS). This strategic RMIS tool empowers insureds to actively manage their workers' compensation program,
delivering real-time information and performance insights. PMA Cinch® is one of the most capable and userfriendly risk management information systems available today. It provides insureds with 24-hour access to
claim and loss data. Insureds can also choose to have customized report views developed for their specific
business needs. PMA Cinch® is designed to help insureds achieve cost savings via improved risk analysis
capabilities, take quicker corrective action, and facilitate cost allocation. Insureds appreciate how PMA Cinch®
offers robust features and delivers the data and insights they need--while being easy to learn and use.
Risk Control Services
Our comprehensive and consultative approach provides better protection for businesses and employees,
reduced costs, and better bottom-line results. Our program includes in-depth risk management assessment, an
analysis of historical losses versus industry benchmarks, and development of an action plan to reduce loss
potential through best practices. We provide scheduled stewardship reports to document and communicate our
shared results with insureds. PMA offers a full range of resources, including ergonomics, industrial hygiene and
occupational health, fleet safety, liability and business continuity services.
In Summary
Every day, our people make a difference for our insureds. We listen to and understand their commercial
insurance risk management challenges and execute the right solutions to meet them. We are a team of
passionate employees who embrace our service-driven culture, taking pride in delivering tangible value and
achieving the results our insureds and distribution partners expect. Our people are highly knowledgeable and
our mindset is focused on service--it's the DNA of PMA Companies. Get to know us, and you will see we are an
organization that values partnership and long-term relationships.

Here are more specific details of the services we provide:

Risk Control Services
PMA Risk Control Services: At PMA, our risk control professionals do much more than conduct checklist-driven
inspections or manage compliance requirements. Our highly credentialed consultants evaluate our insureds'
businesses to determine where levels of risk may interrupt business results. Through a detailed service plan,
we bring insight and resources to each level of your organization starting with C-level executives, who make the
key business decisions that ultimately drive bottom-line results. PMA's commitment is to maximize the return on
investment in safety.
Risk Management Assessment: PMA provides business-driven Risk Management Consulting. Our Risk Control
Services team examines an insured's historical loss trends, compares those trends to observed workplace
exposures, and listens carefully to individuals at all levels of the insured's organization. PMA also
examines/evaluates the insured's workplace safety culture. With those insights, we focus on what could happenand recommend actionable strategies for preventing losses. We offer a Risk Management Assessment
Toolbox, a suite of analytic tools to evaluate risk characteristics and level of control, and then work in
partnership with the insured to determine their acceptable level of risk.
Risk Control- Benchmarking and Analytic Data: As part of our risk control program, PMA provides detailed loss
analysis information to insureds according to their needs. These metrics, including industry comparisons and
insightful year-to-year analysis, help an organization determine if they are at a competitive business advantage
compared to their industry peers and serve as a foundation for risk control intervention and planning.
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Risk Control- Decision-Based Safety Management®: PMA's innovative Decision-Based Safety Management
Program helps insureds identify and implement opportunities to optimize their business operations. PMA risk
control consultants assess insured's safety systems to determine what drives results and then partners with
insureds to develop and implement a customized performance improvement plan.
Risk Control: Ergonomic Services: PMA can help insureds make ergonomic improvements that enhance their
bottom line. Our specialized services include: Job Task Evaluation- identifies and quantifies ergonomic risk
factors utilizing internationally recognized assessment tools.
Solution
Development- We collaborate with the insured and their employees to identify feasible and cost-effective
solutions to improve productivity and reduce or eliminate ergonomic risk factors. Post-Implementation
Assessment- verifies the effectiveness of ergonomic improvements on job task changes. PMA Risk control
also provides ergonomic awareness training and technical bulletins that provide guidance in tool and
workstation design or redesign.
Risk Control- Supervisor Safety Training: The Safety Leadership Series provides insureds with an eight-part
program that is an excellent orientation to key safety management principles. Participants learn skills and
strategies to help prevent injuries and minimize accident costs. The Safety Leadership Series is also an
excellent training opportunity for safety committee members, providing a solid foundation for continued
performance improvement.
Risk Control-On-line Training/PMA Organizational Safety Institute: PMA delivers a very successful web-based
training series for insureds led by highly credentialed PMA risk control consultants under the auspices of the
Organizational Safety Institute. The Institute offers online learning to our insureds about emerging best
practices in organizational safety efforts. Our online courses include four distinct learning tracks: Leadership,
Safety & Risk Management, Compliance Pathways, Emerging & Seasonal Issues, Industry Focused Learning.
These interactive webinars present solid, in-depth information and insight, and practical, actionable solutions to
help insureds optimize their risk management programs.
Risk Control- Training Materials: PMA insureds have exclusive, unlimited access to a number of training
resources through PMA Websource®, our on-line safety and risk management portal. Available 24/7, insureds
can access practical loss prevention and safety information and solutions, including general and industryspecific technical bulletins, safety and compliance training programs, safety videos and access links for
additional resources. PMA consultants work closely with insureds to determine the most effective training
materials for their needs.

Claims Management
Claims Management- Account Management: To ensure that our insureds' accounts are consistently performing
at high levels, PMA delivers a structured Account Management Program. Insureds are partnered with a team
consisting of an Underwriting Account Executive, Risk Control Consultant, and Claims Service Manager.
Account Management Team members:
• Identify the accounts' most significant loss drivers, organizational needs and special servicing requirements
• Created a customized integrated action plan
• Monitor activities/results and reports on achievements
Claims Management- Claims Service Manager/One Point of Service: Insureds will benefit from the expertise
and efficiency of working with a designated Claims Service Manager, who serves as the single point of contact
and liaison for all claim issues. The Claims Service Manager optimizes each account's performance by
addressing claims questions, concerns, and action plans. The Claims Service Manager oversees and
coordinates many services, including panel creation, PMA Cinch® training, claims reviews, stewardship
meetings, location coding, on-line claims reporting, and creation of special handling guidelines.
Claims Management- Fraud Prevention/Detection: PMA's Special Investigation Unit (SIU) offers experienced
insurance professionals skilled in detecting and preventing claims fraud and mitigating an insured's financial
exposure. The SIU, along with our trained claims specialists and independent investigators, conducts integrated
investigations on questionable claims and works with state and federal authorities. To help detect claims fraud,
This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
reproduce any portion of this presentation without prior express written consent from PMA.
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PMA reports all injury claims in ISO ClaimSearch®, the centralized, industry-wide claims database. PMA claims
professionals perform detailed, timely, and thorough claims investigations.
Claims Management- Litigation Management: PMA vigorously manages the cost of litigated claims with a
comprehensive Litigation Management Program. Our stringent defense counsel selection and appointment
process ensure that we provide appropriate counsel for the litigation at issue. We hold our panel and staff
counsel accountable for adhering to our litigation guidelines.
Claims Management- Appropriate Caseloads: PMA claims professionals' workloads and are continually
monitored to ensure that they are suitable and enable us to complete more thorough investigations and exercise
greater control over loss development.
Claims Management: PMA Claims Management delivers second-to-none solutions and service. The value
PMA creates for insureds extends beyond servicing claims. We deliver industry-leading programs, including
quality assurance, fraud prevention, and litigation management, all of which translates into tangible value for
clients.
Claims Management- Quality Assurance: PMA leverages proven claims management processes to assure that
every claim in handled according to the highest standards. With our Quality Assurance Program, we conduct
frequent and regular internal quality audits by claims supervisors and our corporate claims specialists.
Claims Management- Reserving Philosophy: PMA's reserving philosophy is based upon setting realistic,
accurate reserves according to the most up-to-date information available at the time of the review. PMA does
not establish reserves using formulas, nor do we establish transitional reserves.
Claims Management- Subrogation: PMA actively investigates all claims to reduce your financial exposure. Our
claims staff works with a network of experts to determine the cause and origin of the loss. Whether it is a
workers' compensation injury, automobile claim, or damage to your property, PMA investigates to find the cause
and responsible parties to recover loss payments, including your deductible.
Claims Management- Claim Contact/Communication: PMA Claims reacts fast and comprehensively to loss
notices. Within 24 hours, we implement substantive contact with the essential parties, which may include the
injured worker, employer, and medical providers. Early in the life of a claim, we integrate our experienced
medical case management team into the claims process.
Our advanced Claims System provides the framework for prompt and ongoing communication and real time
access to complete claims information for PMA Claims and Managed Care professionals.
With PMA Cinch®, our risk management information system, insureds have instant access to all their claims' log
notes (both from claims professionals and nurse case managers), enabling insureds to see detailed status of
their claims at their convenience.
Our process and communication strategies are all designed to facilitate prompt recovery, return-to-work and
better claims results for PMA insureds.
Claims Management- Complex, High-Exposure Claims Management: Potential high-exposure claims are
identified early and specifically assigned to PMA claims and managed care professionals who have expertise in
the management of complex claims. To produce the optimum outcome on complex claims, we develop and
implement circumstance-specific strategies based upon PMA's experience of over 100 years in the business.
We apply advanced medical management strategies, and partner with catastrophic medical management
specialists.

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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Managed Care Savings
PMA Managed Care Services: PMA provides integrated, industry-leading Managed Care capabilities to ensure
seamless delivery of services to our insureds and minimize costs. PMA Managed Care offers a comprehensive
program of services, including complex bill review, fee schedule and UCR reductions, pharmacy benefit
management, PPO networks, nurse case management, peer review and utilization review. PMA's Managed
Care Program combines our risk management and medical expertise, technology systems, and third-party
relationships. This approach enables us to more effectively assess and manage cases with the goal of
maximizing outcomes while minimizing costs for insureds.
Managed Care- Complex Bill Review: Complex bills undergo an additional layer of scrutiny by our team of
nurses and highly trained coders. Our nurse examiners apply clinical guidelines, ensuring appropriate billing
based on clinical reports. Our expert coders review bills for compliance with complex state-mandated rules and
regulations.
Managed Care- Specialty Preferred Durable Medical Equipment (DME) Specialty Program: Injured employees
often require specialized medical equipment and devices to return to work. With prices rising and medical
equipment choices proliferating, we partnered with three national medical equipment specialists to expertly
navigate this field. Our strategic partners provide competitive discounted rates for medical equipment and
ensure the quality and functionality of all prescribed medical equipment.
Managed Care- Medical Bill Review Program-Fee Schedule and Usual, Customary, and Reasonable (UCR)
Reductions: Our sophisticated imaging and workflow software performs a thorough review of all medical bills,
identifying duplication, potentially unrelated services, and improper billing practices. PMA reduces medical bills
to state fee schedules and UCR based on the rules and regulations of the state.
Managed Care- Out-of-Network: To complement our standard bill review process, we utilize industry leading
programs for re-pricing and negotiation services. Out-of-network bills are re-priced with selected thresholds,
dependent upon bill type and state jurisdiction.

Managed Care- Panel Creation: PMA has an easy-to-use website tool that allows insureds (where
jurisdictionally allowed) to quickly locate network providers, pharmacies, and ancillary services, as well as create
provider panels according to your requirements.
Managed Care- Pharmacy Benefit Management (PBM): To help contain insureds' workers' compensation
pharmacy costs, PMA has partnered with one of the nation's largest full-service providers of technologyenabled, clinically-driven services for prescription management devoted exclusively to workers' compensation
and liability markets. Our program delivers utilization control, targeted intervention, and care management
solutions to address drug utilization, prescriber activity, and medication mix (the primary drivers of workers'
compensation pharmacy costs). Our PBM program offers full adjudication of physician dispensed and third party
invoices for pharmaceutical products. Additionally, the program includes retail pharmacy (with over 60,000
pharmacies), mail order pharmacy, clinical management and formularies, as well as on-line resources for
reporting and education.
Managed Care- Pharmacy Intervention Program: PMA employs a comprehensive Pharmacy Intervention model
that utilizes multiple resources, including Pharmacy Nurse Specialists who are Registered Nurses fully
integrated into PMA claims process. Pharmacy Nurses use a portfolio of intervention strategies, including
outreach to injured workers' medical providers, pharmacist drug reviews, drug testing and monitoring, and peerto-peer reviews to prevent or remedy prescription drug dependency problems. Pharmacy clinical interventions
are designed to drive better medical outcomes for injured workers and reduce fraud potential. Additionally, PMA
leverages data mining and business intelligence to identify Pharmacy intervention opportunities. This medicalcentric approach focuses on injured worker prescription trends relative to high morphine equivalent dosages
(MEDs), prescribed compounds, direct physician dispensed regimens, brand to generic opportunities, and

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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potential for home delivery application to name a few. Each of these areas of concentration and trend analysis
drive toward appropriateness of utilization, enhanced cost reduction, and reasonable cost avoidance.
Managed Care- Specialty Preferred Physical Therapy Network: Physical therapy contributes significantly to
workers' compensation medical expenses, fueled by both treatment costs and frequent utilization. To tackle
these cost drivers, PMA partnered with networks of pre-screened and credentialed physical medicine providers,
including the largest national network in the workers' compensation industry. This clinically-based program
effectively manages utilization and cost through evidence-based treatment guidelines, regular communication,
and early alerts on off-track cases.
Managed Care- Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) Networks: PMA utilizes strategic partnerships
throughout its marketing territories to offer clients access to a comprehensive provider network for workers'
compensation claims. This includes an Expert Provider Organization that specializes in physical therapy and
occupational therapy services. A team approach is employed by PMA's Managed Care, Claims, and Account
Management staff to educate clients on the benefits of using a network and encourage injured workers to seek
treatment from network providers for more efficient and effective injury management.
Managed Care- Specialty Preferred Diagnostic Imaging Program: PMA works with industry leaders for access
to their networks of providers of diagnostic imaging services, e.g., Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
Computed Tomography (CT Scan), Electromyography (EMG), and Nuclear Medicine (Bone Scans). This
access provides highly efficient referral and scheduling services for injured workers who require diagnostic
services, as well as networks of contracted diagnostic imaging providers that offer services at discounted rates.
Managed Care- Specialty Preferred Programs/Networks: Our customized network strategy delivers an
additional opportunity to increase network penetration and target workers' compensation cost drivers. PMA's
Specialty Preferred Programs feature select relationships with industry-leading managed care companies that
offer specialized expertise and high-quality, nationwide resources. PMA conducted a rigorous due diligence
evaluation process when selecting Specialty Preferred vendors. Specialty Preferred Programs offer prospective
and retrospective clinical review to ensure appropriate medical care is provided to injured workers.
Managed Care- Disability Management: The PMA Disability Management Program is staffed with highly skilled
Registered Nurses with varied occupational health expertise. Our Nurse Case Managers work in an integrated
fashion with our Claims professionals, treating providers and injured workers to facilitate an appropriate
treatment plan and achieve timely, safe return-to-work. PMA evaluates comorbid, age and psycho-social factors
to evaluate risk and develop claim strategies to impact quality of care, costs and return-to-work outcomes. PMA
conducts case management by telephone and in person. On-site case management facilitates the proactive
management of complex claims. When appropriate, PMA partners with the largest workers' compensation case
management providers for additional services.
Managed Care- Complex Catastrophic Case Management: PMA leverages internal clinical management
resources along with expert vendor partners to manage catastrophic injuries. We combine our clinical and
claims management expertise with the specialized expertise and networks of catastrophic medical providers to
manage claims to a better outcome at lower costs. Cases are managed by PMA specialized resources and
proactively reviewed monthly to help drive optimum clinical and claims approaches and provided the best
treatment plan appropriate for the injured worker at reduced costs.
Managed Care- Medical Peer Review: PMA pro-actively addresses questionable medical treatment, particularly
causation and treatment effectiveness issues. We engage a provider, board certified in the same specialty as
the treating provider, to review the treatment file and render an expert opinion of medical treatment
recommendations.
Managed Care- Product Management: PMA continually assesses market trends and insureds' needs to design
new managed care products and services. Based upon our analysis, we develop innovative products and
services to enhance the quality of PMA's medical management program and ensure our program continues to
be best-in-class.
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Managed Care- Quality Management: PMA's quality team adheres to best practices guidelines and regulatory
requirements. Audits of internal nurses and external vendors' nurses are conducted quarterly. Together with
the PMA Regulatory Compliance Team, the Quality Management/Audit Unit ensures that PMA's partners meet
all jurisdictional guidelines.
Managed Care- Utilization Review (UR): PMA evaluates the medical necessity of diagnostic or treatment
procedures with our UR programs. We review procedures prospectively, concurrently, or retro-actively using
evidence-based guidelines per each state. Our goal is to ensure the injured employee receives appropriate
medical treatment and returns to work promptly. PMA pursues additional review if the treating provider disputes
the UR decision.
Managed Care- Triage Intervention Program: The program goal is to identify and intervene on high-risk
workers' compensation claims, starting immediately after first notice of the loss. A specialized and dedicated
team of Registered Nurses act quickly to determine the need for case management intervention, expedite
appropriate medical treatment and direction into medical networks and establish return-to-work strategies. The
Triage Intervention Program is active throughout the life cycle of workers' compensation claims to facilitate
immediate intervention if red flags arise. PMA takes an aggressive stand on the application of evidence based
medicine and leverages skilled nursing and jurisdictional rules to reduce fraud, waste and abuse.
Managed Care- PMA 24: A dedicated branded PMA Managed Care program committed to immediate first level
clinical assessment by an RN of employee's condition after a reported incident. The RN discusses incident and
employee's condition with the employee to determine the most appropriate level of care to initiate treatment for
initial physician diagnosis and necessary course of action. This service help streamline appropriate care
identification which in turn helps mitigate costs through avoidance of inappropriate initial treatment. Additionally,
PMA Care 24 promotes enhanced cost containment through in-network optimization and utilization.

For more information on PMA Companies, our services and our insurance expertise, please visit
PMA Insights
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Workers Compensation
Coverage and Limits

Workers’ Compensation

Part I:

Statutory State Requirements

Employers’ Liability

Part II:

Bodily Injury by Accident:
Bodily Injury by Disease:
Bodily Injury by Disease:

$1,000,000 Each Accident
$1,000,000 Each Employee
$1,000,000 Policy Limit

States Covered:
Estimated Payroll excl. Monopolistic:
Included Risk Control Hours:

MD,
$50,398,580
As required for service agreement

Stop Gap Payroll:
Stop Gap States:

$ 0
ND OH WY WA

Experience Modifications:

NCCI: 1.44

$350,000
Deductible
Commission:

$500,000
Deductible

Net

Net

$1,621,842

$1,621,842

-$ 178,403

-$ 178,403

-$ 1,111,881

-$ 1,147,101

Estimated Deductible Premium

$ 331,558

$ 296,338

Terrorism:

$

5,090

$

4,536

Catastrophe:

$

2,520

$

2,016

Expense Constant:

$

180

$

180

Total Estimated Premium

$ 339,348

Estimated Standard Premium:
Estimated Premium Discount
Estimated Deductible Credit

$303,070

See rating worksheets attached to the proposal for more details.
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SCHEDULE OF CASH PAYMENTS: ( Full Annual Pay)
Premium

Escrow

Cash
Collateral
Fund

Total

Total Annual Deposits
Due at Inception
$ 339,348
$ TBD
$TBD
$ TBD
$350,000 Deductible Option
Total Annual Deposits
Due at Inception
$ 303,070
$ TBD
$TBD
$ TBD
$500,000 Deductible Option
10 Equal Premium Installments are available. Escrow & Cash Collateral Funds are due at inception
The following endorsements are included in the policy:
WC 000106A: LONGSHORE & HARBOR WC ACT COVERAGE ENDT
WC 000201B: MARITIME COVERAGE ENDT
WC 000301A: ALTERNATE EMPLOYER ENDT
WC 000311A: VOLUNTARY COMP AND EMPLOYERS LIAB COVG
WC000316:
WAIVER OF OUR RIGHT TO RECOVER (Available on specific name as required)
FOREIGN VOLUNTARY COMPENSATION
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION EXTENDED TO 90 DAYS
OTHER STATES
STOP GAP LIABILITY
ALL REQUIRED STATE MANDATORY ENDORSEMENTS
ALL DEDUCTIBLE PROGRAM ENDORSEMENTS
The following endorsements are not applicable to workers’ compensation:
• Knowledge of Occurrence
• Notice of Occurrence
• Unintentional E&O
• Broad Form Named Insured

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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Large Deductible with $350,000 Deductible
In a Large Deductible Program the insured will assume a portion of its own risk in the form of a per loss event
deductible. Insureds are protected from catastrophic losses by a policy aggregate loss limitation. The
insurance carrier issues a standard workers’ compensation policy and provides full claims, legal, and loss
prevention services, while also providing statutory (or policy limits) coverage in excess of the insured’s
deductible and aggregate under the Large Deductible Program. The carrier is bound by all of the regulatory
requirements of the state(s) in which the policy is issued.
Claim payments are made by the insurance carrier and are reimbursed by the insured--this is a statutory
requirement in all states. The normal reimbursement schedule is monthly. Future expected claims payments
are secured by a Letter of Credit from an approved bank, or another form of financial security acceptable to
PMA.

Program Factors
•

The deductible limit is $350,000 per each occurrence and inclusive of Allocated Loss Adjustment
Expense (ALAE). (See Section 6 for additional information.)

•

Estimated payroll at inception of the policy is $50,398,580 excluding Monopolistic States.

•

The deductible premium, $331,558, is calculated based on a rate to payroll of .658 per $100 of payroll.
The deductible premium above is the minimum and will be adjusted upward if audited payroll exceeds the
estimated payroll.

•

The aggregate limit, $2,500,000, is calculated based on a rate to payroll of 4.960 per $100 of payroll. The
aggregate limit set forth above is the minimum and will be adjusted upward if audited payroll exceeds the
estimated payroll.

Claims Handling
Your claims handling is unbundled to PMA Management Corp. See claims handling proposal attached.
Security
A Cash Fund in the amount of $425,000 must be provided by the insured to PMA. It must be received no later
than fifteen (15) days following policy inception. At any time, PMA may review the collateral requirements and
require additional collateral. If the insured fails to provide any subsequent demands for additional amounts, we
reserve the right to cancel the policy.
Escrow
An Escrow Fund of $60,000 will be required. It is payable no later than the due date for the first installment.
Loss Billings
The insured will be billed monthly for all losses paid during the prior month (multiplied by the Loss Conversion
Factor, if applicable). Losses include ALAE. The insured will continue to be billed until all claims are closed.

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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Security Agreement
A Deductible Reimbursement Agreement will be executed by PMA and City Of Rockville that will specify the
provisions of the Deductible Program. It will set forth the terms and conditions of the loss fund and collateral
requirements. The insured must sign and return the documents no later than forty-five (45) days following
policy inception.

Net Cost of Program (Estimated)

0
250,000
500,000
750,000

$ 331,623
$ 331,623
$ 331,623
$ 331,623

Terrorism,
Catastrophe &
Expense Constant
$ 7,790
$ 7,790
$ 7,790
$ 7,790

$ 1,000,000
$ 2,500,000

$ 331,623
$ 331,623

$ 7,790
$ 7,790

Estimated Losses
$
$
$
$

Deductible Premium

Estimated Total Cost
$ 339,413
$ 589,413
$ 678,826
$ 1,089,413
$ 1,339,413
$ 2,839,413
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Large Deductible with $500,000 Deductible
In a Large Deductible Program the insured will assume a portion of its own risk in the form of a per loss event
deductible. Insureds are protected from catastrophic losses by a policy aggregate loss limitation. The
insurance carrier issues a standard workers’ compensation policy and provides full claims, legal, and loss
prevention services, while also providing statutory (or policy limits) coverage in excess of the insured’s
deductible and aggregate under the Large Deductible Program. The carrier is bound by all of the regulatory
requirements of the state(s) in which the policy is issued.
Claim payments are made by the insurance carrier and are reimbursed by the insured--this is a statutory
requirement in all states. The normal reimbursement schedule is monthly. Future expected claims payments
are secured by a Letter of Credit from an approved bank, or another form of financial security acceptable to
PMA.

Program Factors
•

The deductible limit is $500,000 per each occurrence and inclusive of Allocated Loss Adjustment
Expense (ALAE). (See Section 6 for additional information.)

•

Estimated payroll at inception of the policy is $50,398,580 excluding Monopolistic States.

•

The deductible premium, $296,338, is calculated based on a rate to payroll of .588 per $100 of payroll.
The deductible premium above is the minimum and will be adjusted upward if audited payroll exceeds
the estimated payroll.

•

The aggregate limit, $2,500,000, is calculated based on a rate to payroll of 4.960 per $100 of payroll.
The aggregate limit set forth above is the minimum and will be adjusted upward if audited payroll
exceeds the estimated payroll.

Claims Handling
Your claims handling is unbundled to PMA Management Corp. See claims handling proposal attached.
Security
A Cash Fund in the amount of $440,000 must be provided by the insured to PMA. It must be received no later
than fifteen (15) days following policy inception. At any time, PMA may review the collateral requirements and
require additional collateral. If the insured fails to provide any subsequent demands for additional amounts, we
reserve the right to cancel the policy.
Escrow
An Escrow Fund of $65,000 will be required. It is payable no later than the due date for the first installment.
Loss Billings
The insured will be billed monthly for all losses paid during the prior month (multiplied by the Loss Conversion
Factor, if applicable). Losses include ALAE. The insured will continue to be billed until all claims are closed.

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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Security Agreement
A Deductible Reimbursement Agreement will be executed by PMA and City Of Rockville that will specify the
provisions of the Deductible Program. It will set forth the terms and conditions of the loss fund and collateral
requirements. The insured must sign and return the documents no later than forty-five (45) days following
policy inception.

Net Cost of Program (Estimated)

0
250,000
500,000
750,000

$ 296,338
$ 296,338
$ 296,338
$ 296,338

Terrorism,
Catastrophe &
Expense Constant
$ 6,732
$ 6,732
$ 6,732
$ 6,732

$ 1,000,000
$ 2,150,000

$ 296,338
$ 296,338

$ 6,732
$ 6,732

Estimated Losses
$
$
$
$

Deductible
Premium

Estimated Total
Cost
$ 303,070
$ 553,070
$ 803,070
$ 1,053,070
$ 1,303,070
$ 2,453,070
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Surcharges and Assessments
Certain states impose surcharges and assessments payable in addition to premium. These surcharges and
assessments are based on a number of factors, including written premium, total compensation payments,
and/or paid losses. Your quote includes estimated surcharges and assessments for those states where you
currently have operations. The estimated amount of surcharges and assessments will be adjusted by PMA
based on the results of your audit.
If, during a policy year, you begin operations in a state that has surcharges or assessments, upon completion of
the audit, we will bill you for same.
If, during a policy year, a state in which you have operations enacts a new or modified surcharge or
assessment, upon completion of the audit, we will bill you for same.
If a state in which you have operations retro-actively enacts a surcharge or assessment effective for the policy
period in which we provided insurance, upon completion of the audit, we will bill you for same.
A list of the current expected state surcharges and assessments, which are subject to change retroactively, will
be provided to you for review upon request.
Assessments are billed through our monthly billing system (AMPS) for Large Deductible and included in the Tax
Multiplier for Retro/Retention.

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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Implementation Plan
The PMA service team consists of results-oriented professionals that are committed to developing a
partnership with Aon Risk Services, Inc. Of MD and City Of Rockville. PMA’s service team is ready to execute a
collaborative implementation plan to ensure a smooth and efficient transition. Our team is accessible,
responsive, and dedicated to realizing our insureds’ core objectives. We have a performance-oriented culture
that highly values our mutual success.
Account Management Team

Telephone

Email

410-527-3223

Gary_Lowe@pmagroup.com

717-730-8095
814-826-2776

Kat_Snowe@pmagroup.com

Producer:
Underwriter:
Claims Service
Manager:
Risk Control Specialist:

Gary E. Lowe, CPCU

Information Specialist:

Kat Snowe

To Report a Claim:
General Inquiries:

Fax: 1-888-329-2721
On-line: www.pmagroup.com
1-888-4PMANOW (1-888-476-2669)

TBD
TBD

Program bound with PMA
Action (as applicable)
Provide policy numbers and confirmation of coverages
Schedule date of orientation meeting
Establish first notice of loss reporting preference
Compile account contact information
Issue policies
Issue automobile identification cards
Issue workers’ compensation posting notices
https://www.pmacompanies.com/resourcecenter_clientserviceskit.html
Compile account contact information
Issue physician panels for all locations
Service orientation meeting – Claims and Risk Control
Develop/review special handling guidelines
Confirm account contact information and workflow processes—Claims
Acknowledgement letters
Establish threshold for automatic reserve change
Determine loss run/reporting format
Review panels and PMA’s medical providers
Review pharmacy benefit management program
Assign location coding for Claims reporting
Begin PMA Cinch® installation process
Confirm Risk Control/safety contacts and information
Agree on Claims and Risk Control annual service action plan
Complete PMA Cinch® training

Date
Within 5 days of effective date

Within 10 days of effective date

Within 15 days of effective date

Within 30 days of receiving
binding order or effective date

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
reproduce any portion of this presentation without prior express written consent from PMA.
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Additional Information
As used in this proposal, “ALLOCATED LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSE” (or “ALAE”) means, but shall not
be limited to, the following costs which can be directly allocated to a particular claim:
1. Fees and other related expenses of attorneys or other authorized representatives where permitted for
legal services, whether by outside vendors or our employees.
2. Court, alternative dispute resolution and other specific items of expense whether incurred by an outside
vendor or by one of our employees, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical examination of a claimant to determine the extent of liability, degree of permanency or
length of disability;
Expert medical or other testimony;
Autopsy;
Witnesses and summonses;
Copies of documents such as birth and death certificates, and medical treatment records;
Stenographic;
Laboratory and x-ray;
Fees or costs for surveillance or other professional investigations which are conducted as part
of the handling of a claim;
Fees or costs for loss prevention and engineering personnel and fees or costs for rehabilitation
nurses or other nurses, if the cost of such nurses is not included in losses, for services which
are conducted as part of the handling of a claim;
Appeal bond costs and appeal filing fees.

3. Medical cost containment expenses incurred with respect to a particular claim, whether through
utilization of an outside vendor or performed internally by our employees for the purpose of controlling
losses, to ensure that only reasonable and necessary costs of services are paid. The expenses include
but are not limited to:
•

•
•

Bill auditing expenses for any medical or vocational services rendered, including hospital bills,
(in-patient or out-patient) nursing home bills, physician bills, chiropractic bills, medical
equipment charges, pharmacy charges, physical therapy bills, medical or vocational
rehabilitation vendor bills;
Hospital and other treatment utilization reviews, including pre-certification/pre-admission, and
concurrent or retrospective reviews;
Fees charged for savings and other expenses incurred with respect to managed care
organizations, such as, but not limited to, preferred provider network/organizations, medical
provider networks, and health care organizations;

4. Expense(s) not defined as losses which are directly related to and directly allocated to the handling of a
particular claim and are required to be performed by statute or regulation.
The following shall not be included as Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense:
•
•

•

Salaries, overhead and traveling expenses of our employees, except for employees while doing
activities previously listed as allocated expenses;
Fees paid to independent claims professionals or attorneys (hired to perform the function of
claim investigation normally performed by claim adjusters) for developing and investigating a
claim so that a determination can be made of the cause, extent or responsibility, for the injury,
disease, or damage, including evaluation and settlement of covered claims;
Expenses which are defined as either an indemnity or medical loss.

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
reproduce any portion of this presentation without prior express written consent from PMA.
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MEDICAL COST CONTAINMENT EXPENSE COMPONENT OF ALLOCATED LOSS ADJUSTMENT
EXPENSE
See PMAMC proposal

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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POLICYHOLDER NOTICE
NOTICE OF TERRORISM INSURANCE COVERAGE
Coverage for acts of terrorism is included in your policy. You are hereby notified that under the Terrorism Risk
Insurance Act, as amended in 2015, the definition of act of terrorism has changed. As defined in Section 102(1)
of the Act: The term “act of terrorism” means any act that is certified by the Secretary of the Treasury—in
consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Attorney General of the United States—to be an
act of terrorism; to be a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property, or infrastructure; to have
resulted in damage within the United States, or outside the United States in the case of certain air carriers or
vessels or the premises of a United States mission; and to have been committed by an individual or individuals
as part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence the policy or affect the
conduct of the United States Government by coercion. Under your coverage, any losses resulting from certified
acts of terrorism may be partially reimbursed by the United States Government under a formula established by
the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, as amended. However, your policy may contain other exclusions which might
affect your coverage, such as an exclusion for nuclear events. Under the formula, the United States Government
generally reimburses 85% through 2015; 84 % beginning on January 1, 2016; 83 % beginning on January 1, 2017;
82 % beginning on January 1, 2018; 81 % beginning on January 1, 2019 and 80 % beginning on January 1, 2020
of covered terrorism losses exceeding the statutorily established deductible paid by the insurance company
providing the coverage. The Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, as amended, contains a $100 billion cap that limits
U.S. Government reimbursement as well as insurers’ liability for losses resulting from certified acts of terrorism
when the amount of such losses exceeds $100 billion in any one calendar year. If the aggregate insured losses
for all insurers exceed $100 billion, your coverage may be reduced.
The portion of your annual premium that is attributable to coverage for acts of terrorism is: $ As proposed, and
does not include any charges for the portion of losses covered by the United States government under the Act.

Name of Insurer

Name of Insured

Policy Number

Effective Date

This presentation and the information set forth herein have been prepared by and is the property of PMA. You should not share, distribute, copy, republish, or
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Issuing and Policyholder Servicing Office:

Other Disclosures
This insurance proposal by PMA is intended for explanatory and reference purposes only in order to identify
potential coverages, forms, limits of insurance and premium offered solely to you by PMA. Any potential
insurance coverages or limits of insurance requested in an application or coverage specifications that have not
been identified in this insurance proposal are not offered to you by PMA. No liability will be imposed upon PMA
for its declination to offer such insurance coverages or limits of insurance to you. Neither PMA, nor any of its
insurers, agents, employees or successors, shall be liable to you or other third parties for any direct, indirect,
incidental, special or consequential damages that arise out of the use of this insurance proposal.
This is an insurance proposal only and cannot bind PMA as to any coverage offered. This proposal does not
represent the terms of any contract of insurance that may ultimately be issued. You should not terminate any inforce insurance coverages, or decline insurance coverages elsewhere, until you have received written
confirmation from PMA that insurance coverage has been formally issued by PMA. PMA makes no
representations or warranties that the insurance coverage applied for will be issued. Final approval for
insurance products is made solely by PMA.
Every effort has been made by PMA to provide correct, current, and accurate information regarding this
proposal. However, the information contained in this proposal is subject to change without notice by PMA. The
calculation of premiums, and other program features, included in this document have been established based
upon the information provided by you and your representatives. Additional locations, changes in exposure, or
other variations may make it necessary to re-evaluate the proposal, premium calculations and plan factors.
It is PMA’s intention to honor any agreement that may be reached with you. PMA is required to follow all
regulatory and filing requirements in effect in the states where you have exposure. PMA shall adhere to all state
laws and regulatory requirements and shall not issue any form that contravenes a governing law, rule or
regulation.
Nothing in this proposal is intended to be, nor should it be relied upon as, tax or legal advice. You are advised
to consult with your tax advisor and/or attorney regarding the consequences to you of the insurance programs
outlined in this proposal.
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure. To ensure compliance with any requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you
that federal tax advice (if any) contained in this proposal is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be
used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promoting, marketing, or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

If you become a PMA insured, PMA may use your name and logo in PMA’s marketing materials and may
identify you as an entity to which PMA provides insurance services or products.
This proposal is intended for you only and should not be disseminated, copied, or sent to a third party without
the prior express written approval of PMA.
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7.C

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Consent
Department: City Clerk/Director of Council Operations Office
Responsible Staff: Sara Taylor-Ferrell

Subject
Approval of Minutes

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Mayor and Council approve the following minutes:
February 1, 2021 (Meeting No. 04-21)
February 8, 2021 (Meeting No. 05-21)
February 22, 2021 (Meeting No. 07-21)
March 1, 2021 (Meeting No. 08-21)
March 15, 2021 (Meeting No. 10-21)
March 22, 2021 (Meeting No. 11-21)
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: D & I, Possible Introduction & Possible Adoption
Department: PDS - Comprehensive Planning
Responsible Staff: Sheila Bashiri

Subject
Discussion, Instruction, and Possible Introduction and Possible Adoption of an Ordinance to
Grant Map Amendment Application MAP2021-00121, for the Rezoning of 203 Forest Avenue
from R-60 to R-60 (HD - Historic District) in Order to Place the Property in a Historic District;
Historic District Commission of Rockville, Applicant

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council introduce the proposed ordinance (Attachment
E) to grant Map Amendment Application MAP2021-00121 for the rezoning of 203 Forest
Avenue from R-60 to R-60 (HD - Historic District). If the Mayor and Council wish to introduce
the ordinance and proceed to adoption at the same meeting, the ordinance should first be
introduced, then a motion should be made to waive the layover period. If the motion to waive
the layover period is approved by an affirmative vote of four or more members of the Mayor
and Council, a motion to adopt the ordinance can then proceed.

Background
On December 2, 2020, the owners of the property at 203 Forest Avenue, Joseph Richardson and
Carolyn Hoch, applied for an Evaluation of Significance for historic designation of the existing
house and property. Staff evaluated the site and structure for compliance with the City’s
criteria for historic designation and presented its report and recommendation to the Historic
District Commission (HDC) at their meeting of January 21, 2021. The property retains a
significant level of integrity, which is defined as “the authenticity of a property's historic
identity, evidenced by the survival of physical characteristics that existed during the property’s
historic or pre-historic period” and staff recommended historic designation of the property to
the HDC.
The HDC found that the property met the City’s criteria for historic designation based on four of
the City’s adopted criteria:
Historic Significance
a) it represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the city.
Architectural, Design and Landscape Significance
a) it embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
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b) it represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder.
d) it represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the city.
The HDC accordingly authorized the filing of a Sectional Map Amendment to place the property
in the Historic District (HD) overlay zone, per Section 25.14.01.d.3 of the Zoning Ordinance,
which states that if the HDC finds that a property meets one or more of the adopted criteria for
historic designation, the HDC may initiate the filing of the Sectional Map Amendment for
historic designation. The Zoning Ordinance also provides for the Planning Commission to make
a recommendation to the Mayor and Council, and requires a Mayor and Council public hearing
prior to the decision of whether to designate a property.
At its meeting on April 14, 2021, the Planning Commission recommended that the application
be approved, finding that the application is in compliance with the City’s Comprehensive
Master Plan and with the purpose of the Historic District Overlay Zone. On June 7, 2021, the
Mayor and Council held a public hearing to hear testimony on the application. At the hearing,
the owner of the property requested designation of the house. He would like to apply for the
historic preservation tax credits to assist with the cost of its renovation.
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council base their decision on whether:
1. The property has integrity as determined by the HDC, and the property has been found
to meet the City’s criteria for designation;
2. The Map Amendment is in conformance with the Comprehensive Master Plan; and
3. The Map Amendment meets the intent of the Historic District overlay zone.

Property and Neighborhood Description
The subject property, Lot P6, Block 6 of Beall’s Subdivision, is located on the east side of Forest
Avenue, on the northeast corner of Forest Avenue and Beall Avenue. The property is a 20,000
square foot double lot zoned R-60, Single Unit Detached Residential Dwelling. A 1,617 square
foot structure is located on the site. The single-family detached house faces west toward
Forest Avenue and is deeply set on the lot.
Architectural and Site Features
The one and one-half story transitional bungalow at 203 Forest Avenue was constructed in 1913
by prominent local builder, Franklin H. Karn (1869-1954). The rectangular stucco house is
proportionate in height and width, and features many of the transitional details that Franklin Karn
houses were known for including the low-hipped roof, the sturdy columns on square piers, the
two-sided veranda, and the bay windows. The low-hipped asphalt shingle roof with low central
dormers and broad enclosed eaves, supported by sturdy square columns on massive square
piers, are vernacular Prairie details. Victorian era features include a veranda that wraps around
two sides of the house, giving the house its symmetrical massing, cross patterned porch
railings, bay windows, and wood shutters. The house rests on a concrete block foundation, and
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the double-hung wood windows have a six-over-one configuration. The unusual wide-hipped
roof dormers, featuring three pairs of six-lite wood casement windows, are located on all four
elevations. A brick chimney rises above the center of the roof. The house has managed to retain
its integrity with no major alterations.
A variety of mature trees and shrubs border three sides of the property. The property includes
an open front yard with foundation plantings along the front elevation of the house. The south
side of the open front lawn is bordered by an abundance of natural landscaping consisting of
mature trees and shrubs along the Beall Avenue property line, from Forest Avenue to the rear
of the property. The north side of the property consists of a side lot, with trees and shrub. The
side lot was originally a separate parcel, which was later consolidated into the subject property.
Between the side lot and the north side of the house, a concrete driveway extends from Forest
Avenue to the rear of the property. A concrete walkway leads from the curb to the front steps
of the house.
Home Builder History
The Karn family has an integral connection to Rockville's history, and between 1905 and 1975,
three generations of Karns built many of the stately homes in the West End. Karn founded the
Franklin H. Karn Company and built its first custom home on South Washington Street for Dr.
Charles Abert in 1905.
In 1908, Karn and his wife, Annie Laura Dudrow Karn, moved with their children into a home
Karn had constructed on 115 acres along the west side of Great Falls Road. The home was
purchased by Dr. Dexter M. Bullard in 1945, and with help of Karn's son Bradley Cromwell Karn
(1904-1982), it was enlarged and renamed "Hilltop". When the Bullards sold some of their land
in the 1980s, the property became what is now the community of Rose Hill Falls.
Bradley joined his father's firm in the 1920s, and they worked together until 1954, when he
established his own firm, the Bradley Karn Company. In 1937, Franklin Karn built a house for
his daughter and son-in-law at 200 Forest Avenue, across the street from the subject house. In
1940, Bradley Karn built 124 Monument Street as a home for his wife Mary and their four
children, as well as for an office for his business. In 1949 Karn developed the land behind
"Higginsville" as the Hill-an-Dale subdivision naming the two streets "Laura" for his wife and
"Dale" for his grandson. Bradley Karn’s son, Bradley Jr. (1932 - ), joined his father in 1958, and
they built many homes within the Hill-and-Dale neighborhood. The triangle of land at the
intersection of Laura Lane and Evans Street was deeded to the City for use as a park, and in
2007, the Mayor and Council designated it Karn Park.
Ownership History
Lot 8, upon which the house at 203 Forest Avenue sits, is located on the eastern edge of "Beall's
Subdivision," and was platted in 1890 by Margaret Beall on family-owned farmland. Miss Beall was
the first Rockville landowner to subdivide lots for homes. The extension of the Metropolitan Branch
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Rockville was expected to produce a real estate boom;
however, while the town experienced a brief boom in the 1890s, it was not as expansive as
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expected, and the subject lot was developed more than twenty years after it was platted. Sarah S.
Mackall (1853-1931) purchased Lot 8 in 1890 and Lot 9 in 1896 from Margaret Beall. One of Ms.
Mackall’s brothers was Upton Beall Mackall, so there may have been a family connection with the
Bealls. Ms. Mackall sold Lot 8 in 1912 and Lot 9 in 1919 to Berry E. Clark (1875-1947) and his wife
Mary (Mamie) Hamilton Clark (1881-1971). The property was sold to William Prettyman and back
to the Clarks on the same day in July 1929, most likely as a means of consolidating lots 8 and 9.
In 1931, the Clarks’ daughter, Dorothy, married Charles W. Prettyman (1896-1981), son of Rev.
Forrest Johnston Prettyman and Elizabeth C. Stonestreet. Dorothy and Charles had two sons:
Forrest Johnston (1932-1983) and Edward Clark (1935-1999). In 1958, Charles and Dorothy, and
her mother Mary, all lived at 203 Forest Avenue. When Mary Clark died in 1971, Dorothy inherited
the property.
Brothers Forrest and Edward purchased the house from their mother just before she died in 1979.
Forrest and Edward sold the house to Alexandra S. Haropulos (1952-2018) in 1980. Ms. Haropulos
died in 2018, and the property sat empty until it was sold to the current owners in November 2020.
The current owners, Joseph Richardson and Carolyn Hoch, are seeking to designate the property as
historic. The owners plan to rehabilitate the house into a home in which they can age in place. The
owners will retain the natural wooded setting of the side lot.
Compliance with Criteria for Designation
On January 21, 2021, the HDC found that the property retains a significant level of integrity
because the house still has many the original materials, including windows and siding. The
house has remained in its original configuration, without any additions. Additionally, the
property has also retained the same configuration since Lot 9 was purchased in 1929. The HDC
also found that the property meets four of the adopted criteria for historic designation. They
are:
Historic Significance Criteria:
a) It represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City.
This lot was farmland prior to being platted in 1890 by Margaret Beall of the Beall
family. The housing boom that was anticipated to coincide with the new Metropolitan
Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Rockville took longer than expected to
materialize, and the subject property did not develop until 1913 when this bungalow
was constructed. This lot sits just outside the West Montgomery Avenue Historic
District.
Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance Criteria:
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
The house embodies the distinctive and eclectic characteristics of the transitional style
in which both the Victorian period and the Prairie style period are represented. The
rectangular stucco house is proportionate in height and width. The low hipped asphalt
shingle roof with low central dormers and broad enclosed eaves, supported by sturdy
square columns on massive square piers, are vernacular Prairie details. Victorian era
features include a veranda, which wraps around two sides of the house and gives the
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house its symmetrical massing, cross patterned porch railings, bay windows, and wood
shutters.
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder.
Franklin H. Karn was considered a master builder, and he was contracted to build many
houses throughout the City of Rockville. Karn’s style changed as building styles came and
went, but the transitional Prairie style houses that he perfected were distinctive and easily
identifiable. His sons followed in his footsteps, and they kept his legacy alive. In tribute to
the Karns, a park was named after them.
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City.
The house at 203 Forest Avenue is an important example of the transitional Prairie style
house for which Franklin Karn was known.
Sectional Map Amendment Findings
Staff recommends approval of the Sectional Map Amendment, MAP2021-00121, to change the
zone of 203 Forest Avenue from R-60 to R-60 HD (Historic District), based upon the following
findings that the proposed zoning change is in conformance with:
1) The HDC’s adopted criteria, finding that the house and property are representative of
the various stages of the development and growth of Rockville; the house maintains its
integrity and represents the transitional style, incorporating both Prairie style and
Victorian period detailing; and that the house was designed by Franklin Karn, a
prominent builder in Rockville.
2) The associated Comprehensive Master Plan (CMP) in that designation would contribute
to preserving an increased number of historic resources in the city, and the
recommendation that Property owners should be encouraged to nominate their
property for historic designation (pages 8-12 of the CMP).
3) The purpose of the Historic District Zone per Section 25.14.01 of the Zoning Ordinance,
to safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving sites, structures, or areas which
reflect elements of cultural, social, and economic history.

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council held a public hearing for this Map Amendment on June 7, 2021. The
property owner spoke in favor of designation and Peerless Rockville submitted written
testimony in favor of designation. The Mayor and Council voted to keep the public record open
until the close of business on Monday, June 14, 2021.

Public Notification and Engagement
Written notice was accomplished in accordance with the Zoning Ordinance, and the notice of the
public hearing was provided by the City Clerk's Office and advertisements were published in
The Washington Post on May 20, 2021 and May 27, 2021.
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The Planning Commission reviewed the Sectional Map Amendment Application at their April 14,
2021 meeting, for the purpose of making a recommendation to the Mayor and Council.
Postcard notices were sent two weeks prior to the meeting, to adjacent property owners within
500 feet of the property.
The HDC Evaluation of Historic Significance was conducted on January 21, 2021, and postcard
notices were provided two weeks in advance to adjacent property owners within 500 feet of
the property. A sign was posted on the property, also two weeks in advance of the HDC
meeting, to provide notice of the application for Evaluation of Significance, and the HDC
meeting agenda was posted on the city's website.

Boards and Commissions Review
The Planning Commission reviewed the Map Amendment application at its meeting of April 14,
2021. At the meeting, the property owner spoke in favor to the designation, and, after
discussion, the Planning Commission recommended that the application be approved, finding
the application in compliance with the City’s Comprehensive Master Plan and with the purpose
of the Historic District Overlay Zone. See Attachment A for more details.
The HDC reviewed the Evaluation of Significance at its January 21, 2021 meeting. The owner
spoke in favor of the designation and a statement from Nancy Pickard, Executive Director of
Peerless Rockville, was read into the record in favor of designation for the property and the
Evaluation of Significance. Letters of support for the designation were also received from the
owner and two other property owners in the neighborhood. (See Attachment D for more
details.)

Next Steps
If adopted, the zoning change will take immediate effect.

Attachments
Attachment 8.a:
Attachment 8.b:
Attachment 8.c:
Attachment 8.d:
Attachment 8.e:

Planning Commission and HDC Staff Reports (PDF)
Planning Commission Recommendation
(PDF)
Summary Statement for Map Amendment (PDF)
Public Comments on Application
(PDF)
203 Forest Ordinance for Adoption (PDF)
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Agenda Item #:
Meeting Date:
Responsible Staff:

A
April 14, 2021
Sheila Bashiri

SUBJECT:

Sectional MAP Amendment MAP2021-00121, f or the
Rezoning of a Property at 203 Forest Avenue f rom R-60 to
R-60 HD Historic District; Historic District Commission,
Applicants

RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission provide a
recommendation of approval for the Sectional Map Amendment
MAP2021-00121, to change the zone from R-60 to R-60 HD (Historic
District) for the property located at 203 Forest Avenue based on the
findings listing in this report.

(Include change in law or Policy if
appropriate in this section):
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Planning Commission Staff Report
Map Amendment MAP2021-00121, 203 Forest Avenue
_______________________________________________________________
Meeting Date:

April 14, 2021

Report Date:

April 7, 2021

Responsible Staff:

Sheila Bashiri. Preservation Planner
Comprehensive Planning
240.314.8236
sbashiri@rockvillemd.gov

Application
Description:

Sectional Map Amendment to change
the zone from R60 to R60 HD (Historic District)
at 203 Forest Avenue

Applicant(s):

City of Rockville Historic District Commission and
Joseph Richardson and Carolyn Hoch, Owners
6 Martins Square Lane, Rockville, MD 20850

Filing Date:

March 5, 2021

Recommendation:

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission provide a
recommendation of approval for the Sectional Map Amendment
MAP2021-00121 to change the zone from R-60 to R-60 HD (Historic
District) for the property located at 203 Forest Avenue, based upon the
following findings:
1) At its meeting on January 21, 2021, the HDC established that the
property meets adopted Criteria A related to its Historic Significance
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as well as adopted Criteria A, B and D related to its Architectural,
Design and Landscape Significance;
2) The proposed zoning change is in conformance with the city’s
Comprehensive Master Plan; and
3) The proposed zoning change is in conformance with the purpose
of the Historic District Zone per Section 25.14.01 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
The property at 203 Forest Avenue was nominated by the Historic District Commission (HDC)
for Historic District (HD) zoning on January 21, 2021 (see HDC staff report, Attachment A). The
HDC found that the property met the criteria for designation and recommends application of
the Historic District (HD) overlay zone. The property owners, Joseph Richardson and Carolyn
Hoch, initiated the application to the HDC for an Evaluation of Historic Significance, and are also
requesting the rezoning. The Planning Commission is asked to make a recommendation on the
proposed zoning to the Mayor and Council, per Sec.25.06.01.g of the Zoning Ordinance.
Site Description
Master Plan Land Use:
Zoning District:
Existing Use:
Parcel Area:
Subdivision:
Building Floor Area:
Dwelling Units:

Detached Residential
R-60
Single-unit detached dwelling
12,000 square feet
Beall’s Subdivision, Block 16, Lots 8 and 9
1,617 square feet
1 (existing)

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
Zoning

Planned Land Use

Existing Use

North

R-60

Detached Residential

Detached Residential

East

R-60

Detached Residential

Detached Residential

South

R-60 HD

Detached Residential

Detached Residential

West

R-60

Detached Residential

Detached Residential
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______________________________________________________________________________

DISCUSSION
OVERVIEW
Home Builder History
The house at 203 Forest Avenue was constructed in 1913 by prominent local builder, Franklin H.
Karn (1869-1954), who was also president of the County Commissioners for Montgomery
County from 1934 to 1938. The subject house features many of the transitional details that
Frank Karn houses were known for. These features include the low hipped roof, the sturdy
columns on square piers, the two-sided veranda, and the bay windows. The Karn family has an
integral connection to Rockville's history, and between 1905 and 1975, three generations of
Karns built many of the stately homes in the West End. Karn founded the Franklin H. Karn
Company and built its first custom home on South Washington Street for Dr. Charles Abert in
1905.
In 1908, Karn and his wife, Annie Laura Dudrow Karn, moved with their children into a home
Karn had constructed on 115 acres along the west side of Great Falls Road. The home was
purchased by Dr. Dexter M. Bullard in 1945, and with help of Karn's son Bradley Cromwell Karn
(1904-1982), it was enlarged and renamed "Hilltop". When the Bullards sold some of their land
in the 1980s, the property became what is now the community of Rose Hill Falls.
Bradley joined his father's firm in the 1920s, and they worked together until 1954, when he
established his own firm, the Bradley Karn Company. In 1937, Franklin Karn built a house for
his daughter and son-in-law at 200 Forest Avenue, across the street from the subject house. In
1940, Bradley Karn built 124 Monument Street as a home for his wife Mary and their four
children, as well as for an office for his business. In 1949 Karn developed the land behind
"Higginsville" as the Hill-an-Dale subdivision naming the two streets "Laura" for his wife and
"Dale" for his grandson. Bradley Karn’s son, Bradley Jr. (1932 - ), joined his father in 1958, and
they built many homes within the Hill-an-Dale neighborhood. The triangle of land at the
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intersection of Laura Lane and Evans Street was deeded to the city for use as a park, and in
2007, the Mayor and Council designated it Karn Park.
Architectural and Site Features
Franklin Karn was known for building houses that were an eclectic mix of older Victorian
features with newer Prairie style details. The subject house is a one and one -half story
transitional bungalow constructed in 1913 featuring this blend of styles. The rectangular stucco
house is proportionate in height and width. The low hipped asphalt shingle roof with low
central dormers and broad enclosed eaves, supported by sturdy square columns on massive
square piers, are vernacular Prairie details. Victorian era features include a veranda that wraps
around two sides of the house, giving the house its symmetrical massing, cross patterned porch
railings, bay windows, and wood shutters. It rests on a concrete block foundation, and the
double-hung wood windows have a six-over-one configuration. The unusual wide hipped roof
dormers, featuring three pairs of six-lite wood casement windows, are located on all four
elevations. A brick chimney rises above the center of the roof. The integrity of the house has
been retained, with no major alterations.
The single-family detached house faces west toward Forest Avenue and is deeply set on the lot.
A variety of mature trees and shrubs border three sides of the property. The property includes
an open front yard with foundation plantings along the front elevation of the house. The south
side of the open front lawn is bordered by an abundance of natural landscaping consisting of
mature trees and shrubs along the Beall Avenue property line, from Forest Avenue to the rear
of the property. The north side of the property consists of a side lot with trees and shrub s. The
side lot was originally a separate parcel, which was later consolidated into the subject property
by deed. Between the side lot and the north side of the house, a concrete driveway extends
from Forest Avenue to the rear of the property. A concrete walkway leads from the curb to the
front steps of the house.

East (Rear) Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue
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Ownership History
Lot 8, upon which the house at 203 Forest Avenue sits, is located on the eastern edge of "Beall's
Subdivision," and was platted in 1890 by Margaret Beall on family-owned farmland. Miss Beall
was the first Rockville landowner to subdivide lots for homes. The extension of the Metropolitan
Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Rockville was expected to produce a real estate
boom; however, while the town experienced a brief boom in the 1890s, it was not as expansive
as expected, and the subject lot was developed more than twenty years after it was platted.
Sarah S. Mackall (1853-1931) purchased Lot 8 in 1890 and Lot 9 in 1896 from Margaret Beall.
One of Ms. Mackall’s brothers was Upton Beall Mackall, so there may have been a family
connection with the Bealls. Ms. Mackall sold Lot 8 in 1912 and Lot 9 in 1919 to Berry E. Clark
(1875-1947) and his wife Mary (Mamie) Hamilton Clark (1881-1971). The property was sold to
William Prettyman and back to the Clarks on the same day in July 1929, most likely as a means
of consolidating lots 8 and 9.
In 1931, the Clarks’ daughter, Dorothy, married Charles W. Prettyman (1896-1981), son of Rev.
Forrest Johnston Prettyman and Elizabeth C. Stonestreet. Dorothy and Charles had two sons:
Forrest Johnston (1932-1983) and Edward Clark (1935-1999). In 1958, Charles and Dorothy, and
her mother Mary, all lived at 203 Forest Avenue. When Mary Clark died in 1971, Dorothy
inherited the property. Forrest and Edward Prettyman purchased the house from their mother
just before she died in 1979.
Forrest and Edward sold the house to Alexandra S. Haropulos (1952-2018) in 1980. Ms. Haropulos
died in 2018, and the property sat empty until it was sold to the current owners in November 2020.
The current owners, Joseph Richardson and Carolyn Hoch, are seeking to designate the
property as historic. The owners plan to rehabilitate the house into a home in which they can
age in place. The owners will retain the natural wooded setting of the side lot.
PROJECT ANALYSIS
After review of the planning and zoning implications of the proposed Map Amendment, the
Planning Commission should state their findings related to whether the proposed zoning change
is compatible with the applicable master plans and conforms to the purpose of the HD Zone.
1) Compliance with Adopted Criteria for Designation
The staff and HDC found that the property meets four of the adopted HDC criteria for
historic designation. That is:
Historic Significance Criteria:
a) It represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City.
This lot was farmland prior to being platted in 1890 by Margaret Beall of the Beall
family. The housing boom that was anticipated to coincide with the new
Metropolitan Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Rockville took longer
than expected to materialize, and the subject property did not develop until 1913
when this bungalow was constructed. This lot sits just outside the West
Montgomery Avenue Historic District.
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Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance Criteria:
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
The house embodies the distinctive and eclectic characteristics of the transitional
style in which both the Victorian period and the Prairie style period are
represented. The rectangular stucco house is proportionate in height and width.
The low hipped asphalt shingle roof with low central dormers and broad enclosed
eaves, supported by sturdy square columns on massive square piers, are vernacular
Prairie details. Victorian era features include a veranda, which wraps around two
sides of the house and gives the house its symmetrical massing, cross patterned
porch railings, bay windows, and wood shutters.
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder.
Franklin H. Karn was considered a master builder, and he was contracted to build
many houses throughout the City of Rockville. Karn’s style changed as building
styles came and went, but the transitional Prairie style houses that he perfected
were distinctive and easily identifiable. His sons followed in his footsteps, and they
kept his legacy alive. In tribute to the Karns family, a park was named after them.
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City.
The house at 203 Forest Avenue is an important example of the transitional Prairie
style house that Franklin Karn was known for.
2) Comprehensive Master Plan Conformance
The proposed historic designation of the subject property is compatible with policies in the
Comprehensive Master Plan, adopted in 2002 by the Mayor and Council (p. 8-1):
Policy #1 supports the identification of historic resources in the City “as visual and
physical reminders of the themes and periods in the City’s development.”
Policy #2 supports efforts to “preserve, protect and maintain the physical and
environmental integrity of an increased number of historic resources in Rockville.”
The Historic Preservation chapter discusses “Scattered Sites” under the Potential Designation of
New Historic Districts section (p. 8-12). It states that: “A large number of individual structures
built before 1945 are located throughout the central area of the City. Property owners are
encouraged to nominate their property for historic designation.”
The property is in Planning Area 4, and according to the Comprehensive Master Plan (p. 11-17):
“The gradual development of the area gives Planning Area 4 its characteristic mix of
architectural styles ranging from the distinctive Victorians of West Montgomery Avenue
to the modern split-level houses of Woodley Gardens. Garden apartments, townhouses,
and senior citizen housing are more recent additions to the area. The result of this
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patchwork development pattern and variety of architectural styles, is a unique
neighborhood recalling both the small town of the past and the growing city of today.”
While the property is located just outside of the West Montgomery Avenue Historic District,
the Comprehensive Plan notes that, in addition to the historic district:
“…there are scattered homes throughout the planning area that have some historical or
architectural significance although they are not within the historic district. There are also
many examples of early twentieth century bungalows and colonial revival homes that
are interesting architecturally and contribute to the historic and residential character of
the neighborhood. There are areas where the historic district could be expanded.”
3) Zoning Ordinance Compliance
Historic District (HD) zoning is an overlay zone that does not change the underlying zoning,
and requirements for “Use” and “Development Standards” are not affected or changed. The
purpose for the HD Zone is outlined below, and the proposal is consistent with the
ordinance.
25.14.01 - Historic District Zones
a. Purpose -The Historic District Zone is an overlay zone. The purpose of the zone is to:
1. Safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving sites, structures, or areas which reflect
elements of cultural, social, economic, political, archaeological, or architectural history;
Historic District zoning would ensure long-term preservation of the historic character of
this property through HDC review of exterior alterations to the property, subject to the
public review process delineated in the Zoning Ordinance.
2. Stabilize and improve the property values of those sites and structures, and the adjacent
neighborhood;
Historic District zoning would provide a measure of stability in this immediate vicinity, as
the HDC works to ensure that proposed alterations at the site will be compatible with
the historic significance of the property. Designation would preserve a structure built as
a residence, preserving the residential character of the subject property in support of a
priority of Planning Area 4 in the Comprehensive Master Plan.
3. Foster civic beauty;
Historic designation and associated reviews ensure that the aesthetic character of this
property will be retained. Designation also provides an opportunity for public assistance
in property maintenance through tax credit programs at the county and state levels.
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4. Strengthen the local economy; and
Heritage resources are an attraction to visitors who support the local economy (shops,
restaurants). The subject dwelling is linked to the history of the development of
Rockville. The design of the house and the builder, Franklin Karn, are significant
resources that can be incorporated into future heritage programming.
5. Promote the preservation and the appreciation of those sites and structures for the
education and welfare of the residents of the City.
Historic designation provides an opportunity for residents to enjoy the City’s heritage
with an authentic resource that illustrates the early 20th century development adjacent
to the West Montgomery Avenue Historic District.
______________________________________________________________________________

PUBLIC OUTREACH
The HDC held their meeting to review and discuss the application for Evaluation of Historic
Significance on January 21, 2021. Noticing requirements of Section 25.05.03 of the Zoning
Ordinance were met. In addition, the noticing requirements from Section 25.05.03 of the
Zoning Ordinance were met as required for the April 14, 2021 Planning Commission meeting.

___________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION AND FINDINGS
As discussed in this report, staff recommends approval of the Sectional Map Amendment
MAP2021-00121 to change the zone from R-60 to R-60 HD (Historic District), based upon the
following findings:
1) The proposed zoning change is in conformance with the HDC’s adopted criteria as the
house and property are representative of early 20th century smaller housing developed
just outside the West Montgomery Avenue Historic District. The distinctive house was
constructed incorporating both the Victorian style and the Prairie style detailing.
Franklin Karn was a master builder, and the house was constructed in the transitional
style that he was known for.
2) The proposed zoning change is in conformance with the Comprehensive Master Plan in
that designation would contribute to preserving an increased number of historic
resources in the City and that property owners should be encouraged to nominate their
property for historic designation; and
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3) The proposed zoning change is in conformance with the purpose of the Historic District
Zone per Section 25.14.01 of the Zoning Ordinance, to safeguard the heritage of the City
by preserving sites, structures, or areas which reflect elements of cultural, social, and
economic history.
______________________________________________________________________________

BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
On January 21, 2021, staff presented research and analysis to the HDC and recommended
findings that 203 Forest Avenue has historic significance for the City of Rockville under the HDC’s
adopted criteria. At that meeting, the HDC recommended that the subject property meets the
criteria for historic designation as recommended in the staff report and authorized the filing of a
Sectional Map Amendment application to place the property in the Historic District zone.
Sectional Map Amendment MAP2021-00121 was filed on March 5, 2021.
At the HDC meeting, a statement from Nancy Pickard, Executive Director of Peerless Rockville,
was read into the record in favor of designation for the property and the Evaluation of
Significance. In addition to the criteria recommended by staff, Ms. Pickard added that the
property also meets HDC adopted criteria under historic significance a) and that it represents
the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the city. The HDC agreed with the
addition from Ms. Pickard and added it to its findings. Letters of support for the designation
were also received from three other property owners in the neighborhood.
______________________________________________________________________ ________

NEXT STEPS
The Mayor and Council will hold a public hearing, at which time they will receive testimony
from the public and the recommendations from the Historic District Commission and the
Planning Commission. The Mayor and Council will make the final decision on the proposed
rezoning based on the public record and any other relevant information.

Attachments
Attachment 1.A.a:
Attachment 1.A.b:

HDC Staff Report, HDC2021-01007, 203 Forest Ave (PDF)
Sectional Map Amendment Summary and Photos (PDF)
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Historic District Commission Staff Report:
Evaluation of Significance (for Designation)
HDC2021-01007, 203 Forest Avenue
MEETING DATE: 1/21/2021
REPORT DATE: 1/14/2021
FROM: Sheila Bashiri,
Preservation Planner
240.314.8236
sbashiri@rockvillemd.gov
APPLICATION Evaluation of Historic Significance
DESCRIPTION: (designation proposed)
APPLICANT: Joseph Richardson and Carolyn Hoch
6 Martins Square Lane
Rockville, MD 20850
FILING DATE: 12/2/2020
RECOMMENDATION: Finding that the property at 203 Forest Avenue meets Architectural, Design, and
Landscape Significance Criteria a) and b) of the adopted HDC criteria for historic
designation, staff recommends historic designation.

EXECUTIVE The property is located within the Beall Subdivision. The new owners, Joseph
SUMMARY: Richardson and Carolyn Hoch, are seeking to designate the property. In accordance
with 25.14.d.1 of the Zoning Ordinance, the HDC will evaluate a property for
historic significance if the owner files an application nominating the property for
historic designation.
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SITE DESCRIPTION
Location:
Applicant:
Land Use Designation:
Zoning District:

203 Forest Avenue
Joseph Richardson and Carolyn Hoch (owners)
Detached Residential
R-60 Single Unit Detached Dwelling, Residential

Existing Use:

Residential

Parcel Area:

20,000 SF

Subdivision:

Beall Subdivision

Building Floor Area:
Dwelling Units:

1,617 SF
1

Aerial View of 203 Forest Avenue

2
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West Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue

SITE ANALYSIS
Lot Description
The subject property is located on the east side of Forest Avenue, on the northeast corner of Forest Avenue
and Beall Avenue. The property is a 20,000 square foot double lot zoned R-60, Single Unit Detached Residential
Dwelling, and is Block 16, Lots 8 and 9 of Beall’s Subdivision. A 1,617 square foot structure is located on the
site. The single-family detached house faces west toward Forest Avenue and is deeply set on the lot.
Mature trees and shrubs border three sides of the property, many of them currently overgrown and
unmanicured due to the property being unoccupied for more than two years. The property includes an open
front yard with foundation plantings along the front elevation of the house. The south side of the open front
lawn is bordered by an abundance of overgrown natural landscaping consisting of mature trees and shrubs
along the south (Beall Avenue) property line, from Forest to the rear of the property. The north side of the
property consists of a side lot, originally a separate parcel, but later consolidated into the subject property.
On the north side of house, a concrete driveway extends from Forest Avenue to the rear of the property. A
concrete walkway leads from the curb to the front steps of the house.

North Side Yard of 203 Forest Avenue
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Building Description
This 1913 one and one-half story transitional bungalow has an eclectic mix of both older Victorian features
and newer Prairie details. The rectangular stucco house is proportionate in height and width. The low hipped
asphalt shingle roof with low central dormers and broad enclosed eaves, supported by sturdy square
columns on massive square piers, are vernacular Prairie details. Victorian era features include a veranda
which wraps around two sides of the house, giving the house its symmetrical massing, cross patterned porch
railings, bay windows, and wood shutters. It rests on a concrete block foundation, and the double-hung
wood windows have a six-over-one configuration. The unusual wide hipped roof dormers, featuring three
pairs of six-lite wood casement windows, are located on all four elevations. A brick chimney rises above the
center of the roof. The house has managed to retain its integrity with no major alterations.
Front (West) Elevation
The north end of the front elevation has a bay window with three double-hung windows. The front door
is located in the center of the elevation with multi-lite side-lites flanking a full-length multi-lite wood door.
A transom is positioned above the door and side-lites. A single double-hung window is located on the
south end of the front elevation. Three wood steps lead up to the wood floor of the veranda which wraps
around the front and the south sides of the house.

View of SW corner of the house & veranda. West (front)
elevation on the left, & south side elevation on the right

View of front door and veranda on west (front) elevation.
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South Side Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue

South Side Elevation
The front veranda wraps around half of the south elevation of the house, with wood steps that lead down
toward the rear of the property. The south elevation has two evenly spaced double-hung windows over
the side porch. A wide bay window is adjacent to the north end of the porch. A full-length multi-light door
is located in the first section of the bay window, and two double-hung windows are positioned in the
second and third sections of the bay window. A single double-hung window is located in the east end of
the south elevation.

North Side Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue

North Side Elevation
The north side elevation of the house has six double-hung windows. Three windows are grouped together
on the west end. In the center of the elevation, a large and small window are grouped together. A single
window is positioned on the east end of the elevation. Four basement windows are set into the foundation
of the house.
5
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East (rear) Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue

East (Rear) Elevation
On the south end of the east side elevation, a shed roof overhang on two long brackets shelters a single
double-hung window and a multi-lite screen door which protects a half-lite wood door. A wood stoop with
three steps is located in front of the door. A single double-hung window is next to the door. The north
end of the elevation has a full height multi-light wood door with a transom above. According to the 1949
Sanborn Fire Insurance map, there was a small porch in front of the door.

View of rear yard looking east (left) from the house and looking west toward the house (right)

1949 Sanborn Insurance Map
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SITE HISTORY
Lot 8, upon which the house sits, is located on the eastern edge of "Beall's Subdivision," and was platted
in 1890 by Margaret Beall on family-owned farmland. Miss Beall was the first Rockville landowner to
subdivide lots for homes. The extension of the Metropolitan Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
to Rockville was expected to produce a real estate boom. While the town experienced a brief boom in the
1890s, it was not as expansive as expected. The subject lot was developed more than twenty years after
it was platted.
Builder History
The house was built in 1913 by prominent local builder, Franklin H. Karn (1869-1954), who was also
president of the County Commissioners for Montgomery County from 1934 to 1938. The Karn family has
an integral connection to Rockville's history, and between 1905 and 1975, three generations of Karns built
many of the stately homes in the West End. Franklin H. Karn founded the Franklin H. Karn Company and
built its first custom home on South Washington Street for Dr. Charles Abert in 1905.
In 1937, Karn built a house for his daughter and son-in-law at 200 Forest Avenue, which is across the street
from the subject house. The subject house at 203 Forest Avenue features many of the transitional details
that Frank Karn houses were known for. These features include the low hipped roof, the sturdy columns
on square piers, the two-sided veranda, and the bay windows. A few other houses that featured these
details can be found at 301 West Montgomery Avenue, 14 and 18 Forest Avenue, and 309 Potomac Street.
In 1908, Karn and his wife, Annie Laura Dudrow Karn, moved with their children from Potomac to a home
Karn had constructed on 115 acres along the west side of Great Falls Road. Due to the large number of
maple trees lining the lane and surrounding the house, the Karn family named it "The Maples". The home
was purchased by Dr. Dexter M. Bullard in 1945, and with help from one of Karn's seven children, son
Bradley C., it was enlarged and renamed "Hilltop". When the Bullards, sold some of their land in the 1980s,
the property became what is now Rose Hill Falls.
Bradley Cromwell Karn (1904-1982) joined his father's firm in the 1920s, and they worked together
until 1954, when he established his own firm, the Bradley Karn Company. In 1940, Bradley Karn built
124 Monument Street as a home for his wife Mary and their four children, as well as for an office for his
business. In 1949 Karn developed the land behind "Higginsville" as the Hill-an-Dale subdivision naming the
two streets "Laura" for his wife and "Dale" for his grandson. After returning from the Army, son Bradley
C. Karn Jr. (1932 - ) joined his father in 1958, and the son and father business built many homes within
the Hill-an-Dale neighborhood, including 10 and 102 Dale Drive. It was at this point that the triangle of
land at the intersection of Laura Lane and Evans Street was deeded to the city for use as a park. In 2007,
the Mayor and Council designated it Karn Park.
Ownership History
Sarah S. Mackall (1853-1931) purchased Lot 8 in 1890 and Lot 9 in 1896 from Margaret Beall. Ms. Mackall
was employed as a printer’s assistant at the bureau of engraving and printing. Ms. Mackall lived at several
different addresses in Washington, DC, but she is never listed as a resident in Montgomery County. The
property may have been either a summer and/or weekend retreat or a rental property. One of Ms. Mackall’s
brothers was Upton Beall Mackall, so there may have been some family connection with the Bealls.
Ms. Mackall sold Lot 8 in 1912 and Lot 9 in 1919 to Berry E. Clark (1875-1947) who, with his wife Mary
(Mamie) Hamilton Clark (1881-1971) lived in the house. Berry Clark was, for a time, a Montgomery County
7
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treasurer. The property was sold to William Prettyman and back to the Clarks on the same day in July
1929, most likely as a means of consolidating lots 8 and 9.
According to the 1920 and 1930 census, the Clarks lived in the subject house with their daughter Dorothy
(1905-1979). Dorothy married Charles W. Prettyman (1896-1981) in 1931. Charles was the son of Rev.
Forrest Johnston Prettyman and Elizabeth C. Stonestreet. The Prettyman family had many Rockville
connections; Charles’ uncle was Charles W. Prettyman, a lawyer in Rockville and cousin to William F.
Prettyman, also a lawyer in Rockville. By the 1940s, according to the census, Charles and Dorothy lived on
Bladensburg Road, and Charles worked as a Secretary for a credit company. Dorothy’s grandparents owned
a farm near Bladensburg and Colesville Roads, and it seems the family may have temporarily lived there
during the 1940s.
Dorothy and Charles had two sons: Forrest Johnston (1932-1983) and Edward Clark (1935-1999). In 1958,
Charles and Dorothy, and her mother Mary, all lived at 203 Forest Avenue. The house remained in Berry and
Mary Clark’s names until Berry’s death in 1947, at which time the property was transferred solely into Mary’s
name. Mary Clark remained in the home until her death in 1971. Upon Mary’s death, her daughter Dorothy
inherited the property. Just before Dorothy died in September 1979, her sons purchased the house.
Dorothy’s sons, Forrest and Edward Prettyman, sold the house in 1980 to Alexandra S. Haropulos (19522018) and Darryl D. Smith, tenants-in-common. Mr. Smith sold his half of the property ownership to Ms.
Haropulos in November 1982. Ms. Haropulos died in 2018. The property sat empty until it was sold to the
current owner in November 2020. The applicant is seeking to designate the property as historic, with the
intention of rehabilitating the house.
1890 – Beall’s Subdivision Plat Map
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Deed Research
203 Forest Avenue
Beall’s Subdivision
Block 16, Lots 8 and 9
Liber/Folio
58169 / 00195

5976 /084

5704 / 478
5651 / 091
5363 / 394

Date

Grantor

9/19/2019
Block 16,
Lots 8 and 9
11/15/1982
Block 16,
Lots 8 and 9
11/20/1980
Block 16,
Lots 8 and 9

Laurel A. Bailey,
Representative for Estate of
Alexandra Susan Haropulos
Darryl D. Smith

Laurel A. Bailey and Althea
Haropulos, executors for
Estate of Dolores B. Haropulos
Alexandra S. Haropulos

Forrest J. Prettyman and Edward
C. Prettyman

Alexandra S. Haropulos and
Darryl D. Smith, tenants in
common

7/19/1979

Dorothy C. Prettyman

Forrest J. Prettyman and
Edward C. Prettyman

1971

Mary H. Clark

Dorothy C. Prettyman

1947

Berry E. Clark (deceased)

Mary Clark

7/18/1929
Block 16, Lot 8
Block 16, Lot 9
7/18/1929
Block 16, Lot 8
Block 16, Lot 9
5/22/1919
Block 16, Lot 9
12/16/1912
Block 16, Lot 8
4/8/1896
Block 16, Lot 9
11/8/1890
Block 16, Lot 8

William Prettyman

Berry E. Clark and Mary H.
Clark, his wife

Berry E. Clark and Mary Clark,
his wife

William Prettyman

Sarah S. Mackall

Berry E. Clark

Sarah S. Mackall

Berry E. Clark

Margaret Beall

Sarah S. Mackall

Margaret Beall

Sarah S. Mackall

Block 16,
Lots 8 and 9

488/007

488 /006

282 / 180
230/456
JA53/233
JA23 / 164

August 1890

Grantee

Beall’s Subdivision

Platted by Margaret Beall
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STAFF ANALYSIS
The evaluation of historic significance is based on the adopted HDC Criteria per Appendix A of the Historic
Resources Management Plan.
Historic Designation Criteria
The following criteria is used to assist in evaluating the significance of nominated properties. Standing
structures and sites, including archaeological sites, must be determined to be significant in one or more of the
following criteria to be found eligible for historic designation:
Historic Significance
a) Represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City.
No, the house does not represent the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of
the City.
b) Site of an important event in Rockville's history.
No significant event was found to have taken place on this property.
c) Identified with a person or group of persons who influenced the City's history.
While the Bealls were an influential family in Rockville, there is no evidence found to indicate
that anyone related to the property made significant contributions or influenced society in the
City of Rockville.
d) Exemplified the cultural, economic, industrial, social, political, archeological, or historical
heritage of the City.
The subject property does not exemplify any of these developments.
Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
The house embodies the distinctive eclectic characteristics of the transitional style in which
both the Victorian period and the Prairie style period are represented. The rectangular stucco
house is proportionate in height and width. The low hipped asphalt shingle roof with low
central dormers and broad enclosed eaves, supported by sturdy square columns on massive
square piers, are vernacular Prairie details. Victorian era features include a veranda, which
wraps around two sides of the house and gives the house its symmetrical massing, cross
patterned porch railings, bay windows, and wood shutters.
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder.
Franklin H. Karn was considered a master builder, and he was contracted to build many
houses throughout the City of Rockville. Karn’s style changed as building styles came and
went, but the transitional Prairie style houses that he perfected, were distinctive and
easily identifiable. His sons followed in his footsteps, and they kept his legacy alive. In
tribute to the Karns, a park was named after them.
10
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c) Possesses a style or elements distinctive to the region or City.
No, the transitional bungalow is common throughout the area and the U.S.
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City
The house at 203 Forest Avenue is an important example of the transitional Prairie style
house that Franklin Karn was known for.
e) Represents an established visual feature of the neighborhood or City because of its physical
characteristics or landscape components.
While the house does have a corner location with ample trees and plantings, it is not a
significant visual feature of the neighborhood.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
As further analyzed above, staff recommends historic designation based on the property meeting the
following criteria: Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance Criteria a), b), and d), and Historic
Significance a).

FINDING
Finding that the property at 203 Forest Avenue meets Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance
Criteria a) and b) of the adopted HDC criteria for historic designation, staff recommends historic
designation.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
The posting of the required sign on the property occurred two weeks prior to the HDC Meeting, and
postcard notices were also sent out two weeks prior to the meeting. Two emails were received inquiring
about the plans for the property.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITION AND CRITERIA FOR HISTORIC RESOURCES IN THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE
DEFINITION
Historic Resource: Includes architectural, historic, cultural, archaeological, and landscape resources
significant to Rockville’s development. Intangible resources such as folklore and oral histories are
important, but for this purpose are to be considered supportive resources. Physical resources must
retain their integrity, as defined by the Federal Register, September 29, 1983, Department of Interior
Archeology and Historic Preservation; Secretary of the Interior's Standards- and Guidelines.''
Integrity- the authenticity of a property's historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical
characteristics that existed during the property's historic or prehistoric period.

CRITERIA
Historic Significance
a) Represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City; or
b) Is the site of an important event in Rockville's history; or
c) Is identified with a person or group of persons who influenced the City's history; or
d) Exemplified the cultural, economic, industrial, social, political, archeological, or historical
heritage of the City.

Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder; or
c) Possesses a style or elements distinctive to the region or City; or
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City; or
e) Represents an established visual feature of the neighborhood or City because of its physical
characteristics or landscape components.
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West Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue (Photo 2007)

203 Forest Avenue: SECTIONAL MAP AMENDMENT STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The historic significance of 203 Forest Avenue can be found in several aspects of its existence. The
property has a rich history based in Rockville’s earliest days. It was developed by Margaret Beall in the
1890s from family farmland, in anticipation of a housing boom that never came to fruition. As a result,
the lot remained empty until the early 20th century, with the construction of the subject house. Like many
of the smaller homes developed at this time, it lies just outside the West Montgomery Avenue Historic
District.
Franklin H. Karn, a prominent local builder who was also president of the County Commissioners for
Montgomery County from 1934 to 1938, built this house in 1913. Considered a master builder, Karn built
many houses throughout the City of Rockville. Karn perfected transitional Prairie style houses that were
distinctive and easily identifiable, and this 1913 bungalow is an important example of the houses that he
was known for. The house embodies the distinctive eclectic characteristics of the transitional style in
which both the Victorian period and the Prairie style period are represented. Vernacular Prairie style
detailing includes the low hipped asphalt shingle roof with low central dormers and broad enclosed eaves,
supported by sturdy square columns on massive square piers. Victorian era features include the veranda,
which wraps around two sides of the house, cross patterned porch railings, bay windows, and wood
shutters.
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Franklin Karn’s sons followed in his footsteps and kept his legacy alive. Through the first half of the 20th
century, three generations of Karns built many of the elegant homes in the West End. In tribute to the
Karns, the Mayor and Council named a park after them.
The evaluation of historic significance is based on the adopted HDC criteria in the Historic Resources
Management Plan (1986), Appendix A, Definition and Criteria for Historic Resources in the City of
Rockville. The criterion is used to assist in evaluating the significance of nominated properties. To be found
eligible for historic designation, a resource must meet one or more of the four criteria for Historic
Significance, or of the five criteria for Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance. Forest Avenue
meets four of the adopted HDC criteria for historic designation; One for Historic Significance, and three
for Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance.
Historic Significance:
a) Represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City.
Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance:
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder.
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City.

West Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue
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May 25, 2021
TO:

Mayor and Council

FROM:

Planning Commission

SUBJECT:

Planning Commission Recommendation on Sectional Map Amendment
Application MAP2021-00121 to rezone property at 203 Forest Avenue from R60 to R-60 (Historic District); Historic District Commission of Rockville,
applicant

At its meeting on April 14, 2021 via Webex, the Planning Commission reviewed Map
Amendment Application MAP2021-00121. The Commission received a presentation from
staff on the proposed map amendment, which has been filed on behalf of the Historic District
Commission (HDC) to place the property at 203 Forest Avenue in the Historic District.
The proposed Map Amendment would place the property at 203 Forest Avenue in the Historic
District overlay zone, which would require that any physical changes to the property be
approved by the HDC, via the Certificate of Approval review process.
Staff presented the recommendation, which is for approval, due to the fact that the Map
Amendment application complies with the Master Plan, as well as the purpose of the Historic
District overlay zone. The HDC had previously determined that the property met four criteria
for historic designation.
The property owners, Joseph Richardson and Carolyn Hoch, spoke in favor of the proposed
designation. They both said that they were very happy and proud to have the house, and they
are looking forward to moving into the neighborhood.
Commissioner Goodman spoke in favor of the designation of the property. On a motion
by Commissioner Tyner, seconded by Commissioner Goodman, the Commission
recommended approval of Sectional Map Amendment MAP2021-00121 by a vote of
7-0.
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203 Forest Avenue: SECTIONAL MAP AMENDMENT STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The historic significance of 203 Forest Avenue can be found in several aspects of its existence. The
property has a rich history based in Rockville’s earliest days. It was developed by Margaret Beall in the
1890s from family farmland, in anticipation of a housing boom that never came to fruition. As a result,
the lot remained empty until the early 20th century, with the construction of the subject house. Like many
of the smaller homes developed at this time, it lies just outside the West Montgomery Avenue Historic
District.
Franklin H. Karn, a prominent local builder who was also president of the County Commissioners for
Montgomery County from 1934 to 1938, built this house in 1913. Considered a master builder, Karn built
many houses throughout the City of Rockville. Karn perfected transitional Prairie style houses that were
distinctive and easily identifiable, and this 1913 bungalow is an important example of the houses that he
was known for. The house embodies the distinctive eclectic characteristics of the transitional style in
which both the Victorian period and the Prairie style period are represented. Vernacular Prairie style
detailing includes the low hipped asphalt shingle roof with low central dormers and broad enclosed eaves,
supported by sturdy square columns on massive square piers. Victorian era features include the veranda,
which wraps around two sides of the house, cross patterned porch railings, bay windows, and wood
shutters.
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Franklin Karn’s sons followed in his footsteps and kept his legacy alive. Through the first half of the 20th
century, three generations of Karns built many of the elegant homes in the West End. In tribute to the
Karns, the Mayor and Council named a park after them.
The evaluation of historic significance is based on the adopted HDC criteria in the Historic Resources
Management Plan (1986), Appendix A, Definition and Criteria for Historic Resources in the City of
Rockville. The criterion is used to assist in evaluating the significance of nominated properties. To be found
eligible for historic designation, a resource must meet one or more of the four criteria for Historic
Significance, or of the five criteria for Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance. Forest Avenue
meets four of the adopted HDC criteria for historic designation; One for Historic Significance, and three
for Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance.
Historic Significance:
a) Represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City.
Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance:
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder.
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City.

West Elevation of 203 Forest Avenue
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June 4, 2021
Dear Mayor and Council,
Peerless Rockville speaks to you today in strong support of historic designation of 203 Forest Avenue.
We would also like to take this opportunity to recognize and thank the new owners of this property for
recognizing its significance and taking steps to preserve it for the benefit of the entire Rockville
community.
We believe that this 1913 transitional bungalow qualifies under multiple criteria of significance,
including both historical and architectural significance.
The lot was developed by Margaret Beall in the 1890s out of the once expansive Beall property, in
anticipation of a housing boom that never materialized. It was ultimately built upon in the early 20th
century, similar in size and scale to the other small homes constructed during this period of
development in Rockville. It thus meets Historical Significance Criteria A: Represents the development,
heritage, and cultural characteristics of the City.
This home was built by Franklin H. Karn, a prominent local builder who is considered a master builder,
particularly in the Prairie style. This bungalow is an excellent example of the kind of houses Karn was
known and recognized for building. It features an eclectic blend of Victorian aspects, such as the wrap
around veranda, and vernacular Prairie features such as the square columns. Remarkably, the building
has maintained its integrity through over a century of life. 203 Forest Avenue thus also meets three
criteria under Architectural, Design, and Landscape Significance: a) Embodies distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction, b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or
builder, and d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City.
We ask that the Mayor and Council recognize that this property is historically significant and to move
forward in the process of applying HD Zoning to 203 Forest Avenue.
Sincerely,

Nancy Pickard
Executive Director

PO Box 4262 Rockville, MD 20849

301-762-0096
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Richardson
History
Carolyn Hoch
Historic District Commission Meeting No. 01-2021
Thursday, January 21, 2021 9:49:45 AM

City of Rockville
Historic District Commission
history@rockvillemd.gov
RE: Meeting No 1-2021
Agenda Item: III. A. HDC2021-01007
We write in support of our nomination of 203 Forest Avenue for Local Historic Designation.
Our purchase of this property became effective with settlement December 18, 2020. Since that
date we have spent considerable time in the yard cleaning and clearing and preparing for
Spring. During this time many walkers and joggers have stopped to enquire about the
property. The sentiment expressed to us is consistent: it’s a gem, charming, beautiful. And
when we say we are keeping the house, a big smile and welcome to the neighborhood. We
share the assessment that this house is a gem. It is perfectly sized for us and we believe it is a
unique compliment to the existing historic neighborhood that it borders. We hope the Historic
Commission will share our assessment and designate 203 Forest for historic significance.
Joseph Richardson
Carolyn Hoch
203 Forest Avenue
Rockville MD 20850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M. Magner
Historic District Commission
Testimony regarding 203 Forest Avenue
Thursday, January 21, 2021 12:27:18 PM

Hello
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment.
My name is Margaret Magner and I live at 115 Forest Avenue. I am an officer of the West End Citizens
Association, but I am providing this feedback today as a resident and neighbor two houses away from 203 Forest.
As a neighbor, I am delighted that the new owners of 203 Forest want to designate this important and beautiful
property as historic. This has my strong support. Welcome to the neighborhood, and thank you!
Best regards
Margaret Magner
115 Forest Avenue
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Hadley
History
HDC 2021-01007
Thursday, January 21, 2021 4:34:36 PM

May I submit this email in support of designation for this application and these applicants.
My wife and I are neighbors in the adjoining block. We very much appreciate the applicants’ desire
to obtain designation and to return the subject property to its original condition 9orcloseto it). As
one of only three (3) houses of its unusual architectural design in the history of the City (one of the
others being down Forrest Ave. but two lots and recently “re-done”), it will greatly enhance the
historic heritage of our West End area, especially in its very visible location at the intersection of
Beall and Forrest Aves. The applicants have worked tirelessly these last two weeks to open up the
dense vegetation that has greatly obscured the street view of this fine home and property. We
applaud them and urge a finding or findings that will support recommendation of historic
designation.
Most sincerely – don hadley

Donald H. Hadley, LLC
215 Harrison Street, Rockville, MD 20850
301 838-1995 Office 301 213-0452 Cell
301 838-1996 Fax don@hadleylaw.com
With malice toward none . . . . . Abraham Lincoln
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January 20, 2021
Dear Commissioner Tabachnik and Historic District Commissioners,
Peerless Rockville strongly supports historic designation of 203 Forest Avenue. We applaud the new
property owners for recognizing the importance of this beautiful home and seeking to protect and
preserve it now and into the future. We look to the HDC to fulfill your role of safeguarding the heritage
of Rockville by preserving its historic sites and designate this property tonight.
203 Forest Avenue is significant to the City in many ways. We support the staff recommendation and
agree that 203 Forest Avenue meets the following adopted criteria for Architectural, Design, and
Landscape Significance:
a) Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.
b) Represents the work of a master architect, craftsman, or builder
d) Represents a significant architectural, design, or landscape entity in the City
Additionally, Peerless Rockville believes this property has strong integrity and also meets the following
adopted criteria for Historic Significance:
A) Represents the development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the City
This lot has a rich history based in Rockville’s earliest days. It was farmland before being platted in 1890
by Margaret Beall of the Beall family in anticipation of a housing boom for the Metropolitan Branch of
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Rockville. This boom never came to fruition, and as a result this lot
did not develop until the early 20th century with the construction of the 1913 bungalow. It, like many of
the smaller homes developed at this time, lies just outside the West Montgomery Avenue Historic
District. We hope this nomination for designation draws attention to these under surveyed properties
that represent this period of development in the City of Rockville.
Franklin H. Karn, a prominent local builder who was also president of the County Commissioners for
Montgomery County from 1934 to 1938, built this house in 1913. 203 Forest Avenue features many of
the transitional details that Frank Karn houses were known for: low hipped roof, the sturdy columns on
square piers, the two-sided veranda, and the bay windows. We enthusiastically agree that the house
embodies distinctive eclectic characteristics of the transitional style representing both the Victorian
period and the Prairie style period.
Through the first half of the 20th century, three generations of Karns built many of the elegant homes in
the West End. In 1937, Karn built a house for his daughter and son-in-law across the street from this
home, at 200 Forest Avenue. He was considered a master builder, and built many houses throughout
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the City of Rockville. His transitional Prairie style houses are distinctive and easily identifiable. 203 Forest
represents his work as a master craftsman.
In conclusion, based on the adopted criteria, we strong support the designation of 203 Forest.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pickard
Executive Director
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Ordinance No.

ORDINANCE:

To grant Zoning Map
Amendment
MAP2021-00121,
Historic District
Commission of
Rockville, Applicant

WHEREAS, the Historic District Commission of Rockville, Maryland, 111 Maryland
Avenue, Rockville, Maryland, filed Sectional Map Amendment application MAP2021-00121,
requesting that the property located at 203 Forest Avenue, Rockville, Maryland, and further
identified as Tax Map GR22, Lots 8 and 9, Block 16, containing 20,000 square feet of land,
more or less, and further identified as part of a tract of land called “Bealls Subdivision,” be
placed in the Historic District; and
WHEREAS, the subject property was evaluated for historic, architectural and cultural
significance to the City of Rockville, and the Historic District Commission found that the
property met the criteria for local historic designation and recommended its placement in the
Historic District; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council gave notice that a public hearing on said application
would be held by the Mayor and Council of Rockville in the Council Chambers in Rockville on
the 7th day of June 2021, at 7:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as it may be heard, at which parties in
interest and citizens would have an opportunity to be heard, which notice was published in
accordance with the requirements of Land Use Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland; and
WHEREAS, on the 7th day of June 2021, the said application came on for hearing at the
time and place provided for in said advertisement; and
WHEREAS, after consideration of the record on this application, the Mayor and Council
has determined that the property located at 203 Forest Avenue, Rockville, Maryland, and further
identified as Tax Map GR22, Lots 8 and 9, Block 16, containing 20,000 square feet of land, more
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or less, and further identified as part of a tract of land called “Bealls Subdivision.”” is
historically significant to the City and the County; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council further finds and determines that it is appropriate to
place the property located at 203 Forest Avenue, Rockville, Maryland, and further identified as
Tax Map GR22, Lots 8 and 9, Block 16, containing 20,000 square feet of land, more or less, and
further identified as part of a tract of land called “Bealls Subdivision,” in the Historic District,
based on the findings that the proposed zoning change is in conformance with:
a. The HDC’s adopted criteria, finding that the house and property are representative
of the various stages of the development and growth of Rockville; the house
maintains its integrity and represents the transitional style, incorporating both
Prairie style and Victorian period detailing; and that the house was designed by
Franklin Karn, a prominent builder in Rockville.
The historic significance of 203 Forest Avenue can be found in several aspects
of its existence. The property has a rich history based in Rockville’s earliest days. It
was developed by Margaret Beall in the 1890s from family farmland, in anticipation
of a housing boom that never came to fruition. As a result, the lot remained empty
until the early 20th century, with the construction of the subject house. Like many of
the smaller homes developed at this time, it lies just outside the West Montgomery
Avenue Historic District.

Franklin H. Karn, a prominent local builder who was also president of the
County Commissioners for Montgomery County from 1934 to 1938, built this house
in 1913. Considered a master builder, Karn built many houses throughout the City of
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Rockville. Karn perfected transitional Prairie style houses that were distinctive and
easily identifiable, and this 1913 bungalow is an important example of the houses that
he was known for. The house embodies the distinctive eclectic characteristics of the
transitional style in which both the Victorian period and the Prairie style period are
represented. Vernacular Prairie style detailing includes the low hipped asphalt shingle
roof with low central dormers and broad enclosed eaves, supported by sturdy square
columns on massive square piers. Victorian era features include the veranda, which
wraps around two sides of the house, cross patterned porch railings, bay windows,
and wood shutters.

Franklin Karn’s sons followed in his footsteps and kept his legacy alive.
Through the first half of the 20th century, three generations of Karns built many of
the elegant homes in the West End. In tribute to the Karns, the Mayor and Council
named a park after them.

b. The associated Comprehensive Master Plan in that designation would contribute to
preserving an increased number of historic resources in the city, and the
recommendation that property owners should be encouraged to nominate their
property for historic designation; and

c. The purpose of the Historic District Zone per Section 25.14.01 of the Zoning
Ordinance, to safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving sites, structures, or
areas which reflect elements of cultural, social, and economic history.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND, that the application of the Historic District Commission of
Rockville, Sectional Map Amendment MAP2021-00121, requesting the reclassification of the
property located at 203 Forest Avenue, Rockville, Maryland, and further identified as Tax Map
GR22, Lots 8 and 9, Block 16, containing 20,000 square feet of land, more or less, and further
identified as part of a tract of land called “Bealls Subdivision,” granted, and the subject property
is hereby included in and made a part of the Historic District.
***********************
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of an
Ordinance adopted by the Mayor and Council at its meeting of

Sara Taylor-Ferrell,
City Clerk/Director of Council Operations
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Discussion, Instructions & Possible Introduction
Department: PDS - Management & Support
Responsible Staff: Manisha Tewari

Subject
Review and Discuss Public Testimony and Provide Instruction and Direction to Staff, and
Introduce an Ordinance to Amend Zoning Map to Include Property for the Annexation Petition
ANX2020-00146 (King Buick)

Recommendation
Review public testimony and provide instructions to staff on Annexation Petition ANX202000146 and the Annexation Plan, which includes the proposed zoning of Mixed Use Corridor
District.
Introduce the Ordinance to amend the City's zoning map to include the privately owned
annexation property and place that property in the MXCD zone.

Change in Law or Policy (remove this section if not needed)
If the annexation is approved, the 11.96-acre annexation area would be incorporated within
Rockville’s municipal limits and be subject to the City’s Charter, laws, ordinances, and
regulations. The Annexation Plan recommends that the Mixed-Use Corridor District (MXCD)
zone be applied to the privately-owned portion of the land.

Discussion
At the Mayor and Council meeting on June 21, 2021, the Council will have the opportunity to
review testimony resulting from the May 17th public hearing and from written submissions
received through the close of business on May 28th. The subject of the testimony was 1) the
Annexation Application and Petition ANX2020-00146, 2) the associated resolution to expand
the corporate boundaries, and 3) the Annexation Plan, which proposes to apply a zoning
designation of Mixed-Use Corridor District (MXCD) on the privately-owned portion of the
annexation area. Attachment A provides the materials that were the subject of the public
hearing.
On June 21, the Mayor and Council may provide direction to staff on any changes it wishes to
make either to the annexation resolution or to the Annexation Plan.
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The Mayor and Council will also have the opportunity to introduce an ordinance (Attachment B)
that would amend the City’s zoning map to place the property in the Mixed-Use Corridor
(MXCD) zone.
Background
Pursuant to Maryland Code (2013), § 4-404 of the Local Government Article, an Annexation
Application and Petition (ANX2020-00146) was submitted by the developer EYA on behalf of
Victor, Inc. for the 10.23-acre property that it owns at 16200 Frederick Road and for a 1.73-acre
portion of the abutting Frederick Road (MD 355) right-of-way. The current use of the Victor, Inc.
property is an automotive sales and service center, King Buick GMC. On November 23, 2020,
the Mayor and Council responded to the application by introducing the resolution to expand
the corporate boundaries and setting the public hearing date.
The State of Maryland also requires that an Annexation Plan be developed as part of the
annexation process. Per City code, the Planning Commission prepared an Annexation Plan as a
recommendation to the Mayor and Council. On April 12th, the Mayor and Council adopted the
Annexation Plan, for release for the May 17th public hearing.
Testimony Received
The Mayor and Council received the following oral testimony on May 17 th, which can be viewed
in the attached transcript (Attachment C):
1) Mr. Jason Sereno of EYA, in support of the annexation and the zoning.
2) Ms. Barbara Sears, attorney for EYA, in support of the annexation and the zoning.
Staff Response: Their point of view is reflected in the Annexation Petition.
3) Written testimony via email from Eric Fulton, Chairman of the Rockville Pedestrian
Advocacy Committee (RPAC). The committee is in favor of the annexation, but made
additional comments related to the desire for improved pedestrian infrastructure as the
proposed project moves through the approval process. (Attachment D).
Staff Response: The subject of this discussion is the annexation petition and zoning, and
whether the Mayor and Council wishes to move forward with the annexation and zoning. In
these regards, RPAC has expressed its support.
RPAC’s comments will be addressed through the development review process for the
associated project plan.
4) May 12, 2021 Letter from the Maryland Department of Planning.
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Attachment E is the letter sent to Mayor Newton by the Maryland Department of Planning. The
letter notes that the proposed MXCD zoning is inconsistent with the GR (General Retail) zoning
currently being applied under Montgomery County jurisdiction. The letter also notes that the
County Council has granted approval of the City’s proposed zoning (discussed below), which
means that the City would not have to wait five years before applying the MXCD zone. The
property will become part of the State’s Municipal Priority Funding Area, once the Maryland
Department of Planning is notified that the annexation has taken place.
Montgomery County Council review
On April 20, 2021, the Montgomery County Council reviewed the subject Annexation Petition
and voted to approve the proposed reclassification of the privately-owned portion of the
annexation area from the GR-1.5 H-45 zone to the MXCD zone. The County Council resolution
is included as Attachment F. The approval of the rezoning means that Rockville will be able to
apply the new zoning to the property once the annexation has been completed.
The approval had the following stipulations, consistent with recommendations by the
Montgomery County Planning Board (Attachment G):
1. Limit the allowable development to a maximum of 370 residential units (up to 1.5
FAR residential) and up to 2,500 square feet of non-residential development.
2. Provide a minimum right-of-way of 150 feet for Frederick Road (MD 355) and
incorporates the design alignment for the MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project;
and
3. Incorporate Vision Zero improvements along MD 355, including a minimum 6-foot
landscape buffer adjacent to vehicular travel lanes, and limits curb radii to a
maximum of 25 feet.
These stipulations must be included in the annexation agreement the City is currently
negotiating with EYA for Rockville to be able to apply the MXCD zone in the next five years.
Summary
All testimony received by the Mayor and Council has been in support of both the annexation
and the zoning. Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council consider directing staff to return
at a future date for adoption of the resolution to expand the corporate boundaries. The current
schedule shows adoption on October 4, 2021.
Amending the Zoning Map
Attachment B is the ordinance that, if adopted, would 1) amend Rockville’s zoning map to
incorporate the annexation area and 2) apply the MXCD zoning to the privately-owned portion
of the annexation area.
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council introduce the ordinance, tentatively scheduled
for adoption on October 4, 2021.
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Mayor and Council History
As noted earlier, the Mayor and Council reviewed the application for annexation on November
23, 2020 and 1) introduced a resolution to expand the corporate boundaries, and 2) set May
17th as the date for the required public hearing. On April 12 th, the Mayor and Council approved
the Annexation Plan, which had been recommended by the Planning Commission, and released
the materials relevant to the Public Hearing. The Mayor and Council conducted the Public
Hearing on May 17th, received testimony, and closed the record on May 28, 2021.
During this time period, the Mayor and Council has also met to discuss various components
related to the proposed development plan for the King Buick property, along with an adjacent
property that is already within the city limits

Public Notification and Engagement
For the May 17, 2021 Mayor and Council public hearing, Section 4-415(f) of the State of
Maryland Local Government Article requires that the City Clerk send a copy of the Annexation
Plan to the county in which the municipal corporation is located, the Maryland Department of
Planning, and any regional and State planning agencies having jurisdiction within the county. It
must be sent at least 30 days (which was 4/16/21) prior to the holding of the public hearing.
Staff has done so. In accordance with the request of the Mayor and Council, staff also provided
notice to members of the Rockville Pedestrian Advocacy Committee, Rockville Bike Advisory
Committee, and Rockville’s Traffic and Transportation Commission about the annexation.
Attachment C lists the agencies and organizations that were notified by email on April 15, 2021.
Section 4-406(c) of the Local Government Article mandates that newspaper advertisements for
the public hearing must appear twice, at not less than weekly intervals, with the last notice
appearing at least fifteen days (by 5/2) before the public hearing. The City Clerk’s office has
advertised the Public Hearing notice in the Washington Post on April 22 and April 29, 2021.
Information about the annexation was contained in the City’s Rockville Reports April edition,
and May/June 2021 edition. Notification was also provided through other City-maintained
email distribution lists and social media. Staff sent an email message to the King Farm assembly
and contacted representatives by phone on April 21, 2021 notifying them of the public hearing.
Staff was informed that notification of the hearing was provided to King Farm residents, and
the notice was also published in the Chronicle, a King Farm newsletter.
State law also requires that commercial property owners in the area be notified of the public
hearing. In addition, State law requires that the petitioner be provided information about City
taxes and fees that would be applied to the property upon annexation. All notifications
provided are available as attachments with the Mayor and Council May 17th Public Hearing staff
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report, under Case # ANX 2020-00146 at the following location 16200 Frederick Road (King
Buick Redevelopment) | Rockville, MD - Official Website (rockvillemd.gov)

Boards and Commissions Review
At its meeting on January 13, 2021, the Planning Commission approved the staff-prepared
Preliminary Annexation Plan, set the date for its public hearing, and opened the record for
written testimony. The Planning Commission held a public hearing on the Preliminary
Annexation Plan on February 10 and conducted a Worksession on March 10, where it approved
the Annexation Plan, with changes, to be transmitted to the Mayor and Council, along with a
letter outlining additional thoughts.
The Montgomery County Planning Board reviewed the preliminary Annexation Plan and the
proposed MXCD zoning at its meeting on March 4, 2021 and recommended that the County
Council approve the proposed MXCD zoning (Attachment G).
On April 20, 2021, the Montgomery County Council reviewed the Annexation Petition No. 202000164 and the Annexation Plan, and then expressed approval to the proposed reclassification
of the Victor Property, also known as the King Buick Property, from the GR-1.5 H-45 zone to the
MXCD zone. The County Council resolution is included as Attachment F.

Fiscal Impact
As discussed more in detail in the Annexation Plan, staff anticipates that annexation and
development would have a net positive fiscal impact on the City, in that it will generate more
revenues than costs.

Next Steps
The Mayor and Council are tentatively scheduled to approve the annexation by adopting the
resolution to enlarge the corporate boundaries and the ordinance to amend the zoning map to
include the annexed property with the MXCD zoning on October 4, 2021. The annexation and
zoning will become effective 45 days after the adoption of the resolution and the ordinance.

Attachments
Attachment 9.a:
Attachment 9.b:
Attachment 9.c:
Attachment 9.d:
Attachment 9.e:
Attachment 9.f:

Annexation Petition & Resolution and Annexation Plan
(PDF)
Ord to amend the Zoning Map ANX2020-00146
(PDF)
Transcript of Mayor and Council Public Hearing May 17 2021
(PDF)
RPAC Comments on ANX2020-00146 (PDF)
Letter from Maryland Department of Planning
(PDF)
Montgomery County Council King Buick Zoning Resolution (PDF)
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Attachment 9.g:
Letter (PDF)

Montgomery County Planning Board King Buick Annexation Transmittal
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Resolution No.

RESOLUTION: To enlarge the
corporate boundaries of the
City of Rockville to include
11.96 acres of land, more or
less owned by Victor, Inc.
and the State Highway
Administration

WHEREAS, public notice of a resolution to annex property of Victor Inc. and State
Highway Administration, totaling 11.96 acres of land, more or less, hereinafter more
particularly described, has been published not fewer than two times at not less than weekly
intervals in a newspaper of general circulation in the City of Rockville and the area to be
annexed, said notice specifying that a public hearing would be held by the Mayor and Council
on said resolution at Rockville City Hall, on May 17, 2021, at 7:00 p.m. or virtually, consistent
with current City protocols for public hearings; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council conducted a public hearing on said resolution at the
time and place provided for in said advertisement which hearing was not less than fifteen days
after the second publication of the public notice referenced above; and
WHEREAS, an annexation plan consistent with the municipal growth element of the
comprehensive plan of the City was provided to the County Executive of Montgomery County,
Maryland, the Secretary of the State Department of Planning and the Chairman of the
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission at least thirty days prior to the
holding of the scheduled public hearing; and
WHEREAS, immediately after the first publication of the public notice in said
newspaper, a copy of that public notice was provided to the County Executive of Montgomery
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County, Maryland, the Secretary of the State Department of Planning and the Chairman of the
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission; and
WHEREAS, this matter having been considered and deliberated by the Mayor and
Council of Rockville, and the Mayor and Council having decided that enactment of this
resolution would promote the health, safety and welfare of the City of Rockville.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF ROCKVILLE,
MARYLAND, as follows:
Section 1. That the corporate limits of the City of Rockville are hereby extended to
include the following area, which is hereby added to the City.
Being all of the property acquired by Victor, Inc., a Maryland corporation, from Lois, Inc., a
Maryland Corporation, by deed dated January 22, 1999 and recorded in Liber 16849 at Folio
367, part of said property also being all of Parcel A, King's Addition to Shady Grove, recorded as
Plat No. 7936 and all of Parcel C, King’s Addition to Shady Grove, recorded as Plat No. 10684
and also being a portion of Frederick Road, Maryland 355, width varies, as shown on State
Highway Administration Plat No. 44324 and 44325 all among the Land Records of Montgomery
County, Maryland, and being more particularly described in the datum of Maryland State Plane
( NAD83/2011 ) as follows:
Beginning for the same at a point on the southwesterly line of Frederick Road, Maryland 355,
width varies, as shown on State Highway Administration Plat Nos. 44324 and 44325, said point
marking the northwesterly end of the fifth (5th) or South 49° 11' 44" East, 40.54 foot deed line
of said Liber 16849 at Folio 367, and also marking the common northeasterly corner of Parcel 1,
Huntt's Addition to Shady Grove, recorded as Plat No. 9426 among the aforesaid Land Records;
thence leaving said common northeasterly corner of Parcel 1 and running so as to cross and
include a portion of said Frederick Road, Maryland 355
1. North 40° 37’ 53” East, 125.67 feet to a point on the northeasterly line of said Frederick
Road, Maryland 355, said point also marking the southwesterly line of Betty Brown
Casey, Trustee, recorded in Liber 9304 at Folio 343 among the aforesaid Land Records;
thence running with said northeasterly line of Frederick Road and with the common line
of said Betty Brown Casey, Trustee and with the common line of Montgomery County,
Maryland, recorded in Liber 5369 at Folio 441 among the aforesaid Land Records, the
following two (2) courses and distances
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2. 363.99 feet along the arc of a non-tangent curve to the left, having a radius of 2804.79
feet and a chord bearing and distance of South 53° 05’ 11” East, 363.74 feet to a point;
thence
3. South 56° 48’ 15” East, 207.55 feet to a point; thence leaving said northeasterly line of
Frederick Road and running so as to cross and include a portion of said Frederick Road
4. South 34° 50’ 12” West, 137.55 feet to a point on the said southerly line of Frederick
Road and also marking the common northwesterly deed line of Frederick Road Limited
Partnership as recorded in Liber 13746 at Folio 746 among the aforesaid Land Records;
thence leaving said southwesterly line of Frederick Road and running with the common
line of said Frederick Road Limited Partnership, the following two (2) courses and
distances
5.

South 34° 50’ 12” West, 649.86 feet to a point; thence

6.

North 55° 10’ 02” West, 726.21 feet to a point on the southeasterly line of Lot 3, Block B,
Zetts Subdivision, recorded as Plat No. 1525 among the aforesaid Land Records; thence
leaving said common line of Frederick Road Limited Partnership and running with the
common line of said Lots 3 and 4, Zetts Subdivision and with a portion of Parcel 3, Huntt's
Addition to Shady Grove, recorded as Plat No. 15074 among the aforesaid Land Records

7.

North 32° 26’ 32” East, 192.40 feet to a point; thence running with the common line of
said Parcels 1 and 3, Huntt's Addition to Shady Grove

8.

North 52° 22’ 22” East, 500.49 feet to the point of beginning, containing 521,154 square
feet or 11.96405 acres of land.
Section 2. That all territory hereby annexed to the City of Rockville and the persons

residing thereon shall, after the effective date of this resolution, be subject to the Charter,
laws, ordinances and regulations of said City.
Section 3. That as soon as the annexation provided by this resolution shall become
effective, the Mayor shall promptly register both the original boundaries and the new
boundaries of the City with the City Clerk of Rockville, with the Clerk of the Circuit Court for
Montgomery County, Maryland, with the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
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Commission, and shall send, or cause to be sent, separately by certified mail, return receipt
requested, one copy of this resolution to the Department of Legislative Reference.
*********
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a
resolution adopted by the Mayor and Council of Rockville at its
meeting of August 2, 2021
_______________________________________
Sara Taylor-Ferrell, City Clerk
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Annexation Plan
Annexation ANX2020-00146
This Annexation Plan is prepared as a result of an applicant-initiated request to annex land into
the City of Rockville. Pursuant to Local Government Article, Section 4-415 of the Annotated
Code of Maryland, the Annexation Plan must be consistent with the Municipal Growth Element
(“MGE) of the comprehensive plan of the municipality.
The area proposed for annexation is within unincorporated Montgomery County, and within
the City’s maximum expansion limits (MEL), as established in the MGE, adopted in December
2010, of the City’s Comprehensive Master Plan.
Figure 1 - Rockville's MEL per 2010 adopted MGE

Rockville’s MGE notes that, because there is no expectation that the entire area as defined as
the maximum expansion limits in the document will be annexed, the public facilities capacities
will be determined in the context of specific annexation petitions. Accordingly, in addition to a
description of the land use pattern proposed for the area to be annexed, this Annexation Plan
includes an approach for extending public services to the annexed area, a description of the
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anticipated means of financing the extension of services, and a demonstration of available land
for public facilities that may be considered reasonably necessary for the proposed use.
The following fulfills the Local Government Article requirement for the Annexation Plan.
General Information and Description
Petitioner:
Victor, Inc.
16200 Frederick Road
Gaithersburg1, MD 20877

Figure 2 - Survey Plat
Draft ALTA Survey – Existing Conditions
Please see Exhibit 5 for details

Location:
The parcels of land proposed for annexation
(“Annexation Area”) are located approximately 800
feet south of the intersection of Shady Grove Road and
MD 355, also described as (a) 16160 and 16200
Frederick Road and (b) Parcel A, recorded among the
Land Records of Montgomery County (“Land Records”)
at Plat No. 7936 and a portion of Parcel C, recorded
among the Land Records at Plat 10684. The Annexation Area is approximately 11.96 acres, or
521,154 square feet, consisting of 10.23 acres of privately owned parcels (“Victor Property”)
and 1.73 acres of State of Maryland Highway 355 right-of-way (“SHA Property”). The
Annexation Application and the property description are enclosed with this document.
Background
Pursuant to Section 4-415(a) of the Local Government Article of the Annotated Code of
Maryland, an annexation plan shall be adopted by the legislative body for the area to be
annexed. The Mayor and Council introduced the Annexation Resolution for the Annexation
Area on November 23, 2020 and set the public hearing on the Resolution for May 17, 2021. The
Mayor and Council adopted the Annexation Plan for release for their public hearing at the April
12, 2021 meeting.
Land Use Patterns of Area Proposed to be Annexed
Existing Conditions
The Victor Property is a developed site with existing buildings that house an automobile
dealership and service shop constructed prior to its current County zoning. The Victor Property
abuts a 10.34-acre parcel (“Partnership Parcel”), owned by Frederick Road Limited Partnership,
which is located within the municipal boundaries of Rockville. The Partnership Parcel is zoned
MXCD. EYA Development LLC (“EYA”) is the contract purchaser of both the Victor Property and
the Partnership Parcel.
Despite a mailing address indicating “Gaithersburg”, the properties are not within the municipal boundaries of
the City of Gaithersburg, but in unincorporated Montgomery County.

1
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The Victor Property is adjacent to a series of Rockville park features that are part of the King
Farm neighborhood, including the Dog Park, the King Farm Farmstead and the broader Mattie J.
T. Stepanek Park. Various developed commercial properties are to the west/northwest,
including an office building, a hotel, and retail space. On the opposite side of Frederick Road
(MD 355) are the Montgomery County transfer station site and a vacant lot owned by the Betty
B. Casey Trust.
Figure 3 - Location Map

(Partnership Parcel)

The Victor Property lies within the boundaries of the County’s Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master
Plan Amendment adopted on April 6, 2021.

Montgomery County Zoning
The current zoning of the Victor Property is GR-1.5, H-45 (General Retail) within Montgomery
County. The County zoning allows for a mixture of retail, commercial and residential uses. It
regulates these uses based on a prescribed floor-to-area ratio (FAR) and sets forth certain
percentage limitations for some uses, such as residential. The maximum height permitted is
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45 feet. Bonus residential density is permitted based on the provision of affordable dwelling
units.
The recently adopted Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment recommends
rezoning the Property to Commercial Residential Town (CRT)1.5, C-0.5, R-1.0 H-80’. This new
zoning permits a development with FAR of 1.5, if developed with both residential and
commercial uses, FAR of 0.5 with only commercial development, and FAR of 1 with only
residential development. The height limit would be 80 feet. The intent of the proposed County
zoning is consistent with the City’s MXCD zoning as requested, and the development as
proposed by the applicant, as the MXCD zoning also permits a mix of uses and has a height limit
of 75 feet.
Requested City Zoning
The petitioner has requested that the City’s MXCD zoning be placed on the Victor Property
when annexed. By doing so, it would match the MXCD zoning of the adjacent Partnership Parcel
that is already within the city limits. EYA, the contract purchaser of both properties, proposes a
combined residential project (“Project”) under the City’s MXCD Zone. The concept of the
proposed Project contains a combination of townhomes and two-over-two multi-family
residences with a total number of units in the range of 365-370 units, public and private streets,
open spaces, public use space and other amenities. 15% of the residences would be Moderately
Priced Dwelling Units. As indicated previously, the City’s MXCD zoning allows for buildings of up
to 75 feet in height. EYA is proposing building heights of up to 55 feet.
MXCD zoning is appropriate for the Victor Property, upon annexation. The Victor Property’s
location facing MD 355 and its adjacency to the MXCD-zoned Partnership Parcel provide a
similar context as the majority of Rockville’s existing MXCD zoning. Most of the land within the
City that is along the MD 355 corridor has this same zoning. Furthermore, the draft Rockville
2040 Comprehensive Plan assigns to this site a Land Use of OCRM (Office Commercial
Residential Mix), which is the mixed-use designation that aligns with MXCD (or MXTD).
Residential development is also appropriate at this location, because 1) there is a great need for
various types of housing in Rockville, to serve various income levels; 2) residential development
would be well served by transit and the road system and 3) other community amenities, such as
parks and schools, are within sufficient proximity.
Compliance with Municipal Growth Element of City’s Comprehensive Plan
The proposed annexation is within the boundaries of the City’s Maximum Expansion Limits
(“MEL”), as delineated in the MGE of the City of Rockville Comprehensive Master Plan. No
change in this regard is anticipated in the draft Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan, which is
currently under review, as the existing draft continues to show this site as well within the MEL
(see Figure 1).
Adequacy of Public Facilities
This section discusses the public facilities and services that are currently existing or proposed
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for the area. In general, this urbanized portion of Montgomery County, including the nearby
neighborhoods within Rockville and the commercial areas along MD 355, are well served by
public facilities. As a result, the City of Rockville has confidence that the Victor Property will also
be well served after annexation, as it is at present. However, impacts on public facilities will be
evaluated as detailed development plans are submitted to the City.
The City of Rockville’s Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance (APFO) and the Adequate Public
Facilities Standards that implement the Ordinance, together, establish procedures and
standards necessary to ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided with
new development. It requires tests of the capacity of public facilities based on current and
projected data available at the time of development application. The City utilizes the
development review process to ensure that adequate public facility systems exist during and
after a development project and ensure that all concerns are adequately addressed and
mitigated.
The public facilities and services needed by the proposed development and the methods to
provide such facilities and services to the annexed parcels as hereby outlined.
Water and Sewer
The Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) currently provides public water and
sewer services to the property within the annexation area. No changes in service will occur as a
result of the annexation, although the specifics of the sewer and water service will be evaluated
as part of a project plan application. WSSC will confirm that their system has the capacity to
provide service to the Property upon review of a Hydraulic Planning Analysis (“HPA”). The HPA
has been filed with the WSSC and is currently under review.
Roads
The existing public roads are adequate to serve the existing use of the Victor Property, which is
currently an auto dealership. A traffic analysis is currently under way for the proposed new
development. It is anticipated that new public and private roads will be required for
construction to manage the traffic generated by the new development. It is anticipated that the
developer will construct any new roads that serve the development.
Transit
The site is less than one mile to the Shady Grove Metro Station. Bus service is also available
through Ride On and WMATA, both at the station and along MD 355 and Shady Grove Road. In
addition to these current transit options, the MD 355 corridor is on the route of one of the
planned Montgomery Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) routes. In general, the Victor Property is, and will
be, very well served by transit.
Police Services
Police protection will be provided by the Rockville Police Department, in conjunction with the
Montgomery County Police Department that already serves this area. County Police District 1
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serves Rockville, though the resources of the entire County Department are available if needed.
Rockville anticipates no concerns in being able to extend service to the Victor Property.
Fire, EMS and Rescue Services
Montgomery County Fire and Emergency Services (MCFRS) provides fire and disaster protection
to the Victor Property and will continue to do so after annexation, as this service is a County
function. Station 3, at 380 Hungerford Drive, serves this area, although other stations are
available to supplement service, including Station 28 on Muncaster Mill Road, Station 8 on
Russell Avenue in Gaithersburg, and Station 32 at 9615 Darnestown Road. In addition, the
Montgomery County Fire and Rescue Services have also proposed a new fire station in the
Shady Grove Sector Plan area to meet the needs of additional growth.
School Services
The current use on the Victor Property has no impact on school services, as it is an automobile
dealership. The petitioner is proposing a zoning designation of MXCD. That zoning would permit
a variety of uses on the property, including commercial and residential, though the petitioner
has indicated that a residential project is being proposed. As such, the annexation itself will
have no impact on schools, but the impact of the proposed development will need to be
assessed.
An analysis of school capacity will be conducted during the review of the project plan. The
petitioner’s current proposal is to develop a total of 370 units, consisting of 252 townhomes
and 118 two-over-two multifamily units. Using the student generation rates adopted by the
Board for FY2021, approximately 52 elementary school students, 25 middle school students,
and 34 high school students will be generated as proposed with the Project. At this time, the
Gaithersburg cluster (Rosemont Elementary, Forest Oak Middle School and Gaithersburg High
School) can adequately support the additional increase in students at each school under the
current FY2021 School Test and will remain adequate under the proposed school test in the
Montgomery County Public Schools 2020-2024 Growth and Infrastructure Plan, which the
County Council adopted on November 16, 2020. Approval of the Project Plan will depend on
this adequacy being affirmed at the time of approval. However, the final number and type of
housing units will be determined through the development review process. If deficiencies
emerge that are not adequately addressed, the project will not be permitted to move forward.
Parks and Recreation and Public Libraries
Currently, the closest park facilities are located in the King Farm development and include the
King Farm Farmstead, Mattie Stepanek Park, King Farm Park, Pleasant Park, and King Farm
Stream Valley Park. The current and proposed zones have open space requirements, including
requirements for public use space, that must be met with redevelopment. The County GR
designation requires 10% of the site be maintained as open space, while the MXCD district
requires 15%. The developer is proposing at least 15% open space, including a recreation center
to serve the development, and assistance in providing parking for the Farmstead.
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The closest library to the Project is the Rockville Memorial Library, which is approximately 3
miles away, though any Montgomery County resident has access to the full resources of any
library branch and all online services. The MGE has assessed library capacity for the city and
found it to be well beyond general standards used to assess adequacy. Additional residences
from the proposed annexation and project will not stress this assessment.
Stormwater Management
If annexed, all properties shall be required to pay an annual Stormwater Management Utility
Fee in accordance with Section 19-116 of the City Code. The City Stormwater Management
Utility Fee will replace the Water Quality Protection Charge, an annual fee assessed by the
Montgomery County Department of Environmental Protection. Additionally, a review of
stormwater management will be conducted as part of the project plan process required for
future development of the Victor Property and the Partnership Parcel. The development will
not be approved unless it is found to be in compliance with all regulations.
General Fiscal Considerations
No detailed fiscal impact of annexation has been conducted for this one application. However,
previous analysis can provide evidence that the impact is very likely to be net positive for
Rockville, whether the Victor Property remains in its current use or it is redeveloped similarly to
that of the proposed development concept.
The City of Rockville charges residents a real property tax and charges businesses real and
personal property taxes. The amounts charged are based on the City’s tax rates and the value of
the properties. The current tax rates equal $0.292 per $100 of assessed value for real property
and $0.805 per $100 of assessed value for personal property. Property value is determined by
the assessed value of real estate (including land and structures on the land) and the assessed
value of personal property of business establishments (inventory, furniture, and fixtures).
The assessed value of the Petitioner’s taxable annexation area is $10,551,200 per the 2020 Tax
Assessment Records. At minimum, the property will result in approximately $30,000 per year in
real property taxes to the City if annexed in its current condition. Very few additional costs
would be added from the added impact on City services, as there would be no costs
attributable to residences. As such, the annexation, in itself, is likely to have a positive fiscal
impact if the current use remains in place.
General considerations regarding the proposed development concept are as follows. A 2012
the Development Fiscal Impact Analysis conducted for the City concluded that, at that time, a
single-family dwelling unit valued at $315,000 and a multiple family dwelling unit valued at
approximately $190,000 (based on 2012/2013FY dollars) would result in a break-even fiscal
impact to the City. Therefore, any housing values above those levels were judged to be net
fiscally positive. Any below would be negative.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose
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approximately 13% from November 2012 to November 2020. Assuming that all costs and
revenues moved higher in a common manner, the breakeven points for single-family and
multifamily dwelling units would be $356,000 and $215,000, respectively.
The development concept currently envisions townhomes and “missing-middle” housing that
are two-story units. Townhomes are single-family dwelling units. According to www.trulia.com,
asking prices for recently built or under-construction townhomes in nearby developments
include: Westside at Shady Grove in Derwood at between $460,000 and $650,000; Downtown
Crown at between $600,000 and $950,000; and the new Tower Oaks townhomes at between
$925,000 and $1.25 million. EYA anticipates sales prices for the market-rate townhouses to
range between $600,000 to $800,000, and that the comparable sales that they are using to
model the development have average prices of $680,000. Taking into account the need to
factor in the reduced prices of the 15% that will be MPDUs, the anticipated product at this site
would still average well beyond the anticipated breakeven point of approximately $356,000.
Assumptions regarding the “missing-middle” housing of 2-story units, which the developer
anticipates as having three bedrooms, are more speculative because this product is not found
in significant numbers nearby and they appear to be a hybrid between townhomes and
multifamily units. Examples of current asking prices for recently built condominium units of at
least 2 bedrooms include $389,000 in Town Center (The Fitz: 3 BR, 2 BA); $435,000 in King Farm
(2BR, 2BA); $650,000 in Fallsgrove (3BR, 3BA); $810,000 in King Farm (3BR, 3BA). The developer
has indicated that they anticipate sales price for the market-rate two-over-two units to range
between $450,000 and $600,000.
As before, assuming that 15% of the units will be MPDUs, thereby lowering the average price,
the anticipated average assessed value at this site would be well beyond the breakeven point,
whether the units are considered to be single-family ($356,000) or multifamily ($215,000).
It is important to recall that this review does not constitute a full fiscal impact analysis, but it
does provide evidence that the impact on Rockville of both the annexation with the current
land use and the potential development project is likely to be net fiscally positive.
Conclusion
In summary, annexation of the annexation area, including the Victor Property, is consistent with
the Municipal Growth Element of the City’s Comprehensive Master Plan. A zone of MXCD
would be consistent with City policies and is recommended for the Victor Property. The City of
Rockville is also confident in the City’s ability to support the required public facilities and
services, and in the County’s continued ability to support its required services.
Enclosed
Annexation Petition and Property Description
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Ordinance No.

ORDINANCE:

To amend the Zoning Map by adding 11.96
acres of land, more or less, owned by Victor,
Inc. and the State Highway Administration
and placing the said property in the MXCD,
Mixed Use Commercial District Zone

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of Rockville, Maryland, on ___________, 2021, in
accordance with the provisions of Section 4-407 of the Local Government Article of the
Annotated Code of Maryland enacted a Resolution enlarging and extending the boundaries of the
City of Rockville so as to include approximately 11.96 acres of land, more or less, consisting of
10.23 acres of privately-owned parcels owned by Victor, Inc., which property is located
approximately 800 feet south of the intersection of Shady Grove Road and MD 355, located at
16200 Frederick Road, and 1.73 acres of State of Maryland Highway 355 right-of-way owned by
the Maryland State Highway Administration; and
WHEREAS, said Resolution is to become fully effective 45 days after adoption; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rockville Planning Commission, pursuant to the City of
Rockville Zoning Ordinance has recommended to the Mayor and Council the boundaries of the
various zoning districts for said area to be annexed; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of Rockville gave notice that a public hearing on the
adoption of the zoning map for said area would be held by the Mayor and Council via the Cisco
WebEx platform on May 17, 2021, at 7:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as it may be held, at which
parties in interest and citizens would have the opportunity to be heard, which notice was
published once each week for two successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the
City of Rockville, with the first such publication appearing at least fourteen days prior to the
hearing; and
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Ordinance No.

-2-

WHEREAS, on the 17th day of May 2021, the said hearing was held at the time and place
provided for in said advertisement; and
WHEREAS, the subject property is currently zoned GR-1.5, H-45 (General Retail), in
Montgomery County, and the Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment for
Montgomery County as adopted on April 6, 2021 recommends the rezoning of the subject
property to the Commercial Residential Town (CRT)1.5 C0.5 R1.0 H-80; and
WHEREAS, Victor, Inc. has requested that the City place its portion of the subject
property in the City’s MXCD, Mixed Use Commercial District Zone, which, while consistent
with the CRT zoning proposed in the Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment,
is inconsistent with the subject property’s current GR-1.5, H-45 zoning; and
WHEREAS, Section 4-416 of the Land Use Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland
provides, inter alia, that no municipality annexing land may, for a period of five (5) years
following annexation, permit development of the annexed land for land uses substantially
different than the use authorized, or at a substantially higher density, not to exceed 50%, than
could be granted for the proposed development, in accordance with the zoning classification of
the county applicable at the time of the annexation without the express approval of the County
Council; and
WHEREAS, on March 4, 2021 the Montgomery County Planning Board voted to
recommend that the Council approve the City’s request to change the property’s current zoning,
subject to certain conditions; and
WHEREAS, on March 1, 2021, the annexation petition was considered by the Planning,
Housing and Economic Development Committee of the Montgomery County Council, as a part
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Ordinance No.
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of its review of the Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment, and the Committee
indicated support for the proposed reclassification; and
WHEREAS, on April 20, 2021, the Montgomery County Council reviewed Annexation
Petition ANX2020-00146 and agreed with the comments and recommendations of the Planning
Board and the Planning Housing and Economic Development Committee; and
WHEREAS, by Resolution No. 19-813, the County Council for Montgomery County,
approved the reclassification of the subject property from the County's GR (General Retail) zone
to the City's MXCD (Mixed Use Commercial District) zone, as proposed by City of Rockville
Annexation Petition No. ANX2020-00146, subject to certain conditions; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of Rockville, having fully considered the matter, has
determined to place the annexed property in the City's MXCD (Mixed Use Commercial District)
zone, under certain conditions to be set forth in an annexation agreement, so as to promote the
health, security and general welfare of the community of the City of
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND, as follows:
SECTION 1. That the map entitled “Zoning Map of the City of Rockville, Maryland"
together with all amendments thereto; the said map as amended constituting the official Zoning
Map of the City of Rockville, be and the same is hereby amended so as to incorporate as a part
thereof the map entitled "Proposed Zoning Map –Annexation Petition No. ANX2020-00146,”
which map places said property in the MXCD, Mixed Use Corridor District Zone, the annexation
resolution for which tract was adopted on ___________, 2021, said map being dated
___________, 2021, and said map, sections or portions thereof, together with all notations,
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Ordinance No.

-4-

dimensions, designations, references and other data shown thereon are hereby adopted and made
a part of the City of Rockville’s Zoning Ordinance to the same extent as if the information set
forth on said map were fully described and incorporated therein.
SECTION 2. That the effective date of this ordinance shall be the date on which the
annexation of the 11.96 acres of land, more or less, as described, to the City of Rockville,
becomes finally effective.
*********
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of an Ordinance
adopted by the Mayor and Council of Rockville at its meeting of ___________,
2021.

_______________________________
Sara Taylor-Ferrell, City Clerk
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9.c

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

MEETING NO. 19-21

AGENDA ITEM NO. 3
PUBLIC HEARING ON ANNEXATION PETITION
ANX2020-00-146 KING BUICK
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1

PARTICIPANTS:

2

Mayor and Council:

3

BRIDGET DONNELL NEWTON, Mayor

4

MONIQUE ASHTON, Councilmember

5

BERYL L. FEINBERG, Councilmember

6

DAVID MYLES, Councilmember

7

MARK PIERZCHALA, Councilmember

8

Staff:
9

CYNTHIA WALTERS, Acting City Attorney
10

ROBERT DiSPIRITO, City Manager
11
12
13
14

SARA TAYLOR-FERRELL, City Clerk/Director
of Council Operations
Speakers:
Speaker By Computer:

15

BOB YOUNGENTOB

16

JASON SERENO

17

BARBARA SEARS

18

PHILLIP HUMMEL

19
20

Written Comments:
ERIC FULTON

21
22

*

*

*

*
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1
2

MAYOR NEWTON:

Next is a public hearing

3

on the Annexation Petition ANX2020-00146 King

4

Buick.

5
6

Ms. Mobley, has this public hearing been
properly advertised?

7

MS. MOBLEY:

Yes, Madam Mayor.

This

8

public has been advertised in the Washington Post

9

and online, the city website.

10

MAYOR NEWTON:

Great.

Thank you so

11

much.

12

you have something you wanted to do first before

13

we start the public hearing?

All right, Ms. Doughtery (phonetic), did

14

(Pause)

15

MAYOR NEWTON:

16

MS. DOUGHTERY:

17

I'm so sorry about that.

18

again.

19

MAYOR NEWTON:

Ms. Doughtery, welcome.
I'm sorry, I was muted.
Okay.

Let's try this

That's all right.

We did

20

see the beginning of your presentation, so we're

21

good with that.

22

MS. DOUGHTERY:
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on?

Are you able to see my screen?

2
3

MAYOR NEWTON:

We were there for a

second, yes.

4

MS. DOUGHTERY:

5

MAYOR NEWTON:

6

MS. DOUGHTERY:

Let me try again.
Yes, it's on now.
Okay, great.

Thank you.

7

Good evening, Madam Mayor and Members of the

8

Council.

9

King Buick annexation.

Tonight is the public hearing on the
The application for the

10

annexation is formerly from Victor, Inc.

11

(phonetic) and has been presented by EYA

12

Development on behalf of the property owner.

13

annexation property is located at 16200 Frederick

14

Road.

15

acres and includes approximately 10.23 acres of

16

petitioner's (phonetic) property and the adjacent

17

bike brake-road (phonetic) right of way.

18

The

The annexation area is approximately 12

Tonight's public hearing is on the

19

annexation resolution to enlarge the City boundary

20

that you introduced on October 23, that began the

21

annexation process, and the annexation plan that

22

the Planning Commission prepared, per the City
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1

Code, as a recommendation to the Mayor and Council

2

and (inaudible) on April 12 you released the

3

annexation plan for the public to review and to

4

provide comments on.

5

recommends the annex (inaudible) zoning on the

6

annexation property.

7

The annexation plan

All state and local planning agencies

8

have been notified about the public hearing about

9

the requirements of this state's local government

10

article (phonetic).

11

request, we all also provided notice to members of

12

the Rockville Pedestrian Advocacy Committee,

13

Rockville's Bike Advisory Committee, and also

14

Traffic and Transportation Commission about the

15

annexation.

16

King Farm (inaudible) follow-up telephone call.

17

We were informed by the King Farm representative

18

that information on the annexation was sent out to

19

all King Farm residents several times, and

20

information was also published in the local

21

newsletter, The Chronicle.

22

providing testimony was included, as listed, on

In accordance with your

A personalized email was also sent to

So information on
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the slide on all the notifications that went out.

2

So at this time I would recommend that

3

you conduct a public hearing and also close the

4

public record on May 28, next Friday.

5

going to request that you conduct a public hearing

6

and, if I may, I'd like to close my (inaudible) so

7

they can see the audience.

8
9

MAYOR NEWTON:
much.

Great.

And I'm

Thank you very

Council Members, any questions for Ms.

10

Dougherty?

I see heads shaking no.

11

very much.

We'll now open the public hearing at

12

7:09 p.m., and we have several speakers this

13

evening.

14

Welcome, Mr. Youngentob.

15

The first one is Bob Youngentob.

MR. YOUNGENTOB:

Good evening, Madam

16

Mayor and Members of the Council.

17

not going to speak tonight.

18

speak on behalf of EYA.

19

MAYOR NEWSON:

20
21
22

So thank you

I'm actually

Jason Sereno will

Okay, that's great.

Welcome, Jason.
MR. SERENO:
and Council Members.

Good evening, Madam Mayor
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1
2

enabled.

3

now.

4

can enable that, but I apologize for not being

5

visible right now.

6

--

It's not an option on my screen right

It was earlier.

7

So I don't know if someone

I will -- I can go ahead and

MAYOR NEWTON:

Hold on one second, let

8

me see.

9

public hearing speakers to be visible or just give

10
11

Ms.

Gansler (phonetic), are we allowing

their oral testimony?
MS. GANSLER:

It is my understanding

12

that public hearing testimony is only verbal and

13

not video, just verbal.

14

MAYOR NEWTON:

15

MR. SERENO:

16

Perfect, okay.
That's fine, sorry.

I

didn't want to not turn my video on and be rude.

17

MAYOR NEWTON:

18

MR. SERENO:

19

MAYOR NEWTON:

20

MR. SERENO:

That's okay.

Thank you.

Sure.
We'll start with -Great.

Good evening, Madam

21

Mayor and Council Members.

22

Sereno, senior director of development for EYA.

As Bob said, I'm Jason
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1

am joined tonight by Bob Youngentob, CEO of EYA,

2

and Barbara Sears, our land use attorney with

3

Miles & Stockbridge.

4

couple minutes to provide a brief statement

5

regarding the annexation of the King Buick

6

property.

7

And we'd just like to take a

On behalf of Victor King (phonetic), the

8

petitioner and owner of the property proposed to

9

be annexed, and KPSG Associates, LLC, the EYA

10

entity and also the contract purchaser, we support

11

the annexation petition to annex the roughly

12

10-acre King Buick property that lies in the

13

County, into Rockville, and the classification of

14

the property to the Annex CD Zone.

15

working closely with Rockville on our plans to

16

develop the King Buick property, together with the

17

abutting, roughly, ten-acre property to the south,

18

which is already located in the City and Zoned

19

Annex CD.

20

We have been

As an update, the County has recently

21

approved the CRT zone for the King Buick property,

22

which is proposed to be annexed, which allows the
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1

same form of development of the City's Annex CD

2

Zone.

3

advantages to annexation, we are aware that the

4

King Buick property has long been in Rockville's

5

maximum extent to limits for annexation and

6

complies with the municipal growth element of the

7

City's existing and proposed comprehensive plan.

However, although there is no density

8

After speaking with the County, Park and

9

Planning, and Rockville's staff and officials, we,

10

EYA, felt it made the most sense to develop both

11

properties comprehensively under the City's laws

12

and processes and filed the annexation petition

13

last November.

14

you on several occasions to brief you on our plans

15

and progress and to receive helpful information on

16

the terms of the potential annexation agreement.

17

Tonight you are receiving public input

Since then, we have been before

18

on the annexation resolution for the annexation

19

area, adopted annexation plan, and request to

20

classify the property to be annexed in the Annex

21

CD Zone.

22

the County Planning Board and Montogomery County

We fully support these actions, as does
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1

Council in their recent reviews and actions on the

2

annexation.

3

As found in the annexation plan,

4

annexation is not only consistent with the

5

municipal growth element of Rockville's

6

comprehensive plan, but the property will be

7

served by adequate public facilities upon

8

annexation.

9

Grove Metro Station, the property is well served

Located within a mile of the Shady

10

by existing public infrastructure and resources

11

such as Metrorail, busses, parks, schools,

12

libraries, and sewer and water lines.

13

proposed mix of townhomes and two- over-two units

14

containing 15 percent MPDUs are an excellent fit

15

for the area and will provide much needed housing

16

at affordable price points.

17

The

Moreover, through annexation, the

18

opportunity is provided for the provision of

19

parking on the Farmstead to expand opportunities

20

for the City and consider a wider range of future

21

uses.

22

increase the City's tax base and have a positive

And, additionally, the annexation will
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fiscal impact for the City.

2

In prior sessions with the Mayor and

3

Council, Planning Commission, and the Staff, we

4

have shared our thoughts on how the property may

5

be developed and have received helpful feedback

6

that helped shape the project plan we recently

7

filed on May 3, 2021.

8

submission, we also submitted a comprehensive

9

traffic report that was coordinated with City

As part of the project plan

10

Staff and applied the appropriate Covid growth

11

rates to the traffic counts.

12

Also a focus of the April 12 work

13

session was the Farmstead parking.

14

feedback from that work session, we submitted a

15

parking layout that increased the spaces from our

16

previous proposal, from 32 to 47, and better

17

oriented the parking in relation to the Farmstead

18

uses.

Based on the

It should be noted that --

19

MS. CONWAY:

-- seconds.

20

MR. SERENO:

Sure.

It should be noted

21

that staff is currently reviewing the details of

22

that proposal.
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1
2

we are targeting a date of June 3, 2021, for our

3

project plan post- submission community meeting,

4

and the notice to be sent out with the time and

5

location in the coming days.

6

will review the evolution of the plan and the

7

details of what's included in the submission and

8

we encourage all parties to attend.

At that meeting we

9

So I just want to thank the Mayor and

10

Council and Staff and all those who have worked

11

with us and helped us get to this point today.

12

thank you for your time tonight.

13

MAYOR NEWTON:

Thanks very much.

14

up is Barbara Sears.

Welcome, Ms. Sears.

15

MS. SEARS:

Welcome, Ms. Sears.

We

Next

Good

16

evening everybody.

17

I'm just going to endorse everything he said.

18

thank you for your time and for listening tonight.

19

Jason really spoke for us, so

MAYOR NEWTON:

Wonderful.

20

Next up is Mr. Phillip Hummel.

21

Hummel.

22

MS. CONWAY:

And

Thank you.

Welcome, Mr.
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2

MAYOR NEWTON:
note.

3

Thanks.

I was just seeing your

Thanks, Kathy, thank you.

All right.

We have written comments

4

from Eric Fulton on behalf of Eye-Pack (phonetic)

5

and those are in your packets as well as posted.

6

So that ends the list of speakers for the public

7

hearing, and we will hold the record open until

8

May 28.

9

Thank you all for coming.

10

(Whereupon, the HEARING was

11

adjourned.)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

*

*

*

*

*
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2

CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC
I, Carleton J. Anderson, III do hereby

3

certify that the forgoing electronic file when

4

originally transmitted was reduced to text at my

5

direction; that said transcript is a true record

6

of the proceedings therein referenced; that I am

7

neither counsel for, related to, nor employed by

8

any of the parties to the action in which these

9

proceedings were taken; and, furthermore, that I

10

am neither a relative or employee of any attorney

11

or counsel employed by the parties hereto, nor

12

financially or otherwise interested in the outcome

13

of this action.

14

/s/Carleton J. Anderson, III

15
16
17

Notary Public in and for the

18

Commonwealth of Virginia

19

Commission No. 351998

20

Expires: November 30, 2024

21
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF ROCKVILLE

1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

MAYOR NEWTON:

Next is a public hearing

4 Buick.
5

Ms. Mobley, has this public hearing been

6 properly advertised?
7

MS. MOBLEY:

Yes, Madam Mayor.

This

8 public has been advertised in the Washington Post
9 and online, the city website.

MEETING NO. 19-21

10

MAYOR NEWTON:

11 much.

AGENDA ITEM NO. 3
PUBLIC HEARING ON ANNEXATION PETITION
ANX2020-00-146 KING BUICK

Great.

Thank you so

All right, Ms. Doughtery (phonetic), did

12 you have something you wanted to do first before
13 we start the public hearing?
14

(Pause)

15

MAYOR NEWTON:

16

MS. DOUGHTERY:

Ms. Doughtery, welcome.
I'm sorry, I was muted.

17 I'm so sorry about that.

Okay.

Let's try this

18 again.
19

MAYOR NEWTON:

That's all right.

We did

20 see the beginning of your presentation, so we're
21 good with that.
22

Monday, May 17, 2021

MS. DOUGHTERY:

All right, what is going
Page 3

1 PARTICIPANTS:

1 on?

2 Mayor and Council:

2

3

BRIDGET DONNELL NEWTON, Mayor

3 second, yes.

4

MONIQUE ASHTON, Councilmember

4

MS. DOUGHTERY:
MAYOR NEWTON:
MS. DOUGHTERY:

5

Are you able to see my screen?
MAYOR NEWTON:

We were there for a

Let me try again.

BERYL L. FEINBERG, Councilmember

5

6

DAVID MYLES, Councilmember

6

7

MARK PIERZCHALA, Councilmember

7 Good evening, Madam Mayor and Members of the

8

8 Council.

Yes, it's on now.
Okay, great.

Thank you.

Tonight is the public hearing on the

Staff:
9

9 King Buick annexation.

The application for the

CYNTHIA WALTERS, Acting City Attorney
10

10 annexation is formerly from Victor, Inc.

ROBERT DiSPIRITO, City Manager
11
12

11 (phonetic) and has been presented by EYA

SARA TAYLOR-FERRELL, City Clerk/Director
of Council Operations

12 Development on behalf of the property owner.

The

13 Speakers:

13 annexation property is located at 16200 Frederick

14

14 Road.

Speaker By Computer:

The annexation area is approximately 12

15

BOB YOUNGENTOB

15 acres and includes approximately 10.23 acres of

16

JASON SERENO

16 petitioner's (phonetic) property and the adjacent

17

BARBARA SEARS

17 bike brake-road (phonetic) right of way.

18

PHILLIP HUMMEL

18

19
20

19 annexation resolution to enlarge the City boundary

Written Comments:

20 that you introduced on October 23, that began the

ERIC FULTON

21
22

Tonight's public hearing is on the

21 annexation process, and the annexation plan that

*

*

*

*

*
Page 2
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1 Code, as a recommendation to the Mayor and Council

1

I don't believe I have video-sharing

2 and (inaudible) on April 12 you released the

2 enabled.

It's not an option on my screen right

3 annexation plan for the public to review and to

3 now.

4 provide comments on.

4 can enable that, but I apologize for not being

It was earlier.

5 recommends the annex (inaudible) zoning on the

5 visible right now.

6 annexation property.

6 --

7

7

All state and local planning agencies

So I don't know if someone

I will -- I can go ahead and

MAYOR NEWTON:

Hold on one second, let

8 have been notified about the public hearing about

8 me see.

9 the requirements of this state's local government

9 public hearing speakers to be visible or just give

10 article (phonetic).

Ms.

Gansler (phonetic), are we allowing

10 their oral testimony?

In accordance with your

11 request, we all also provided notice to members of 11

MS. GANSLER:

It is my understanding

12 the Rockville Pedestrian Advocacy Committee,

12 that public hearing testimony is only verbal and

13 Rockville's Bike Advisory Committee, and also

13 not video, just verbal.

14 Traffic and Transportation Commission about the

14

15 annexation.

A personalized email was also sent to 15

MAYOR NEWTON:
MR. SERENO:

Perfect, okay.
That's fine, sorry.

I

16 King Farm (inaudible) follow-up telephone call.

16 didn't want to not turn my video on and be rude.

17 We were informed by the King Farm representative

17

MAYOR NEWTON:

That's okay.

18 that information on the annexation was sent out to 18

MR. SERENO:

19 all King Farm residents several times, and

19

MAYOR NEWTON:

20 information was also published in the local

20

MR. SERENO:

21 newsletter, The Chronicle.

21 Mayor and Council Members.

So information on

Thank you.

Sure.
We'll start with -Great.

Good evening, Madam

As Bob said, I'm Jason

22 providing testimony was included, as listed, on
22 Sereno, senior director of development for EYA. I
Page 5
Page 7
1 the slide on all the notifications that went out.

1 am joined tonight by Bob Youngentob, CEO of EYA,

2

2 and Barbara Sears, our land use attorney with

So at this time I would recommend that

3 you conduct a public hearing and also close the

3 Miles & Stockbridge.

4 public record on May 28, next Friday.

4 couple minutes to provide a brief statement

And I'm

And we'd just like to take a

5 going to request that you conduct a public hearing

5 regarding the annexation of the King Buick

6 and, if I may, I'd like to close my (inaudible) so

6 property.

7 they can see the audience.

7

8
9 much.

MAYOR NEWTON:

Great.

Thank you very

Council Members, any questions for Ms.

10 Dougherty?

I see heads shaking no.

11 very much.

We'll now open the public hearing at

So thank you

On behalf of Victor King (phonetic), the

8 petitioner and owner of the property proposed to
9 be annexed, and KPSG Associates, LLC, the EYA
10 entity and also the contract purchaser, we support
11 the annexation petition to annex the roughly

12 7:09 p.m., and we have several speakers this

12 10-acre King Buick property that lies in the

13 evening.

13 County, into Rockville, and the classification of

The first one is Bob Youngentob.

14 Welcome, Mr. Youngentob.
15

14 the property to the Annex CD Zone.

MR. YOUNGENTOB:

Good evening, Madam

16 Mayor and Members of the Council.
17 not going to speak tonight.

I'm actually

Jason Sereno will

18 speak on behalf of EYA.
19

We have been

15 working closely with Rockville on our plans to
16 develop the King Buick property, together with the
17 abutting, roughly, ten-acre property to the south,

MAYOR NEWSON:

18 which is already located in the City and Zoned
19 Annex CD.

Okay, that's great.

20 Welcome, Jason.

20

21

21 approved the CRT zone for the King Buick property,

MR. SERENO:

22 and Council Members.

Good evening, Madam Mayor
Thank you.
Page 6

As an update, the County has recently
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1 same form of development of the City's Annex CD

1 fiscal impact for the City.

2 Zone.

2

In prior sessions with the Mayor and

3 advantages to annexation, we are aware that the

3 Council, Planning Commission, and the Staff, we

4 King Buick property has long been in Rockville's

4 have shared our thoughts on how the property may

5 maximum extent to limits for annexation and

5 be developed and have received helpful feedback

6 complies with the municipal growth element of the

6 that helped shape the project plan we recently

7 City's existing and proposed comprehensive plan.

7 filed on May 3, 2021.

8

After speaking with the County, Park and

8 submission, we also submitted a comprehensive

9 Planning, and Rockville's staff and officials, we,

9 traffic report that was coordinated with City

As part of the project plan

10 EYA, felt it made the most sense to develop both

10 Staff and applied the appropriate Covid growth

11 properties comprehensively under the City's laws

11 rates to the traffic counts.

12 and processes and filed the annexation petition

12

13 last November.

13 session was the Farmstead parking.

Since then, we have been before

Also a focus of the April 12 work
Based on the

14 you on several occasions to brief you on our plans 14 feedback from that work session, we submitted a
15 and progress and to receive helpful information on 15 parking layout that increased the spaces from our
16 the terms of the potential annexation agreement.

16 previous proposal, from 32 to 47, and better

17

17 oriented the parking in relation to the Farmstead

Tonight you are receiving public input

18 on the annexation resolution for the annexation

18 uses.

19 area, adopted annexation plan, and request to

19

MS. CONWAY:

-- seconds.

20 classify the property to be annexed in the Annex

20

MR. SERENO:

Sure.

21 CD Zone.

21 that staff is currently reviewing the details of

We fully support these actions, as does

It should be noted that --

It should be noted

22 the County Planning Board and Montogomery County
22 that proposal.
Page 9

Page 11

1 Council in their recent reviews and actions on the

1

2 annexation.

2 we are targeting a date of June 3, 2021, for our

3

3 project plan post- submission community meeting,

As found in the annexation plan,

And, lastly, I'd just like to note that

4 annexation is not only consistent with the

4 and the notice to be sent out with the time and

5 municipal growth element of Rockville's

5 location in the coming days.

6 comprehensive plan, but the property will be

6 will review the evolution of the plan and the

7 served by adequate public facilities upon

7 details of what's included in the submission and

8 annexation.

8 we encourage all parties to attend.

Located within a mile of the Shady

9 Grove Metro Station, the property is well served

9

At that meeting we

So I just want to thank the Mayor and

10 by existing public infrastructure and resources

10 Council and Staff and all those who have worked

11 such as Metrorail, busses, parks, schools,

11 with us and helped us get to this point today.

12 libraries, and sewer and water lines.

12 thank you for your time tonight.

The

13 proposed mix of townhomes and two- over-two units

13

14 containing 15 percent MPDUs are an excellent fit

14 up is Barbara Sears.

Welcome, Ms. Sears.

15 for the area and will provide much needed housing

15

Welcome, Ms. Sears.

16 at affordable price points.

16 evening everybody.

17

17 I'm just going to endorse everything he said.

Moreover, through annexation, the

MAYOR NEWTON:

MS. SEARS:

Thanks very much.

We

Next

Good

Jason really spoke for us, so
And

18 opportunity is provided for the provision of

18 thank you for your time and for listening tonight.

19 parking on the Farmstead to expand opportunities

19

20 for the City and consider a wider range of future

20 Next up is Mr. Phillip Hummel.

21 uses.

21 Hummel.

And, additionally, the annexation will

22 increase the City's tax base and have a positive
22
Page 10

MAYOR NEWTON:

MS. CONWAY:

Wonderful.

Thank you.

Welcome, Mr.
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MAYOR NEWTON:

2 note.

Thanks.

3

I was just seeing your

Thanks, Kathy, thank you.

All right.

We have written comments

4 from Eric Fulton on behalf of Eye-Pack (phonetic)
5 and those are in your packets as well as posted.
6 So that ends the list of speakers for the public
7 hearing, and we will hold the record open until
8 May 28.
9

Thank you all for coming.

10

(Whereupon, the HEARING was

11

adjourned.)

12

*

*

*

*

*

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Page 13
1
2

CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC
I, Carleton J. Anderson, III do hereby

3 certify that the forgoing electronic file when
4 originally transmitted was reduced to text at my
5 direction; that said transcript is a true record
6 of the proceedings therein referenced; that I am
7 neither counsel for, related to, nor employed by
8 any of the parties to the action in which these
9 proceedings were taken; and, furthermore, that I
10 am neither a relative or employee of any attorney
11 or counsel employed by the parties hereto, nor
12 financially or otherwise interested in the outcome
13 of this action.
14

/s/Carleton J. Anderson, III

15
16
17 Notary Public in and for the
18 Commonwealth of Virginia
19 Commission No. 351998
20 Expires: November 30, 2024
21
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Manisha Tewari
Manisha Tewari
FW: RPAC Comments on ANX2020-00146
Tuesday, May 18, 2021 10:21:32 AM

From: Robert DiSpirito <rdispirito@rockvillemd.gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 2:15 PM
To: Craig Simoneau <csimoneau@rockvillemd.gov>; Ricky Barker <rbarker@rockvillemd.gov>
Cc: David Levy <dlevy@rockvillemd.gov>; Clark Larson <clarson@rockvillemd.gov>; Andrea Gilles
<agilles@rockvillemd.gov>
Subject: FW: RPAC Comments on ANX2020-00146
-----Original Message----From: Eric Fulton <chair.rpac@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 6:32 AM
To: mayorcouncil <mayorcouncil@rockvillemd.gov>
Subject: RPAC Comments on ANX2020-00146
Mayor & Council
The Rockville Pedestrian Advocacy Committee discussed ANNX2020-00146 during our most recent
meeting. The Committee is in in favor of moving forward with the annexation, however, has
questions and concerns regarding improvements to pedestrian infrastructure as the project moves
forward.
Of greatest concern to RPAC is ensuring the safety of all people traveling between the new
annexation/project site and the nearby Shady Grove Metro Station. This area is already dangerous
for people - the most recent driver/person collision occurred nearby on May 4, 2021. RPAC strongly
recommends the city use this annexation as an opportunity to coordinate with Montgomery County
and the State of Maryland to make very necessary safety improvements to the existing pedestrian
infrastructure in this area. Suggested improvements include:
* Reduing vehicle speed limits
* Adding LPIs or lengthening walk signal call times
* Eliminating left turns at certain intersections
As this project moves forward, RPAC is ready to work with city staff and Mayor & Council on more
specific improvement ideas.
Thank you
Eric Fulton
Chair
Rockville Pedestrian Advocacy Committee
240-498-8808
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Robert S. McCord, Secretary
Sandy Schrader, Deputy Secretary

May 12, 2021
The Honorable Bridget Donnell Newton, Mayor
The City of Rockville
111 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850

Subject:

Frederick Road Properties, AKA the Victor Property
Annexation No. ANX2020-00146
16160 and 16200 Frederick Road Properties, 10.23 acres.
SHA right-of-way, 1.73 acres: (along the frontage of the properties)

Dear Mayor Newton:
Thank you for providing the Maryland Department of Planning (Planning) with information pertaining to
the Frederick Road Properties annexation. The department has reviewed your submission and offers the
following comments for consideration.
As you are aware, §4-416(b) of the Local Government Article specifies that the new zoning for the
annexed land cannot be substantially different from the existing county zoning, without the express
consent of the Montgomery County Council. In reviewing this annexation request, it is the Department’s
view that the proposed city’s Mixed Use Corridor District (MXCD) zoning appears to be inconsistent
with the current county’s General Retail (GR-1.5, H-45) zoning, from a use perspective because the GR
zone limits residential use to only 30% of the floor area, whereas the MXCD zone is flexible and allows
for much more square footage to be dedicated to residential uses. In this case, the development proposal
includes a maximum of 370 dwelling units and only 2,500 square feet of commercial floor area. Planning
notes that the County Council, sitting as the District Council, granted approval of the City of Rockville’s
request to expressly approve the reclassification of the subject property from the General Retail zone to
the MXCD zone, in accordance with Section 4-416(c) of the Local Government Article on April 20, 2021
per Resolution No. 19-813. Please see Planning’s attached Annexation Review for further details of our
analysis.
The property proposed for annexation is currently located in a County-certified Priority Funding Area
(PFA). Based on Planning’s review of the annexation, the proposed zoning, and the County’s Water and
Sewerage Master Plan, the subject property appears eligible to remain designated as a Municipal PFA
upon annexation. Upon the effective date of the Annexation Resolution, and once Planning has received
official notification of the annexation from the Department of Legislative Services, Planning will confirm
that no changes have occurred since our initial review and affirm the Municipal PFA eligibility of the
property. If the City of Rockville does not want the annexation parcel to be considered for designation as
a Municipal PFA, then the city should notify Planning prior to the effective date of the annexation.

Maryland Department of Planning

•

301 West Preston Street, Suite 1101
• 21201

•

Baltimore

•

Maryland
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Enclosed you will find important information concerning post annexation notification and participation in
the Census Bureau’s Boundary and Annexation Survey. The town should follow the appropriate
procedures so that the annexed property is legally established as part of the incorporated municipality. To
expedite Planning’s updating of the PFA status, please send Ms. Susan Llareus a copy of the notification
transmitted to the Department of Legislative Services.
If you desire further assistance, please contact regional planner, Susan Llareus at
Susan.Llareus@maryland.gov.
Sincerely,
Charles W. Boyd, AICP
Director, Planning Coordination
cc:

Robert S. McCord, Secretary of Planning
Val Lazdins, Deputy Director of Planning
Joe Griffiths, Manager Local Assistance and Training
Susan Llareus, Planning Supervisor
Ricky Barker, Director of Planning and Development Services
Gwen Wright, Planning Director, M-NCPPC, Montgomery County

Attachments:

Maryland Department of Planning Annexation Review
Municipal Reporting Responsibilities Following Annexation
Municipal Charter or Annexation Resolution Reposition Form

9.e
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Municipality
Name of Annexation
Resolution Number
Size of Parcels
Is the property contiguous in accordance with Section 4-401?
Public Hearing Date
Current County Zoning
Existing Density

Rockville
Frederick Road Properties and SHA lands, AKA the Victor Propert
ANX2020-00146
11.96 Acres
Yes
5/17/2021
GR-1.5, H-45 (General retail)
N/A

Purpose of the Current County Zoning District
The Current County zoning is General Retail (GR-1.5 FAR, H-45), an Employment zone as characterized by Section
2.1.3.E of the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance.
Division 4.6.Employment Zones includes intent statement for General Retail as follows:
A. In General -The GR, NR, LSC, and EOF zones permit nonresidential uses including office, technology, and general
commercial uses with limited residential use at varying densities and heights. The GR, NR, LSC, and EOF zones
promote economic diversity and job creation in development patterns where people can work, learn, and recreate. The
application of the GR, NR, LSC, and EOF zones is appropriate for targeting jobs and services co-located near diverse
housing options. In the Employment zones, residential uses are generally limited to 30% of the total gross floor area on
the subject site. The intent of the GR, NR, LSC, and EOF zones is to:
1. implement the recommendations of the applicable master plans;
2. target opportunities for employment, technology, and general commercial uses;
3. provide employment areas with supporting residential and retail uses;
4. allow a flexible mix of uses, densities, and building heights appropriate to various settings to ensure compatible
relationships with adjoining neighborhoods; and
5. establish minimum requirements for the provision of public benefits.
B. General Retail
1. The GR zone is intended for commercial areas of a general nature, including regional shopping centers and
clusters of commercial development. The GR zone provides development opportunities adjacent to the County's
most auto-dominated corridors and those areas with few alternative mobility options.
2. The GR zone allows flexibility in building, circulation, and parking lot layout. Retail/Service Establishment gross
floor area is not restricted.
Permitted Use in the Current County Zoning District
Section 3.1.6 Use Table indicates that the uses permitted in the General Retail zoning district allows for retails/service
establishments, restaurants, hotels and motels, office uses, health clubs, recreational uses, vehicle sales and rental,
civic and institutional uses, and a limited amount of residential uses - not to exceed 30% of the FAR.
Proposed Municipal Zoning
MXCD (MIxed use corridor district)
Purpose of the Proposed Municipal Zoning District
Mixed-Use District Corridor zone - Intended for areas along major highway corridors outside of the MXTD Zone areas, it
allows for medium density development of retail, office, and residential uses. Because of the nature of highway corridor
areas, the zone provides flexibility in the siting of buildings relative to major roadways and other site requirements to
accommodate service drives and required parking. (Section 25.13.02)
Permitted Use in the Proposed Municipal Zoning District
Residential uses including townhouses, other attached dwellings, and multifamily, retail sales and service, office, food
services, banks and other financial services, hotels, recreational, health and fitness uses, and theater. (Section
25.13.03)
Is the proposed municipal zoning consistent with the county zoning?

May 12, 2021
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The proposed uses for the property are listed as townhouses and two-over-two dwelling which are a form of a two-family
dwellings (stacked) and attached. It does not appear that the proposed use of the property is consistent with the existing
zoning of the property as general retail.
No
Proposed municipal zoning consistent density
The existing zoning of the property is not a residential use, although it is recognized that the zone allows for 30% of the
FAR to be residential uses in the GR zone. Therefore, the proposal for the annexed properties in not consistent with the
employment and general retail zoning category on the property.
County waiver recommended? Yes
The County Council, sitting as the District Council granted approval of the City of Rockville’s request to expressly approve
the reclassification of the Victor Property from the GR zone to the MXCD zone on April 20, 2021 per Resolution 19-813.
Issues of State interest:
The Maryland State Highway Administration should be notified of the annexation of 1.73 acres of SHA right-of-way along
Maryland State Route 355.
Is the property in a Designated Growth Area? Yes
There are three structures on the site as viewed on Google maps associated with the current automobile sales use on
the property. This annexation is being processed for the purpose of expansion of the City of Rockville, to be used for a
residential subdivision including a mix of single-family attached dwellings including townhouses and other multiplex units
commonly known as two-over-two dwelling units, and a small amount of retail. The maximum density anticipated for the
project is 370 units, or approximately 36 DUs/acre.
Is the property eligible to become a Priority Funding Area? Yes
The property is eligible to maintain its status as a Priority Funding Area under Section 507B-03(e) - Areas other than
communities within locally designated growth areas.
Maryland Department of Planning Reviewer: Susan.llareus@maryland.gov
5/12/2021
Date Submitted:

May 12, 2021
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MUNICIPAL REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES FOLLOWING ANNEXATION
State Municipal Reporting Responsibilities
There are state law municipal reporting responsibilities requiring the municipality to promptly
submit certain information after an annexation is approved:
1. The Local Government Article, section § 4-414, Annotated Code of Maryland, requires that
municipalities send a copy of the annexation resolution with the new boundaries to the
Maryland Department of Legislative Services if an annexation is approved. Please copy
the Maryland Department of Planning so that we are aware of the approved annexation
boundaries.
The copy of the annexation resolution, along with the Municipal Charter Or Annexation
Resolution Reposition Form (below), with the new boundaries shall be sent within 10 days
after the resolution takes effect to:
State Department of Legislative Services
Legislative Division
90 State Circle
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
2. State law requires that upon annexation approval, the chief executive and administrative
officer of a municipality that has annexed property forward the annexation resolution and
map with the new boundary to the local municipal clerk, Clerk of the Court in the county or
counties in which the municipal corporation is located and, for those municipalities in
Montgomery and Prince George’s County, to the Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission.
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Census Bureau Boundary and Annexation Survey
To ensure that persons residing on annexed land are counted as part of the municipal
population, the U.S. Census Bureau periodically mails to all municipal corporations a Boundary
and Annexation Survey (BAS).
Following an annexation, no immediate action is required. The Census Bureau will notify the
person who has been identified by the municipality as the contact person by mail and/or e-mail.
Municipalities may submit boundary corrections or changes through the Bureau’s free
Partnership software. In the past, the U.S. Census Bureau mailed out the BAS survey on a
varying schedule based on the population size of the incorporated town. The Mayor or other
municipal officials must complete the BAS, update the maps and certify that the boundary
shown reflects the legal corporate limits as of January 1 of the survey year. Boundary
information must be returned to the Census Bureau by March 1st of the survey year to be
properly recorded for the Census Bureau’s annual population estimates and American
Community Survey products.
The purpose of the Survey is to obtain the most accurate boundary information, including
boundary changes due to annexations, detachments, mergers, or other reasons. These
boundary changes are incorporated into the Census Bureau’s files and used for tabulating
Census data. The BAS information is used to provide an appropriate record for reporting the
results of the decennial and economic censuses, and annual surveys such as the Population
Estimates Program and the American Community Survey.
Maryland Department of Planning can assist municipalities in updating their boundary
information. Questions regarding the Census Bureau’s Boundary and Annexation Survey or
assistance in submitting the BAS may be referred to Alfred Sundara at the Maryland
Department of Planning at 410-767-4002 or alfred.sundara@maryland.gov.
Additional information about the Census Bureau’s BAS program is available at the following link
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/bas.html
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Section 4-109 of the Local Government Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland requires
municipal officials to deposit certain municipal documents with the Department of Legislative
Services. Please use this registration form for each resolution that alters the charter or the
boundaries of your municipal corporation. Complete a separate form for each resolution, and mail
the entire text of the resolution, along with this form to:
Georgeanne Carter, Legislative Counsel
Municipal Resolution Reposition
Department of Legislative Services
90 State Circle
Annapolis, MD 21401-1991
Municipal Corporation

County(ies)

Name and Title of Official Submitting this Resolution
Address

Phone
Date of Submitting this Resolution*

Resolution Number

Date Enacted by Legislative Body
Effective Date**

1) For an annexation resolution, state the charter section (e.g., boundary description section,
appendix) that is amended
OR state the charter section (e.g., general powers
section) pursuant to which the property is annexed
. (Enclose a copy of the
metes and bounds description of the complete boundaries of your municipal corporation that
includes the newly annexed property, including the number of acres and the point of beginning
coordinates for the newly annexed property.)
For a charter resolution, state whether the entire charter is repealed and a new charter is adopted
OR state the specific section(s) that is added, repealed, renumbered, or
repealed and reenacted with amendments
.
2) Number of votes cast by the legislative body for

and against

this resolution.

3) Will this resolution be petitioned to referendum?
If “yes”, date of the referendum election (if known)

.

* A resolution should be submitted to the Department of Legislative Services 10 days after the
effective date of the resolution (§ 4-109(b) of the Local Government Article). Generally,
provided that a resolution is not petitioned to referendum, the effective date for a charter
resolution is 50 days after enactment (§ 4-304(c) of the Local Government Article), and for an
annexation resolution is no earlier than 45 days after enactment (§ 4-407 of the Local
Government Article).
DLS/9-14
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Resolution No.: 19-813
Introduced:
April 13, 2021
Adopted:
April 20, 2021
COUNTY COUNCIL FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
SITTING AS A DISTRICT COUNCIL FOR THAT PORTION
OF THE MARYLAND-WASHINGTON REGIONAL DISTRICT
WITHIN MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
______________________________________________________________________________
Lead Sponsor: District Council
______________________________________________________________________________
SUBJECT: Approval of the City of Rockville’s request to expressly approve the
reclassification of the Victor Property and SHA Property from the GR zone to the
MXCD zone (ANX 2020-00146)
Background
1.

Article 23A, Section 9(c) of the Annotated Code of Maryland provides that no
municipality annexing land may, for a period of five years following annexation, place
that land in a zoning classification which permits a land use substantially different from
the use for the land specified in the current and duly adopted master plan without express
approval of the County Council.

2.

The City of Rockville is proposing to annex approximately 11.96 acres of land from
Montgomery County into the City. The Annexation Area consists of 10.23 acres of
privately-owned parcels (“Victor Property”) and 1.73 acres of State of Maryland
Highway 355 right-of-way (“SHA Property”).

3.

The parcels of land proposed for annexation are located approximately 800 feet south of
the intersection of Shady Grove Road and MD 355, also described as (a) 16160 and
16200 Frederick Road and (b) Parcel A, recorded among the Land Records of
Montgomery County (“Land Records”) at Plat No. 7936 and a portion of Parcel C,
recorded among the Land Records at Plat 10684.

4.

The property is within the City of Rockville’s maximum expansion limits.

5.

The County’s existing General Retail (GR) zone allows for a mix of retail, commercial,
and residential uses. Under the annexation proposal, the property would be reclassified to
the City’s MXCD (Mixed-Use Corridor District) zone, which allows a mix of residential,
commercial, and institutional uses.
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Resolution No.: 19-813

6.

Planning Staff, in a memorandum to the Planning Board completed February 25, 2021,
found that the petition proposes new zoning that includes uses similar to those from the
uses allowed by the existing zoning and recommended in the 2020 Approved and
Adopted Shady Grove Minor Master Plan Amendment.

7.

On March 4, 2021, the Montgomery County Planning Board reviewed Annexation
Petition No. 2020-00146. The Board unanimously voted to recommend approval of the
annexation with the transmittal of certain comments, including: approval is limited to up
to 370 residential units (up to 1.5 FAR residential) and up to 2,500 square feet of nonresidential development; the minimum right-of-way recommended for Frederick Road
(MD 355) is 150 feet and the development should incorporate the design alignment for
the MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project; the development should incorporate
Vision Zero improvements along MD 355, including a minimum 6-foot landscape buffer
adjacent to vehicular travel lanes and limit curb radii to a maximum of 25 feet.

8.

On March 1, 2021, the Planning, Housing, and Economic Development (PHED)
Committee reviewed this annexation as part of its review of the Fall 2020 Shady Grove
Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment, of which it recommended approval. The
County Council adopted the Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment on
April 6, 2021.

9.

On April 20, 2021, the County Council reviewed Annexation Petition No. 2020-00164
and concluded that it would give its express approval to the proposed reclassification of
the Victor Property, also known as the King Buick Property, from the GR-1.5 H-45 zone
to the MXCD zone, with certain conditions.
Action

The County Council for Montgomery County, Maryland, sitting as the District Council
for that portion of the Maryland-Washington Regional District in Montgomery County,
Maryland approves the following resolution:
Under the Local Government Article, Section 4-416 of the Annotated Code of
Maryland, if the City of Rockville’s annexation agreement:
1. limits the allowable development to a maximum of 370 residential units (up to
1.5 FAR residential) and up to 2,500 square feet of non-residential development;
2. provides a minimum right-of-way of 150 feet for Frederick Road (MD 355) and
incorporates the design alignment for the MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
project; and
3. incorporates Vision Zero improvements along MD 355, including a minimum
6-foot landscape buffer adjacent to vehicular travel lanes, and limits curb radii to
a maximum of 25 feet;
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then the District Council expressly approves the reclassification by the City of Rockville
of the area within Annexation No. 2020-00146 from GR-1.5 H-45 to Rockville’s MXCD
zone.

This is a correct copy of Council action.
_________________________________
Selena Mendy Singleton, Esq.
Clerk of the Council
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

March 18, 2021
The Honorable Tom Hucker
President, Stella B. Werner Council Office Building
Montgomery County Council
100 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, Maryland 20850
SUBJECT:

City of Rockville Annexation, ANX2020-00146, for 16160 and 16200
Frederick Road (MD 355), King Buick property.

Dear Council President Hucker:
At its regular meeting of the Montgomery County Planning Board on March 4, 2021, we
reviewed the City of Rockville annexation petition, ANX2020-00146, for the King Buick
property located at 16160 and 16200 Frederick Road (MD 355) within the Shady Grove
Sector Plan area.
After the Planning staff presentation and discussion with the property representatives, the
Board voted unanimously to support the Planning staff recommendation and transmit the
following comments on the annexation petition:




Approval is limited to up to 370 residential units (up to 1.5 FAR residential) and up to
2,500 square feet of non-residential development.
The minimum right-of-way recommended for Frederick Road (MD 355) is 150 feet
and the development should incorporate the design alignment for the MD 355 Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) project.
The development should incorporate Vision Zero improvements along MD 355,
including a minimum 6-foot landscape buffer adjacent to vehicular travel lanes and
limit curb radii to a maximum of 25 feet.

Annexation of the King Buick property from the County’s General Retail (GR 1.5 H-45) Zone
to the City’s Mixed-Use Corridor District (MXCD) Zone would allow the proposed
development to be comprehensively reviewed by one jurisdiction. The proposed densities of
the development are within the limits of the existing zone and the proposed Commercial
Residential Town (CRT C0.5 R1.0 H-80) Zone recommended in the Planning Board’s Draft
Plan of the Shady Grove Sector Plan Minor Master Plan Amendment (2020).

2425 Reedie Drive, 14th Floor, Wheaton, Maryland 20902 Phone: 301.495.4605
www.montgomeryplanningboard.org E-Mail: mcp-chair@mncppc-mc.org
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The Honorable Tom Hucker
March 18, 2021
Page Two

There are some differences between the County’s GR Zone and the City’s MXCD Zone, such
as the allowable percentage of residential development, but these differences do not warrant
delaying the enactment of the proposed annexation.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide the Planning Board’s comments on this annexation
petition.
Sincerely,

Casey Anderson
Chair
CA:ny:ha
cc: Bridget Donnell Newton, Mayor, City of Rockville
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: June 21, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: PDS - Comprehensive Planning
Responsible Staff: Clark Larson

Subject
Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session: Planning Areas 8 (Twinbrook and Twinbrook
Forest), 9 (Rockville Pike), 12 (Tower Oaks), and 11 (Woodmont).

Recommendation
The Mayor and Council have indicated their desire to review the following sections of the draft
Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan: Planning Areas 8 (Twinbrook and Twinbrook Forest), 9
(Rockville Pike), 12 (Tower Oaks), and 11 (Woodmont). Staff recommends that the Mayor and
Council provide direction to staff on edits that it wishes to make to these sections.

Change in Law or Policy
If adopted by the Mayor and Council, the new Comprehensive Plan would change policies that
are citywide in nature and policies in specific geographic areas of the city. The new plan would
fully supersede the City’s current 2002 Comprehensive Master Plan; neighborhood plans for
Planning Areas 3 (Hungerford, New Mark Commons and Lynfield), 4 (West End and Woodley
Gardens East-West) and 12 (Tower Oaks); and the functional plans for Municipal Growth and
Water Resources. It would also supersede components of the more-recently adopted plans and
plan amendments, which would be adopted by reference with changes identified in the new
plan.

Discussion
This agenda item is a work session for the Mayor and Council to continue discussing the
Planning Commission’s recommended draft of the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan (the
draft Plan), review submitted testimony, and provide direction to staff on any desired changes.
Staff will be available to discuss any aspects of the draft Plan that the Mayor and Council may
have.
The Mayor and Council asked that the June 21st work session be focused on the following:
o
o
o

Planning Area 8 (Twinbrook and Twinbrook Forest)
Planning Area 9 (Rockville Pike)
Planning Area 12 (Tower Oaks)
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o

Planning Area 11 (Woodmont)

A link to the draft Plan can be found online at www.rockvillemd.gov/Rockville2040. That
webpage also includes background materials on the Rockville 2040 public engagement effort,
research materials related to the draft Plan’s Elements, the Planning Commission’s past work to
produce the draft Plan, and all testimony submitted to the Mayor and Council and to the
Planning Commission.
Background
The Mayor and Council held the first of its two public hearings for the draft Plan on April 12,
2021 and has received written testimony since the draft Plan’s release on March 15th. A second
public hearing was held on June 14th to accept additional testimony on the draft Plan. At their
meeting on June 14th, the Mayor and Council decided to extend the public record until July 2,
2021.
The topics of work sessions to date have been:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

April 19th – Discussion with current and former Planning Commissioners, and review of
Vision and Principles in the Introduction section. Other topics were also raised.
May 3rd – Community Facilities, Environment and Water Resources Elements.
May 17th – Recreation and Parks and the Economic Development Elements. The Mayor
and Council also approved a resolution, pursuant to a State mandate, to extend by 60
days the time it has to review and act upon the Planning Commission’s draft of the Plan.
May 24th – Land Use Element.
June 1st – Municipal Growth and Historic Preservation Elements, and Planning Area 6
(Lincoln Park).
June 7th – Planning Areas 1 (Town Center) and 3 (Hungerford, New Mark Commons, and
Lynfield).
June 10th – Transportation Element.
June 14th – [work session postponed due to inclement weather]

The current schedule for completing the Mayor and Council’s review of the draft plan is
provided below, under Next Steps.
Testimony and Other Comments Received on the Scheduled Planning Areas
To assist the Mayor and Council with its discussion on June 21 st, staff has provided below a
summary of key testimony topics submitted to the Mayor and Council to date. While the Mayor
and Council has directly received testimony, the original testimony can also be found online at:
www.rockvillemd.gov/Rockville2040. Attachment A provides a summary of the entirety of the
testimony exhibits referenced here.
Planning Area 8 (Twinbrook and Twinbrook Forest)
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•

Written Testimony Exhibit 3
Testimony expresses appreciation for Planning Commission retaining Cambridge Walk
townhouse communities in Planning Area 8 (instead of PA 9 as was proposed by initial
draft) and the support for retaining the 5900 block of Halpine Road for residential
character. Expresses concern over recommended zoning on adjacent properties on 5900
block of Halpine Road (Focus Areas A8 and A9) that could lead to “a serious degrading of
our immediate neighborhood.”
Statement of Priorities from residents of Cambridge Walk I & II:
1) Future development should not impinge on the Tree Protection Area (TPA) located at
the boundary of 5906 Halpine Rd and the Cambridge Walk II community. Any
redevelopment of the property at 5906 Halpine Rd should be located at a sufficient
distance from the TPA so as not to negatively affect the health and viability of the
resource.
2) The scale, design, materials, and architecture of the 5900 block of Halpine Rd should be
preserved and protected in any future development. Facades of new buildings fronting
onto Halpine Rd should be set back appropriately and scaled to match the neighborhood’s
“traditional” character and infrastructure. The property at 5946 Halpine Rd should not be
approved for multi-family dwellings until a future extension of Lewis Avenue is completed
to provide access to the property. The height and scale of buildings on the property at
5946 Halpine Rd should be appropriate for the small lot size and should not exceed the
height of the adjacent townhomes.
3) The City of Rockville should address the “serious lack of public amenities” in the areas
adjacent to the communities on the 5900 block of Halpine Rd. Past requests for a ‘tot lot’,
dog park, and trash receptacles in the immediate vicinity have gone unanswered. Future
development review for proposed developments in the vicinity of these communities
should study: (a) traffic impacts on Ardennes Ave, Halpine Rd, and adjacent roadways; (b)
impacts on local infrastructure and facilities; and (c) population impacts on schools. The
City should also limit concentration of certain housing types in the [Twinbrook]
neighborhood to avoid economic and social segregation by better transitioning land use
character between “mega-blocks” of apartment buildings and single-family homes.
Staff Comments: Staff offers the following responses to the testimony’s points:
1) The existing forest conservation easement (FCE) referred to in testimony as the
‘TPA’ will be retained and protected as part of any future development of the
adjacent property. Protection of the FCE will also be ensured as part of the
development review process for any proposed development of the adjacent site.
2) The south side of the 5900 block of Halpine is proposed for medium density
residential development such as townhomes and small multi-unit buildings. The
plan’s land use designation and recommended zoning districts do reflect a
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transition of building setback and height between the existing residential
neighborhood and larger-scale development farther to the south at the Twinbrook
Metro Station and along Twinbrook Parkway.
While staff does not recommend requiring a road connection between Lewis
Avenue and Fishers Lane prior to any multi-unit residential building development,
the Planning Commission draft plan does recommend that the City study the
feasibility of such a connection (City Project P3 of Planning Area 8). The draft plan
also recommends for the property at 5946 Halpine Road that, “any redevelopment
of the site should limit the height and massing impacts on the sides of the
property facing the adjacent townhomes and single-unit detached residential
homes, through step-downs, massing articulation, and landscaping,” without
specifying a specific height limit (Focus Area A10 of Planning Area 8).
3) Staff acknowledges that there is a need for new public parks and open space in
the area described by the testimony. The Planning Commission did not
recommend specific new park or open space locations for this portion of the
neighborhood in their recommended draft plan largely due to the lack of publiclyowned open space to accommodate it. However, the Recreation and Parks
Element does include actions to identify, fund, and create new parks in areas of
the city that do not meet the City’s standards for parks and open spaces (Policies
1, 5, 6, 7). The impacts on other public infrastructure/facilities are considered
during the City’s development review process, and the draft plan references the
need for strengthened inter-agency coordination and advocacy in several areas.
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 4
Testimony supports allowing the property at 5906 Halpine Road (Twinbrook Community
Church) to redevelop into a new multi-unit residential building. Cites several benefits of
an expected proposed project.
Suggests that a new multi-unit residential building will meet the City’s desire to build
more transit-accessible housing. States that the plan’s recommended maximum
allowable height of 50 feet is consistent with adjacent properties to the south, east, and
west, including the adjacent Cambridge Cluster townhome community.
States that future redevelopment of the existing church site as a residential use would
result in reduced ‘spill-over’ parking and less traffic volume in this portion of the
Twinbrook neighborhood compared to the vehicles that currently visit the church and
day care.
Argues that redevelopment as a residential condominium project would convert a taxfree church use to a residential condominium use subject to City property taxes, adding
to the City’s tax revenue base.
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Staff Comment: Testimony is supportive of the plan as approved by the Planning
Commission.
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 12
Testimony encourages the Mayor and Council to approve the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft Comprehensive Plan, noting that the Twinbrook Community
Association (TCA) supports the recommendations for Twinbrook and Twinbrook Forest
(PA 8) with the following additional comments and revisions:
1) Requests further traffic calming measures, including speed cameras, as a mandatory
component of the recommended opening of Lewis Avenue to Ardennes Avenue (through
the WMATA-owned property), from Project 3. Also requests that the City study other
streets near Lewis Avenue to identify and implement traffic calming measures to alleviate
the impact of traffic on those streets.
2) Planning Area 8, Project 6 (pedestrian bridge crossing of CSX tracks north of Twinbrook
Metro Station), remains a top priority of the neighborhood.
3) Requests addition of signage to mark historic significance of Twinbrook neighborhood
and others throughout the city.
4) Requests the addition of placemaking efforts in the community through neighborhood
welcome signs at key entry points and public art in the City projects section.
5) Requests investment and expansion of Rockcrest Community Center
Staff Comments: Regarding the first issue, the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft plan refers to traffic calming measures in relation to a future
vehicle connection between Lewis Avenue and Fishers Lane (PA 8, p.334). There
are currently City procedures for neighborhoods and city residents to consider
new traffic calming measures. Staff recommends identifying specific treatments or
locations for these measures be a part of a separate study as an action step for
implementing the Comprehensive Plan. The other issues raised by the testimony
are supported by recommendations included within Planning Area 8.

•

Written Testimony Exhibit 13 and 17
Testimony opposes the land use designation of Residential Attached at their property on
Grandin Road, east of First Street, and its recommended zoning changes (see Policy 14 of
the Land Use Element and Focus Area A1 of Planning Area 8) because of the perceived
threat to their street and the sense of neighborhood and community. States that current
density and house/lot sizes should remain consistent from block to block. Testimony
states that higher density dwellings would bring additional traffic and cars moving at
excessive speeds and is opposed to the proposed re-zoning.
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Staff Comments: The Residential Attached (RA) land use designation recommends
a zoning district that would accommodate a moderate increase in residential
density, compatible in scale with single-family detached homes. For focus area 1,
only up to a 4-plex would be permitted, and 4-plexes are recommended only on
corner lots. The Plan also provides design guidance to facilitate more appropriate
transitions between new and existing homes. The Planning Commission
extensively discussed these issues and related testimony for the extent of the
Veirs Mill Corridor, as well as other areas of the city adjacent to transit and highcapacity transit corridors, and recommended the modest increase in allowable
residential housing types as reflected in the draft Plan.
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 19
Testimony expresses support for the overall plans for the Twinbrook neighborhood, yet is
concerned by the potential for overflow traffic from Veirs Mill Road into surrounding
neighborhoods due to the plan to eliminate a lane from Veirs Mill Road. Believes that a
“great deal of traffic” from westbound Veirs Mill Road diverts onto Woodburn and
Grandin Avenue to avoid the intersection of Viers Mill Road and First Street (despite a sign
prohibiting such movements). Concern for safety of residents, children, and parked cars
on Grandin Avenue. Also recommends a plan for traffic overflow from Veirs Mill Road on
neighborhood streets, such as speed bumps or one-way-only streets.
Staff Comments: The Comprehensive Plan does not recommend elimination of
lanes on Veirs Mill Road. The testimony may be referring to some alternatives
proposed by the Montgomery County Bus Rapid Transit route on Veirs Mill Road,
however, the County and State (as a State highway) is managing the BRT project.
Testimony recommending a plan for traffic on neighborhood streets can be
addressed through the City’s current Neighborhood Management Guidelines.

•

Written Testimony Exhibit 20
Supports the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s priorities for, “a more
sustainable, equitable model of growth, centered around the City’s transit corridors and
welcoming new types of housing.” Particularly supports allowance for “missing middle”
housing along the Veirs Mill Road corridor and portions of East Rockville. Would like to see
more residential density allowed on Stonestreet Avenue corridor and along North Horners
Lane, north to Crabb Avenue.
Staff Comments: The draft Plan reflects the results of extensive public input
regarding these areas and issues, and the Planning Commission discussed the
proposals in detail prior to arriving at recommendations. The draft Plan provides
options for more housing in designated areas as discussed with the community
during the plan development process.

•

Written Testimony Exhibit 21
Testimony supports the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s “aims of
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placing greater residential density adjacent to our Metro stations and transit corridors like
Rockville Pike and Viers Mill Road.”
Would like to see more walkable amenities and destinations in the Twinbrook
neighborhood as recommended in Policy Actions 14.1 and 15.2 of the Land Use Element.
Encourages the plan to recommend, “straightening of Edmonston Drive so that it
intersects Veirs Mill Road at a single location instead of the current two.” Cites benefits of
enhancement of pedestrian convenience and safety, better traffic flow, and support of a
new community node.
Recommends that the plan allow for opening Hillcrest Park to Veirs Mill Road to, “provide
an aesthetically pleasing entrée into the neighborhood and promote utilization of this
park.”
Supports greater housing density along Veirs Mill Road corridor as proposed by the RA
(Residential Attached) land use designation in Focus Area A1 and mix of commercial and
residential in Focus Areas A2 and A3 in Planning Area 8 to, “help preserve the
predominant character of Twinbrook as an affordable single-family home neighborhood
by reducing the pressure for turning the existing single-family homes into boarding
houses.”
Staff Comments: Testimony is generally supportive of the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft plan. Regarding the ‘straightening of Edmonston Drive’,
Project 1 of Planning Area 8 states that, “if Edmonston Drive is selected as a BRT
[Bus Rapid Transit] station, its intersection with Veirs Mill Road should be
realigned to create a single, four-way intersection…” Staff has concerns with the
testimony regarding opening Hillcrest Park to Veirs Mill Road, since it would
result in displacement of 6 to 10 existing residential properties. However, if the
Mayor and Council were to endorse the long-term goal of opening the park to
Veirs Mill, the City could develop a program to purchase the properties when
they became available, thereby avoiding displacement of residents. This option
may be considered in the future, depending on any changes to Veirs Mill Road as
a result of the County’s proposed BRT route and/or establishment of the
intersection of Edmonston Drive and Veirs Mill Road as a community node.
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 22
Testimony is supportive of the land use designation of CRM (Commercial and Residential
Mix) for the properties at 1920 and 2000 Veirs Mill Road (a.k.a. Twinbrook Shopping
Center), though cautions that the plan should not prevent, “incremental and ongoing
upgrades for the Shopping Center, including maintenance, enhancements, re-tenanting,
etc.” Supports the caveats in City Projects 1 and 5 of Planning Area 8 that recognize the
need to assess impacts on the property’s access and functionality at a time when the
projects are considered and/or implemented.
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Staff Comments: Testimony is generally supportive of the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft plan, and it supports upgrades to the shopping center and
future maintenance.
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 24
Testimony supports the plan’s designation of Residential Attached (RA) for the property at
5946 Halpine Road, but would prefer a designation included in an earlier draft of the plan,
Residential Flexible (RF), that would allow for greater residential density and a small-scale
commercial component.
Requests that the zoning recommendation for the subject property allow for the inclusion
of, “a limited amount of ground-floor retail in a residential development.” Testimony
offers specific zoning standards that could apply to a new zoning classification that could
be applied to the property.
Staff Comments: The Planning Commission carefully considered all testimony
received concerning the property at 5946 Halpine Road and approved as part of its
recommended draft Plan a land use designation and zoning recommendation for
the property that struck a balance between the interests of the property owner
and the Twinbrook community. The recommendations in the draft plan would
allow greater flexibility on the property, if redeveloped, than what is currently
permitted.

•

Written Testimony Exhibit 37, 38, 46, 49, 58
States the need to protect and preserve the tree protection area surrounding the
Cambridge Walk II townhome community as a result of any future redevelopment of the
neighboring property at 5906 Halpine Rd.
Staff Comment: Development is not permitted in Forest Conservation Easements
(the referred to Tree Protection Area).

Planning Area 9 (Rockville Pike)
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 2
Testimony pertains to property at 1460 and 1488 Rockville Pike (Shellhorn Pike
Properties). Expresses satisfaction with Planning Commission’s revisions to the plan per
their earlier testimony requesting flexibility in the evaluation of a proposed new road
connection through the subject properties at the time of a development application. See
language on page 342, ‘Other Policy Recommendations’, ‘Transportation’. Urges the
Mayor and Council to adopt the language as recommended by the Planning
Commission.
Staff Comment: Testimony is supportive of the plan as approved by the Planning
Commission.
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•

Written Testimony Exhibit 5
Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s
general vision and specific recommendations for the property at 1800 and 1818
Chapman Avenue and a portion of WMATA-owned property at 1700 Chapman Avenue.
Specifically, the testimony supports the land use designation of OCRM (Office,
Commercial and Residential Mix) for the subject properties, Policy 10 and 11 of the Land
Use Element, Policy 10, 15, 16, and 17 of the Transportation Element, Policy 10 of the
Housing Element, and a decision by the Planning Commission to relocate an asterisk on
the Land Use Policy Map that indicates the location of a proposed future park to a more
general location, rather than directly on the subject properties.
Staff Comment: Testimony is supportive of the plan as approved by the Planning
Commission.

Planning Area 12 (Tower Oaks)
•

Written Testimony Exhibit 23
Testimony supports the plan recommendations and Land Use Policy Map designations
as they relate to the properties within the Tower Oaks Comprehensive Planned
Development, a subarea of Planning Area 12.
Staff Comment: Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft plan.

Woodmont Planning Area (11)
•

Written Testimony Exhibits 32 and 34
Requests that the plan remove the recommendation for a conceptual master plan to be
prepared, “…if any part of the country club property, or its entirety, is proposed for
development as anything other than its current use.” (p. 350). Instead, requests that, “in
the event all or a substantial amount of the Property becomes available for development
in the future, a PD Zone (or equivalent zone),” is recommended for the property instead
of a master plan amendment. See Exhibit A of the testimony for proposed language.
Provides separate testimony for a portion of the country club property along Wootton
Parkway with specific recommendations and designations for its approximately 27 acres.
See Exhibit B of testimony for a concept sketch as reference.
Staff Comment: In approving this language about the conceptual master plan, it
was the intent of the Planning Commission to avoid uncoordinated, piece-meal
development of the country club property through a series of small actions over
time. Staff agrees with this goal and believes that it can be achieved through either
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the retention of the Planning Commission’s language, or by requiring that any
development be implemented through a Planned Development (PD) in which the
Mayor and Council has the authority to determine the components of the plan.
However, staff supports adjustment of the language for when a conceptual master
plan may be required, from “any part” to “a substantial amount” of the property,
as requested by the testimony. This change in scope under which a property-wide
design effort would be required would be consistent with the Planning
Commission’s interest in coordinating development of the property over time
while avoiding unintended consequences of requiring even small amounts of
redevelopment to create a plan for the entire property.
Requests that the plan include a statement that the need, size, and location of land for
park use should be determined, “as part of a plan review process if redevelopment of all
or a substantial portion of the property is proposed.”
Staff Comment: Staff is comfortable with amending the language that states that
the park should be “in the general location where a green asterisk is placed.” (P.
350 and Figure 77). Staff agrees that the location of the park should be
determined through the planning process for the site.
Requests that the plan’s recommendations regarding tree canopy preservation be
modified to provide that proposed development utilize, “site and architectural design to
preserve forest stands and/or significant tree canopy where feasible and consistent with
permitted development.”
Staff Comment: The current draft language (p. 350) provides similar direction and
flexibility.
Requests that the plan include text from the 2016 Rockville Pike Plan that requires any
future extension of E. Jefferson Street consider impacts to the country club and protects
existing residential uses.
Staff Comment: Staff agrees with this addition.
Requests that the plan not include a recommendation that, “a large-scale community
amenity, such as an education, sports, or cultural facility,” (p. 350) be considered in future
master plans for the country club property.
Staff Comment: Should the golf function cease to exist in the future, this very large
parcel of more that 400 acres would represent an unusual opportunity for such a
facility. The Planning Commission did not contemplate pursuing a facility of this
sort while the country club and its golf function is in operation, but if it closes. Staff
supports retaining the existing language.
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Requests that the plan’s recommendation for preservation of the Lyddane-Bradley House
be revised to state that, “any property redevelopment or construction that impacts the
House should seek to preserve the House and an appropriate environmental setting for
the House.”
Staff Comment: Staff supports the current language in the Planning Commission’s
draft.
Attachment A, the summary of testimony, will be updated as issues are resolved by the Mayor
and Council and as additional testimony is received. Staff also welcomes feedback on any other
topics not included in the summary above.

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council held a public hearing on April 12, 2021 to receive testimony on the
Planning Commission’s recommended draft of the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan. This
testimony is in addition to the written testimony received since the date that the Mayor and
Council released the Planning Commission’s recommended draft, on March 15 th. On April 12th,
the Mayor and Council set a second public hearing date for June 14 th and established that the
public record remain open until June 18th. All testimony received, whether as part of the public
hearing or otherwise in writing, is included as part of the public record and considered by the
Mayor and Council during their review of the draft Plan at their work sessions.
The Mayor and Council has held numerous work sessions on the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft of the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan as reference above.

Public Notification and Engagement
Public engagement has been central to the Rockville 2040 process, as described in the Discussion
section, above, and in more detail in the Introduction chapter of the plan. Notification of
opportunities for formal input has occurred in several ways. In advance of the Planning
Commission public hearing for the Elements and Planning Areas sections, the draft Plan was
submitted to the Maryland State Clearinghouse for review on March 14, 2019 and March 9,
2020, respectively, exceeding State requirements of submitting draft plans for State comment
at least 60 days prior to a Planning Commission public hearing. Notification of the release of the
draft plan sections was also circulated to representatives of surrounding jurisdictions,
Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS), the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA), the Rockville Chamber of Commerce, and Rockville Economic Development, Inc. (REDI).
A Notice of Public Hearing was published in the Washington Post on May 2, 2019, as well.
Throughout the Rockville 2040 process, notification emails were sent to a dedicated listserv of
interested parties, as well as neighborhood and community organizations in Rockville, with
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information regarding the ways in which to contribute to the development of the draft plan and to
provide testimony.
In advance of the Mayor and Council public hearings on April 12th and June 14th, additional public
outreach efforts to publicize the meeting and the ways to provide testimony during the open
comment period were conducted, including: publishing details on the Rockville 2040 project
webpage; issuing a City press release; publishing articles in Rockville Reports; sending emails to
the dedicated Rockville 2040 listserv, neighborhood, civic and homeowners associations,
residential apartment community managers, and City boards and commissions liaisons; posting
updates on the City’s social media accounts, including Facebook, Twitter, and Nextdoor; and
publishing two public notices in the Washington Post. Planning and Development Services staff
also attended meetings with the City’s Traffic and Transportation Commission and Environment
Commission to update them on the Mayor and Council process, timeline and opportunities to
provide additional input.
Additional notification is also being provided to residents regarding the schedule for the Mayor
and Council’s review and discussion of individual planning areas, as that schedule evolves and is
confirmed.

Boards and Commissions Review
In addition to the Planning Commission’s work to prepare the draft Comprehensive Plan, staff
sought input, during the initial development of the draft, from other City boards and
commissions. Staff attended their regular meetings, invited them to special meetings, and
invited them to participate in the various citywide forums for public input. Participating boards
and commissions include the Traffic and Transportation Commission, Environment Commission,
Historic District Commission, Human Services Advisory Commission, Senior Citizens
Commission, Bicycle Advisory Committee, Pedestrian Advocacy Committee, Recreation and
Parks Advisory Board, Rockville Economic Development Inc. (REDI), Rockville Housing
Enterprises, and the Asian Pacific-American Task Force.

Fiscal Impact
There is no direct fiscal impact in adopting the Planning Commission’s recommended draft of
the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan, yet the plan recommends many City projects, studies,
and regulatory updates that carry fiscal implications. These fiscal impacts are not analyzed in
the plan itself but will be discussed as they are considered for implementation.

Next Steps
The following is the updated schedule for review of the Planning Commission’s recommended
draft Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan, as directed by the Mayor and Council. The schedule
outlines a framework to receive public input, hold work sessions, and take action before the
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State-mandated deadline of August 7, 2021, which is 150 days after the Planning Commission’s
transmittal of its draft.
Mayor and Council Remaining Review Schedule
•

Thursday, July 1 – M&C Work Session #9, (up to 5 hrs.) (meeting begins at 6:00 pm):
o Discussion, including review of testimony, of Planning Areas 4 (West End and
Woodley Gardens East-West) and 10 (Montrose and North Farm)

•

Tuesday, July 6 – M&C Work Session #10, (up to 5 hrs.) (meeting begins at 6:00 pm):
o Discussion, including review of testimony, of Planning Areas 13 (Potomac
Woods, Orchard Ridge, Falls Ridge), 2 (East Rockville), 5 (Woodley Gardens and
College Gardens), 7 (Montgomery College Area), and the Housing Element.

•

Monday, July 12 – M&C Work Session #11, (2 ½ hrs.):
o Discussion, including review of testimony, of Planning Areas 14 (Rockshire and
Fallsmead), 15 (Fallsgrove and Research Boulevard), 16 (King Farm and Shady
Grove), and 17 (Southlawn and RedGate).

•

Monday, July 19 – M&C Meeting, (2 ½ hrs.):
o Final review of document and possible introduction.

•

Monday, August 2 – M&C Meeting
o Introduction (if needed) and Adoption.

Attachments
Attachment 10.a:
Attachment 10.b:
8
(PDF)

Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7
(PDF)
Matrix of Mayor and Council Comments with Staff Responses - as of June
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Mayor and Council Review of Planning Commission Recommended Draft of the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan

Complete Summary of Written and Oral Testimony, received between March 15 and June 7, 2021

#

1

Testimony
Source

Monica Berger
(Rockville
Resident)

Element(s)

Planning
Area(s)

Public
Hearing
Speaker

(General Counsel,
Shellhorn
Rockville LLC)

PA 9

Staff supports the testimony’s request to promote biophilic built environments
in the Plan.

Testimony pertains to property at 1460 and 1488 Rockville Pike (Shellhorn Pike
Properties). Expresses satisfaction with Planning Commission’s revisions to the plan
per their earlier testimony requesting flexibility in the evaluation of a proposed new
road connection through the subject properties at the time of a development
application. See language on page 342, ‘Other Policy Recommendations’,
‘Transportation’. Urges the Mayor and Council to adopt the language as
recommended by the Planning Commission.

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.

Testimony expresses appreciation for Planning Commission retaining Cambridge
Walk townhouse communities in Planning Area 8 (instead of PA 9 as was proposed
by initial draft) and the support for retaining the 5900 block of Halpine Road for
residential character.

1) The existing forest conservation easement (FCE) referred to in testimony
as the ‘TPA’ will be retained and protected as part of any future development
of the adjacent property. Protection of the FCE will also be ensured as part of
the development review process for any proposed development of the
adjacent site.

Expresses concern over recommended zoning on adjacent properties on 5900 block
of Halpine Road (Focus Areas A8 and A9) that could lead to “a serious degrading of
our immediate neighborhood.”
Statement of Priorities from residents of Cambridge Walk I & II:

1) Future development should not impinge on the Tree Protection Area (TPA) located
at the boundary of 5906 Halpine Rd and the Cambridge Walk II community. Any
redevelopment of the property at 5906 Halpine Rd should be located at a sufficient
distance from the TPA so as not to negatively affect the health and viability of the
resource.

Joe McClane
3

(President,
Cambridge Walk II
HOA)

Recreation and
Parks

PA 8

Yes

April 12

Staff Comments and Recommendations

For Environment Element Goal 6, Policy 6, testimony would like to see the city lead
the region on creating a biophilic environment. Refers to commitments by nearby
cities (e.g., Arlington and Richmond, VA, and Washington, D.C.) and the website
www.biophiliccities.org/partner-cities.

Suggests Rockville provide incentives for public, commercial, and residential
buildings to be built or retrofitted to coexist with nature (e.g., reduce bird collisions,
green roofs). Provides a link to a YouTube video in the testimony that offers specific
ideas to reduce bird death from transparent building windows and glazing. Calls for
specific mention of ‘green roofs’ in Policy 6 addition to ‘green building’. Provides a
link to a YouTube video on green roofs.

Environment

Kap Kapastin
2

Summary of Testimony

2) The scale, design, materials, and architecture of the 5900 block of Halpine Rd
should be preserved and protected in any future development. Facades of new
buildings fronting onto Halpine Rd should be set back appropriately and scaled to
match the neighborhood’s “traditional” character and infrastructure. The property at
5946 Halpine Rd should not be approved for multi-family dwellings until a future
extension of Lewis Avenue is completed to provide access to the property. The
height and scale of buildings on the property at 5946 Halpine Rd should be
appropriate for the small lot size and should not exceed the height of the adjacent
townhomes.

3) The City of Rockville should address the “serious lack of public amenities” in the
areas adjacent to the 5900 Halpine Rd communities. Past requests for a ‘tot lot’, dog
park, and trash receptacles in the immediate vicinity have gone unanswered. Future
development review for proposed developments in the vicinity of these communities
should study: (a) traffic impacts on Ardennes Ave, Halpine Rd, and adjacent
roadways; (b) impacts on local infrastructure and facilities; and (c) population impacts
on schools. The city should also limit concentration of certain housing types in the
[Twinbrook] neighborhood to avoid economic and social segregation by better
transitioning land use character between “mega-blocks” of apartment buildings and
single-family homes.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

Mayor and Council Direction

Instead of recommending specific programs or incentives, the plan could
include a new action that directs the city to develop a strategy for
encouraging ‘green’ and biophilic building design.

2) The south side of the 5900 block of Halpine is proposed for medium
density residential development such as townhomes and small multi-unit
buildings. The plan’s land use designation and recommended zoning districts
do reflect a transition of building setback and height between the existing
residential neighborhood and larger-scale development farther to the south at
the Twinbrook Metro Station and along Twinbrook Parkway.

While staff does not recommend requiring a road connection between Lewis
Avenue and Fishers Lane prior to any multi-unit residential building
development, the Planning Commission draft plan does recommend that the
city study the feasibility of such a connection (City Project P3 of Planning
Area 8). The draft plan also recommends for the property at 5946 Halpine
Road that, “any redevelopment of the site should limit the height and massing
impacts on the sides of the property facing the adjacent townhomes and
single-unit detached residential homes, through step-downs, massing
articulation, and landscaping,” without specifying a specific height limit (Focus
Area A10 of Planning Area 8).
3) Staff acknowledges that there is a need for new public parks and open
space in the area described by the testimony. The Planning Commission did
not recommend specific new park or open space locations for this portion of
the neighborhood in their recommended draft plan largely due to the lack of
publicly-owned open space to accommodate it. However, the Recreation and
Parks Element does include actions to identify, fund, and create new parks in
areas of the city that do not meet the city’s standards for parks and open
spaces (Policies 1, 5, 6, 7). The impacts on other public infrastructure/
facilities are considered during the city’s development review process, and
the draft plan references the need for strengthened inter-agency coordination
and advocacy in several areas.

Summary of Testimony to the Mayor and Council
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Summary of Testimony
Testimony supports allowing the property at 5906 Halpine Road (Twinbrook
Community Church) to redevelop into a new multi-unit residential building. Cites
several benefits of an expected proposed project.

(Pastor, Twinbrook
Community
Church)

Mayor and Council Direction

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.

Suggests that a new multi-unit residential building will meet the city’s desire to building
more transit-accessible housing. States that the plan’s recommended maximum
allowable height of 50 feet is consistent with adjacent properties to the south, east, and
west, including the adjacent Cambridge Cluster townhome community.

John L. Bayles
4

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

PA 8

States that future redevelopment of existing church site as residential use would result in
reduced ‘spill-over’ parking and less traffic volume in this portion of the Twinbrook
neighborhood compared to the vehicles that currently visit the church and day care.

Comments that redevelopment as a residential condominium project would convert a
tax-free church use to a residential condominium use subject to city property taxes,
adding to the city’s tax revenue base.

5

6

7

8

9

Heather
Dlhopolsky

(Wire Gill LLP, on
behalf of Hines)

Michael Dutka
(Rockville
Resident)

Chuck Woolery
(Rockville
Resident)

Ethan Goffman
(Rockville
Resident)

Jonathan
Robinson

(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

Transportation
Housing

Land Use

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.

Testimony supports the plan’s move, “away from single use zoning” and embrace of
mixed-use zoning, allowance for greater density (particularly near transit stations),
and the overall goal of enhancing walkability in the city.

As noted by the testimony, the Planning Commission recommended moderate
changes to the land use plan that would allow a greater diversity of housing types
in certain areas of the city, including on the edges of traditionally single-unit
detached residential neighborhoods near Metro stations and along roadways
with existing or planned high-frequency transit options. The Mayor and Council
could revisit the topic and discuss whether to expand the areas where these
‘missing middle’ housing types would be allowed as well as discuss whether to
allow greater density on or adjacent to Metro station properties.

Testimony discusses definitions of “comprehensive” and “resilience” as it applies to
federal, state, and local government and the interrelatedness of human society.

Staff supports adding new actions under Policy 10 to help educate and
promote wildlife habitats in residential yards and on the roofs of high-rise
buildings.

Specifically, the testimony supports the land use designation of OCRM (Office,
Commercial and Residential Mix) for the subject properties, Policy 10 and 11 of the
Land Use Element, Policy 10, 15, 16, and 17 of the Transportation Element, Policy
10 of the Housing Element, and a decision by the Planning Commission to relocate
an asterisk on the Land Use Policy Map that indicates the location of a proposed
future park to a more general location rather than directly on the subject properties.

PA 9

Recommends allowing even greater density and height near the Rockville Metro
Station and more ambitious ‘missing middle’ zoning in single family neighborhoods,
both citywide and directly across from the Rockville Metro Station in East Rockville,
where the city should be pursuing zoning that allows for apartment buildings in
current single-family only zones.

PA 2

Yes

Environment

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s
general vision and specific recommendations for the property at 1800 and 1818
Chapman Ave and a portion of WMATA-owned property at 1700 Chapman Ave.

April 12

Offers a draft resolution for consideration that encourages Rockville residents to
voluntarily transform their yards to foster and all-volunteer-run, city-wide network of
wildlife corridors between Rockville’s 65 city parks.
Provides a link to view a 60-min. YouTube video featuring Doug Tallamy, author of
the book, Bringing Nature Home.

Land Use

Transportation

Land Use

Transportation

1) Commends the city for the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s
focus on pedestrian and bicycle safety initiatives and increased density near transit.
PA 2

PA 2
PA 3

2) Expresses concern that proposed density around transit stations in the draft plan
does not go far enough to encourage public transit and walkable areas and offer
adequate housing options for current and future residents, particularly on the east
side of the Rockville Metro Station.

Supports the plan’s move, “away from single use zoning” and embrace of mixed-use
zoning, allowance of greater density near transit stations and the overall goal of
enhancing walkability in the city.

Suggests that the amount of allowed density and diversity of housing types should be
increased near and in areas where there is single-family zoning, such as near
Rockville Metro Station and in the Hungerford neighborhood, ranging from ADUs to

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

1) Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.
2) See staff comments from Exhibit #6

See staff comments from Exhibit #6

The Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan does not recommend
specific bicycle measures and protections, though it does recommend that
future updates to the Bikeways Master Plan consider the addition of various
measures (e.g., analysis of roadway stress to prioritize bicycle improvements,
consideration of new bicycle connections and facilities).

Summary of Testimony to the Mayor and Council
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Staff Comments and Recommendations

Mayor and Council Direction

small apartments. For instance, testimony states that apartments should be allowed
in current single-family-only zoned areas east of Rockville Metro Station.

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

Would like to see more bicycle measures and protections in the plan.

Provides a link to an article from Greater Greater Washington that explains why he
and his family left the 16th Street Heights neighborhood of D.C.

Patricia Harris

10

11

(Lerch, Early &
Brewer, on behalf
of James Policaro
of Lerner
Enterprises)

Jane Lyons

(Coalition for
Smarter Growth)

Land Use

Land Use

Transportation

PA 15

Yes

April 12

Testimony concurs with the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s land
use designation of OCRM (Office, Commercial and Residential Mix) for a 6.5-acre
vacant site located at the southwest quadrant of West Gude Drive and Research
Boulevard (Parcel 37).

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.

Testimony expresses general support for the Planning Commission’s recommended
plan since it embraces a vision for a “vibrant, multicultural, and socio-economically
inclusive city.”

See staff comments from Exhibit #6

Pleased that the Planning Commission’s recommended plan includes a revision
previously requested via testimony not to require retail uses along the property’s
West Gude Drive frontage and northern portion of the Research Boulevard frontage,
but instead identifies the intersection as a “potential community node” that is
recommended for open space.

Especially supports Policy 3 and 4 of the Land Use Element and the plan’s attention
to Rockville Town Center and Twinbrook Metro Station and embrace of walking,
biking, and transit as key to community health and sustainable living.

PA 2

Suggests that the plan should, “go further and think more ambitiously about allowing
more types of housing in neighborhoods that currently only allow single family
homes,” especially across from the Rockville Metro Station in East Rockville and at
Rockshire Village Center.

Cautions against including language that would potentially lead to new highways and
road widenings, such as Policies 5, 7, and 8 of the Transportation Element, that,
“could induce more driving and traffic and make streets less safe for all users.”
Encourages Mayor & Council to approve the Planning Commission’s recommended
draft Plan, noting that TCA agrees with all recommendations for Twinbrook and
Twinbrook Forest (PA 8). The plan reflects the wishes of the community.

Mike Stein
12

(Twinbrook
Community
Association)

Transportation

PA 8

Yes

April 12

1) Requests further traffic calming measures, including speed cameras, as a
mandatory component of the recommended opening of Lewis Avenue to Ardennes
Avenue (through the WMATA-owned property), from Project 3. Also requests that the
city study other streets near Lewis Avenue to identify and implement traffic calming
measures to alleviate the impact of traffic on those streets.

Regarding the first issue, the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan refers to traffic calming measures in relation to a future vehicle
connection between Lewis Avenue and Fishers Lane (PA 8, p.334). There
are currently city procedures for neighborhoods and city residents to consider
new traffic calming measures. Staff does not recommend identifying specific
treatments or locations in the Comprehensive Plan. The other issues raised
by the testimony are supported by recommendations included within Planning
Area 8.

2) Planning Area 8, Project 6 (pedestrian bridge crossing of CSX tracks north of
Twinbrook Metro Station), remains a top priority of the neighborhood.

3) Requests addition of signage to mark historic significance of Twinbrook
neighborhood & others throughout the city.

4) Requests addition of placemaking efforts in the community through neighborhood
welcome signs at key entry points and public art in the city projects section.
5) Requests investment and expansion of Rockcrest Community Center

13

Tyler Abrams
(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

PA 8

Testimony opposes the land use designation of Residential Attached at their property
on Grandin Road, east of First Street, and its recommended zoning changes (see
Policy 14 of the Land Use Element and Focus Area A1 of Planning Area 8) because of
perceived threat to their street and the sense of neighborhood and community. States
current density and house/lot sizes should remain consistent from block to block.
Testimony states that higher density dwellings would bring additional traffic and cars
moving at excessive speeds and is opposed to the proposed re-zoning.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

The Residential Attached (RA) land use designation recommends a zoning
district that would accommodate a moderate increase in residential density,
compatible in scale with single-unit detached homes. For focus area 1, only up to
a 4-plex would be permitted, and 4-plexes are recommended only on corner lots.
The Plan also provides design guidance to facilitate more appropriate transitions
between new and existing homes. The Planning Commission extensively
discussed these issues and related testimony for the extent of the Veirs Mill
Corridor as well as other areas of the city adjacent to transit and high-capacity
transit corridors and recommended the modest increase in allowable residential
housing types as reflected in their draft Plan.

Summary of Testimony to the Mayor and Council
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Patrick Reed
(Rockville
Resident)
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PA 13

Summary of Testimony

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Testimony does not support the recommendation for a study of potential vehicular
capacity improvements on Wootton Parkway as described in Policy 7.2 of the
Transportation Element and a Transportation policy recommendation for Planning
Areas 13 and 14. Explains that what some perceive as, “inconvenient congestion,”
can bring benefits to safer and more comfortable bike and pedestrian travel through
and across the road. Any additional turn lanes would increase crossing distances and
time spent in roadway by bikes and pedestrians and would be inconsistent with the
city’s Vision Zero policy. Vehicle capacity enhancements may also induce greater
vehicle demand and resulting traffic volumes in the longer term.

During Listening Sessions and subsequent conversations with community
members, many expressed concerns about the high level of traffic congestion
on Wootton Parkway but also the desire not to expand the overall right of
way. Planning Area 14 has a brief discussion of the topic, under the heading
Transportation (p. 365). The Planning Commission elected to include
language that would, again, not involve a broad expansion but would leave
open the possibility of relieving pressure through creative solutions at specific
intersections.

1) Testimony requests more bike-friendly lights, walkways, paths, and access
between the Carl Henn Millennium Trail and Rock Creek Park.

1) The Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan does not recommend
specific bicycle measures and protections, though it does recommend that
future updates to the Bikeways Master Plan consider the addition of various
measures (e.g., analysis of roadway stress to prioritize bicycle improvements,
consideration of new bicycle connections and facilities).

Mayor and Council Direction

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Offers alternative language to the policies referenced above (see testimony).

Offers specific ideas for bike/pedestrian improvements:

Add a ped/bike light crossing Maryland Route 28 (First St.) at Grandin
Avenue that enhances the existing unsignalized crosswalk.
• Continue paved hiker-biker trail on north side of Route 28 (Norbeck Rd.) past
Avery Road to connect with Rock Creek Trail.
• Consider use of a part of RedGate Park for a, “nice outside perimeter for bike
access to other parts of Rockville.”
• Add a designated bikeway on Southlawn, from E Gude to Rock Creek Trail.
• Provide more bike access on Route 28 between Avery Road and Norbeck
Shopping Center, such as a paved path on the north side.
• Expand the use of bike signage throughout Rockville
• Consider adding bike-safe lanes on Crabbs Branch Pkwy approaching
Redland Rd.
2) Testimony also requests that the plan consider the city’s diverse populations and
acknowledges historically Black communities, such as Lincoln Park and David Scull
Apartments, as well as the Hispanic communities in Twinbrook, through, “more
money and resources for those communities in general---safety, housing, groceries,
etc.” Make sure that Rockville’s plans do not,” run out local small businesses but
make it affordable for the small businesses to stay and thrive.”
•

Martine Palmiter
15

(Rockville
business owner
and nearby
resident)

Transportation
Housing

Economic
Development

Testimony supports the Planning Commission’s use of the term “significant” in
reference to recommended gathering space under the Land Use Policy Map heading
of Focus Area A1 (Rockshire Village Center) for Planning Area 14.
Does not support the use of the “and/or” clause in this statement. Recommends that,
“the language be specific as it relates to all possible scenarios that are intended as
an amenity.”

16

Randy Alton

PA 14

(Rockville
Resident)

Yes

April 12

The Comprehensive Plan could add more specific direction for future BMP
updates, such as:
•

•

Improve bicycle connections between the Carl Henn Millennium Trail and
Rock Creek Park Trail system (Note: Action 18.6 calls for finding
opportunities to connect Rockville bicycle routes and lanes to the
Montgomery County trail system without calling out this particular
connection); and
Expand the use of bicycle signage and wayfinding throughout Rockville
(Note: Action 18.8 calls for the city to “improve” bicycle wayfinding and
signage rather than its expansion).

2) Over the past year, the city has further emphasized its strong stance on
the importance of diversity and equity. The M&C recently approved funding
for a new full-time Diversity, Equity and Inclusion position, to be hired in the
next FY to focus on these issues.

The Planning Commission carefully considered the language of Planning
Area 14, Focus Area A1 in particular, as a balance between the desires of the
Rockshire community as well as the area’s property owners. Staff supports
the language as currently written in the Planning Commission draft.

Calls for concrete solutions to address the current use of parking spaces and “ADA
concerns” from the Rockshire HOA, Korean Presbyterian Church of Rockville, and
Wootton High School campus prior to any zoning changes in Focus Area A1. Offers
related text edits to several sections of Planning Area 14 (see testimony)
Does not support changing the PRU (Planned Residential Unit) zoning for the
property in Focus Area A1 since the site is considered “the only land area where an
amenity can be provided for this side of I-270,” by the 2018 Eureka Study.
Recommends that the city should consider purchasing the property of the former
Rockshire Village Center, “similar to what was done for the Chestnut Lodge
Property.”

Advocates for “date-driven decisions for [Planning Area 14] and for our City at-large,”
specifically through the use of ‘evolving technology’ and a city-sponsored retail study
of Rockshire Village Center
17

Aleks Flaks
(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

PA 8

Testimony is opposed to land use designation of RA (Residential Attached) and its
related recommended zoning along the south side of Grandin Ave (Focus Area A1 in
Planning Area 8).

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

See staff comments from Exhibit #13

Summary of Testimony to the Mayor and Council
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18

19

Aleks Flaks
(Rockville
Resident)

Jessica Meade
(Rockville
Resident)

n/a

Transportation

n/a

PA 8

[duplicate of Exhibit 17]

Testimony expresses support for the overall plans for the Twinbrook neighborhood
yet is concerned by the potential for overflow traffic from Veirs Mill Road into
surrounding neighborhoods due to the plan to eliminate a lane from Veirs Mill Road.
Believes that a “great deal of traffic” from westbound Veirs Mill Road diverts onto
Woodburn and Grandin Avenue to avoid the intersection of Viers Mill Road and First
Street (despite a sign prohibiting such movements). Concern for safety of residents,
children, and parked cars on Grandin Avenue.

The Comprehensive Plan does not recommend elimination of lanes on Veirs
Mill Road. The testimony may be referring to some alternatives proposed by
the Montgomery County Bus Rapid Transit route on Veirs Mill Road,
however, the county and state (as a state highway) is managing the BRT
project. Testimony recommending a plan for traffic on neighborhood streets
can be addressed through the city’s current Neighborhood Management
Guidelines.

1) Testimony supports adoption of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan, yet states that the city’s master plan and zoning code, “still frequently evoke a
much more homogenous city, made for car-owning, middle-class white nuclear
families in single-family homes,” than is the city’s actual diversity, “be it
racially/ethnically, in terms of renter/homeowner occupancy, housing arrangements
and household sizes, or age.”

1/2/4) The draft Plan reflects the results of extensive public input regarding
these areas and issues, and the Planning Commission discussed the
proposals in great detail prior to arriving at their recommendations. The draft
Plan provides options for more housing in designated areas as discussed
with the community during the plan development process.

Recommends a plan for traffic overflow from Veirs Mill Road on neighborhood
streets, such as speed bumps or one-way-only streets.

20

Leo Wagner
(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

PA 2

Housing

PA 8

Transportation

PA 4

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

Concern that allowing multi-family dwellings in property designated RA would be
“permanently set aside for renters, would negatively impact the tight knit community,”
and would boost the percent of transient residents in the neighborhood. Expresses
concern that, “the profitability of RA housing will incentivize developers to buy and
demolish existing houses,” and would, “further destroy the tight knit community,
aesthetics, and the feel of this neighborhood.” Believes rezoning will, “significantly
impact our already overcrowded street parking, … significantly increase traffic on our
narrow street and make it more dangerous, … and will ultimately hurt the value of our
home/property.”

2) Supports the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s priorities for, “a
more sustainable, equitable model of growth, centered around the city’s transit
corridors and welcoming new types of housing.” Particularly supports allowance for
“missing middle” housing along the Veirs Mill Road corridor and portions of East
Rockville. Would like to see more residential density allowed on Stonestreet Avenue
corridor and along North Horners Lane, north to Crabb Avenue.
3) Recommends consideration of anti-displacement measures, particularly in
neighborhoods with, “many ‘informal SROs’ [Single Room Occupancy units], or
houses rented by a contingent of unrelated individuals (like East Rockville) due to a
dearth of multifamily and affordable housing in the region.”
4) Expresses disappointment by the “continued preservation of exclusionary zoning
in the West End,” and, “exclusive single-family zoning,” while higher residential
density is recommended in the eastern half of the city. Calls for the RA (Residential
Attached) land use designation on the West Montgomery Avenue corridor and the
blocks bounded by Van Buren Street, West Jefferson Street, and Beall Avenue.

3) The Mayor and Council could consider these options, though any changes
called for in the Plan would need to recommend changes in the Zoning
Ordinance.

5) The Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan intentionally does not
recommend new street connections between neighborhoods, as explained by
Policy 4 of the Transportation Element that seeks to, “protect neighborhoods
from outside traffic.” However, Policy 4 does recommend that pedestrian or
bicycle paths be considered where vehicular connections are not acceptable.
Policy 6 of the Transportation Element encourages the city to, “design new
neighborhoods and major developments with internally connected streets and
ensure connectivity to the broader roadway network.” [emphasis added]
Transportation safety and infrastructure improvements are included in the
Comprehensive Plan without identifying specific roads where such
improvements should be made. These roads will be identified and studied in
future city efforts to implement the guiding policies of the Plan.

5) Recommends stronger transportation measures, such as the opening of streets
connecting neighborhoods with accompanying traffic calming measures, wider
sidewalks, painted parking lanes, roadway redesign consistent with Vision Zero
principles, and prioritized transit infrastructure, particularly along Baltimore Road,
between South Stonestreet Avenue to First Street (MD 28).

21

Vincent Russo
(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

PA 8

Testimony supports the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s “aims of
placing greater residential density adjacent to our Metro stations and transit corridors
like Rockville Pike and Viers Mill Road.”
Would like to see more walkable amenities and destinations in the Twinbrook
neighborhood as recommended in Policy Actions 14.1 and 15.2 of the Land Use
Element.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

Testimony is generally supportive of the Planning Commission’s
recommended draft plan. Regarding the ‘straightening of Edmonston Drive’,
Project 1 of Planning Area 8 states that, “if Edmonston Drive is selected as a
BRT [Bus Rapid Transit] station, its intersection with Veirs Mill Road should
be realigned to create a single, four-way intersection…” Staff has concerns
with the testimony regarding opening Hillcrest Park to Veirs Mill Road since it
would result in displacement of 6 to 10 existing residential properties.
However, if the Mayor and Council were to endorse the long-term goal of

Summary of Testimony to the Mayor and Council
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Summary of Testimony
Encourages the plan to recommend, “straightening of Edmonston Drive so that it
intersects Veirs Mill Road at a single location instead of the current two.” Cites
benefits of enhancement of pedestrian convenience and safety, better traffic flow,
and support of a new community node.
Recommends that the plan allow for opening Hillcrest Park to Veirs Mill Road to,
“provide an aesthetically pleasing entrée into the neighborhood and promote
utilization of this park.”

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Mayor and Council Direction

opening the park to Veirs Mill, the City could develop a program to purchase
the properties when they became available, thereby avoiding displacement of
residents. This option may be considered in the future, depending on any
changes to Veirs Mill Road as a result of the county’s proposed BRT route
and/or establishment of the intersection of Edmonston Drive and Veirs Mill
Road as a community node.

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Supports greater housing density along Veirs Mill Road corridor as proposed by the
RA (Residential Attached) land use designation in Focus Area A1 and mix of
commercial and residential in Focus Areas A2 and A3 in Planning Area 8 to, “help
preserve the predominant character of Twinbrook as an affordable single-family
home neighborhood by reducing the pressure for turning the existing single-family
homes into boarding houses.”
William Kominers
22

(Lerch, Early &
Brewer on behalf
of Twinbrook
Shopping Center
Joint Venture)

Land Use

PA 8

(Lerch, Early &
Brewer on behalf
of Tower-Dawson
LLC)

Land Use

PA 12

William Kominers
24

25

26

27

(Lerch, Early &
Brewer on behalf
of the property
owner of 5946
Halpine Road)

Nancy McIntyre
(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

Testimony supports the plan recommendations and Land Use Policy Map
designations as they relate to the properties within the Tower Oaks Comprehensive
Planned Development, a subarea of Planning Area 12.

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.

Testimony supports the plan’s designation of Residential Attached (RA) for the
property at 5946 Halpine Road but would prefer a designation included in an earlier
draft of the plan, Residential Flexible (RF), that would allow for greater residential
density and a small-scale commercial component.

The Planning Commission carefully considered all testimony received
concerning the property at 5946 Halpine Road and approved as part of its
recommended draft Plan a land use designation and zoning recommendation
for the property that struck a balance between the interests of the property
owner and the Twinbrook community. The recommendations in the draft plan
would allow greater flexibility on the property, if redeveloped, than what is
currently permitted.

Testimony requests that the plan recommend installation of more benches to support
a more walkable city and accommodate older residents and visitors, both in
commercial areas and residential areas.

The Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan includes an
implementation action, 17.6 in the Transportation Element, to, “expand ADAcompliant seating areas and other amenities,” throughout the city, though
does not mention benches specifically (p. 81).

Requests that the zoning recommendation for the subject property allow for the
inclusion of, “a limited amount of ground-floor retail in a residential development.”
Testimony offers specific zoning standards that could apply to a new zoning
classification that could be applied to the property.

Staff suggests that benches could be identified as a specific amenity in the
action and that commercial and residential areas could be included in the
statement for clarity.

PA 5

(Rockville
Resident)

(Rockville
Resident)

PA 8

Transportation

Ken Hoffman

Michael Dutka

Testimony is generally supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended
draft plan, and it is not the intent of the draft plan to prevent upgrades to the
property or maintenance.

Supports the caveats in City Projects 1 and 5 of Planning Area 8 that recognize the
need to assess impacts on the property’s access and functionality at a time when the
projects are considered and/or implemented.

William Kominers

23

Testimony is supportive of the land use designation of CRM (Commercial and
Residential Mix) for the properties at 1920 and 2000 Veirs Mill Road (a.k.a.
Twinbrook Shopping Center), though cautions that the plan should not prevent,
“incremental and ongoing upgrades for the Shopping Center, including maintenance,
enhancements, re-tenanting, etc.”

Testimony requests text changes for Focus Area A1 of Planning Area 5 (Woodley
Gardens) that would encourage continued use of the Woodley Gardens Swim Club
property (850 Nelson Street) as an institutional use and delete a second option that
would encourage a residential use. Also recommends other language revisions to
support the changed reference above.

It is staff’s understanding that the property was recently sold and that the new
owners will continue the pool use and potentially the preschool. The current
land use recommendation is for Open Space Private, which reaffirms the
continued use of the site as a pool/institutional use. Because the property is
privately held, staff recommends keeping the language that provides
guidance for a future use, should the pool/institutional use be recontemplated again in the future.

Testimony recommends a news article that discusses a component of President
Biden’s proposed American Jobs Act that seeks to reduce housing segregation and
its contribution to inequality in the United States through a competitive grant program
that would push jurisdictions to eliminate “exclusionary zoning and harmful land use

Staff thanks the submitter for the timely news article. The Planning
Commission’s recommended draft Plan does not incorporate the voluntary

Testimony also discusses historical context for the swim club property for context of
the importance of the property to remain for use as a community amenity.
Land Use
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William Kominers
28

(Lerch, Early &
Brewer on behalf
of Eldridge, Inc.)

Land Use

PA 1

Public
Hearing
Speaker

Summary of Testimony

Staff Comments and Recommendations

policies,” by voluntarily abandoning minimum lot sizes, mandatory parking
requirements, and prohibitions on multi-family housing.

actions encouraged by the federal grant. The Mayor and Council could elect
to take steps to adopt more inclusionary residential policies in the Plan.

Testimony supports land use designation of OCRM (Office, Commercial and
Residential Mix) and recommended zoning for the properties at 255 Rockville Pike
and 41 Maryland Avenue. Also supports Focus Area A2 and City Projects 2 and 3 of
Planning Area 1.

Regarding the flexible/interim use of 255 Rockville Pike - Staff does not
support adding specific language in the Comprehensive Plan that
recommends flexible or interim use of a particular property. The land use and
zoning both currently allow a large range of use options. The property should
either continue to be occupied and utilized in its current form or be
considered for redevelopment.

Requests that the plan allows for and encourages flexibility in the allowable uses and
building redevelopment of 255 Rockville, “so that the property can respond to market
forces,” in the short-term and long-term. Suggests the city should support ‘interim
uses’ for the property until such time as a final redevelopment concept can be
accomplished and supported by prospective tenants.

Mayor and Council Direction

Staff is in the process of developing a new infill zone for certain residential
areas that takes some of these opportunities into account.

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Supports recommendations of Project 6 of Planning Area 1 as it relates to the
property at 41 Maryland Avenue (‘Lot 4’), but requests that it should not be a
constraint to short-term uses.

Supports Policies 23 and 26 of the Land Use Element as supportive of amending
existing approved Planned Developments and consideration of the potential to
reduce minimum parking requirements in the city, respectively.
1) Requests that the goals of the Transportation Element be re-ordered as follows:
•
•
•
•

29

Traffic and
Transportation
Commission

•
•

Transportation

Goal 1 - Complete Streets and Vision Zero (no change)
Goal 2 - Improve and Promote Pedestrian and Bicycle Planning and
Infrastructure (originally Goal 5)
Goal 3 - Maximize the Use and Value of Transit Service and Assets
(originally Goal 4)
Goal 4 - Update Development Review Standards to reduce vehicle miles
traveled and promote alternative modes of travel (originally Goal 3)
Goal 5 - Plan for New Mobility and Climate Change (originally Goal 6)
Goal 6 - Manage & Improve Rockville’s Roadway Network (Originally Goal 2)

2) Recommends adopting new development review standards, including the
Comprehensive Transportation Review (CTR), to focus more on moving people than
cars. Standards should be adjusted especially in areas around Rockville’s current
and future high-capacity transit sites, to promote non-vehicular travel and maximize
current and future transit use.

3) Recommends that the plan better emphasize climate change and its potential
impact to the city. Suggests adding environment as an area on which the city, county
and state can partner under Policy 3 or Policy 20.
4) Recommends a new Action Item 20.7 that encourages the city to become an
electric car-friendly city, such as from issuing parking placards to electric car owners
that are Rockville residents.

30

John Hayes

(College Gardens
Civic Association)

Requests a planning area boundary change, and related text changes, to include
Yale Village and Scarborough Square residential communities in Planning Area 5
instead of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s location in Planning
Area 7.
PA 5
PA 7

Strongly supports fully reopening the existing walking/biking pathway between
Princeton Place and Montgomery College.

Supports no mention of a planned roadway connection between W. Gude Drive and
Yale Place for vehicles and would oppose any future plan for this vehicular
connection.

Opposed to the policy recommendation to advocate for MCDOT/MDOT to fund/study
an interchange of I-270 with W. Gude Drive (p. 306 and 370)

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

Staff agrees with the recommendations and proposes the following for M&C
discussion.

1) Transportation Element goals could be re-ordered to indicate the city’s
intended priorities;
2) Actions 9.2 and 9.3 generally address the testimony’s recommendation to
change the city’s approach to measuring trip generation as a basis for
development review approval, however, the actions could address more
specifically consideration for adopting new development standards,
including modifications to the CTR, to focus on moving people rather than
vehicles. The Mayor and Council could amend 9.3 to add, “…within the
CTR…”;
3) The Mayor and Council could consider amending Policy 3 to include
climate change as an aspect of partnership or add more explanation; add
an action to work with partners on climate change mitigation; include a
new action under Policy 20 that cross-references Policy 3 focused on
reduction of climate pollution as a context for its implementation.
4) Rather than add a new action under Policy 20, staff suggests that an
intention to become an “electric car-friendly city” with an example of
issuing parking placards to electric car owners be added to Action 20.3,
which currently recommends that the city create a plan for the transition
to electric cars and trucks.

Staff recommends accommodating the wishes reflected in this testimony, with
one caveat. The request for an interchange at I-270 and W. Gude Drive came
during listening sessions with various communities within Rockville, including
in Fallsgrove and the West End, and from businesses in Southlawn. The draft
that the Planning Commission approved recommends that such an
interchange be studied but falls short of fully advocating for the intersection.
The Mayor and Council could choose to amend the current recommendation
by emphasizing that the Plan will only support an interchange that has
minimal or no impact on the Woodley Gardens and College Gardens
communities.

Summary of Testimony to the Mayor and Council
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Mayor and Council Direction

Recommends a city project to install a path (similar to existing paths) between the
College Gardens and Woodley Gardens neighborhoods

31

Sara Moline
(Rockville
Resident)

Economic
Development
Environment

1) Appreciates recognition of the economic benefits of the arts and encourages the
city to continue to embrace and support “creative economy” workers. Suggests
support of affordable housing as one way to accomplish this, such as through
investigation of more affordable housing options by a housing consultant.
2) Suggests a survey of local high school and Montgomery College students to
understand types of jobs graduates are seeking vs. what is available in the city.

1/2) These issues are addressed as part of the Planning Commissions draft
plan in the ED and Housing elements. The M&C could consider a survey as
part of a department/coordinating agency work program.

1) Requests the plan remove the recommendation for a conceptual master plan to be
prepared, “…if any part of the country club property, or its entirety, is proposed for
development as anything other than its current use.” (p. 350). Instead, requests that, “in
the event all or a substantial amount of the Property becomes available for development
in the future, a PD Zone (or equivalent zone),” is recommended for the property instead
of a master plan amendment. See Exhibit A of the testimony for proposed language.

1) In approving this language about the conceptual master plan, it was the
intent of the Planning Commission to avoid uncoordinated, piece-meal
development of the country club property through a series of small actions
over time. Staff agrees with this goal and believes that it can be achieved
through either the retention of the Planning Commission’s language or by
requiring that any development be implemented through a Planned
Development (PD) in which the Mayor and Council has the authority to
determine the components of the plan.

Suggests more can be done to remove Non-Native Invasive (NNI) plant species from
private properties (in addition to current volunteer efforts to remove NNI species in
local parks). Recommends an incentive program for the private sector to eliminate
use and/or growth of NNIs on private property.

Provides separate testimony for a portion of the country club property along Wootton
Parkway with specific recommendations and designations for its approximately 27
acres. See Exhibit B of testimony for a concept sketch as reference.

32

2) Requests that the plan include a statement that the need, size, and location of land
for park use should be determined, “as part of a plan review process if
redevelopment of all or a substantial portion of the property is proposed.”

Barbara Sears
(Miles &
Stockbridge on
behalf of
Woodmont
Country Club)

PA 11

3) Requests that the plan’s recommendations regarding tree canopy preservation be
modified to provide that proposed development utilize, “site and architectural design
to preserve forest stands and/or significant tree canopy where feasible and consistent
with permitted development.”
4) Requests that the plan include text from the 2016 Rockville Pike Plan that requires
any future extension of E. Jefferson Street consider impacts to the country club and
protects existing residential uses.
5) Requests that the plan not include a recommendation that, “a large-scale
community amenity, such as an education, sports, or cultural facility,” (p. 350) be
considered in future master plans for the country club property.

6) Requests that the plan’s recommendation for preservation of the Lyddane-Bradley
House be revised to state that, “any property redevelopment or construction that
impacts the House should seek to preserve the House and an appropriate
environmental setting for the House.”
Land Use

Land Use
Housing

33

Shannon Brescher
Shea
(Rockville
Resident)

Transportation

Recreation and
Parks
Community
Facilities

Environment

Multiple

Supports a variety of housing types that meet a variety of needs and affordability
levels beyond single-family housing, especially in Lincoln Park and near transit;
Supports increasing commercial and residential mixed zoning areas so that citizens
can access necessary goods and services without needing to rely on a car.
Housing

Housing that is accessible and affordable for disabled people is the only way to serve
all residents of Rockville equitably; Supports continued assistance to low-income
residents to rehabilitate their houses. as well as direct funding for low-income renters.

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

Requests that the plan call for a sound wall on the east side of I-270 in the western
side of the Woodley Gardens neighborhood (between W. Montgomery Avenue and
the Woodley Gardens Shopping Center).

The city’s Rainscape Rewards program currently provides incentives to
remove NNI on private properties through a rebate on the costs for removal
of turf grass and NNIs species and replacement with native plant species.
Staff recommends that the plan include a new action to specifically mention
the reduction of Non-Native Invasive (NNI) species under Policy 13 that
supports a program of education, encouragement, and incentives to eliminate
NNIs.

However, staff supports adjustment of the language for when a conceptual
master plan may be required, from “any part” to “a substantial amount” of the
property, as requested by the testimony. This change in scope under which a
property-wide design effort would be required would be consistent with the
Planning Commission’s interest in coordinating development of the property
over time while avoiding unintended consequences of requiring even small
amounts of redevelopment to create a plan for the entire property.
2) Staff is comfortable with amending the language that states that the park
should be “in the general location where a green asterisk is placed.” (P. 350
and Figure 77). Staff agrees that the location of the park should be
determined through the planning process for the site.
3) The current draft language (p. 350) provides direction and flexibility.
4) Staff agrees with this addition.

5) Should the golf function cease to exist in the future, this very large parcel
of more that 400 acres would represent an unusual opportunity for such a
facility. The Planning Commission did not contemplate pursuing a facility of
this sort while the country club and its golf function is in operation, but if it
closes. Staff supports retaining the existing language.
6) Staff supports the current language in the Planning Commission’s draft.

The testimony reflects support for many of the existing policies and actions in
the draft plan.

Policy 11, Action 11.3 in the Rec and Parks element (pg. 103) points to parks
education and stewardship city-wide.

The M&C could further discuss funding for policing (as part of the community
facilities element) as referenced in the testimony.

Transportation

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft
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Mayor and Council Direction

Supports implementing Complete Streets with community input. Recommends
consulting with organization and individuals who bike, walk, roll not by choice;
supports minimizing traffic through multi-modal transportation that does not increase
space for vehicles; supports improving bicycle and pedestrian connectivity at
Twinbrook and Shady Grove Metro Stations, in residential neighborhoods, and
between Montgomery College and Town Center; supports expanding hours and
travel direction of MARC commuter rail service and capital improvement projects at
Metro stations.

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Recreation and Parks

Support walkable access to parks, especially in neighborhoods where residents have
small or no yards (e.g., Town Center, Twinbrook, etc.); supports connection and
maintenance of the city’s trail system; encourages the city to expand environmental
education at all parks and community centers, not just the Croydon Nature Center.
Community Facilities

Does NOT support increases in support for policing or policing technology and
recommends funding for other community investments instead, such as housing,
non-police emergency services & educational support; supports working with MCPS
to rezone and renovate the MCPS facility on N. Stonestreet Ave. to be more useful to
the neighborhood and generate less traffic; encourages continued support for the
library and Rockville Science Center, especially for young children programming.
34

Seth Wernick
(President,
Woodmont
Country Club)

PA 11

See testimony and responses from Exhibit 32.

Generally, in agreement with the Planning Commission’s recommended draft Plan
with suggestions for the Land Use, Transportation, and Economic Development
Elements.
Land Use Element

Staff supports many of these recommendations. The Mayor and Council
could further discuss each of these points during the applicable work
sessions.

1) Recommends that Land Use Goal 4 (p. 18) emphasize a walkable city rather than
individual walkable neighborhoods by changing the title of the goal in the initial list of
element goals to, “Promote a Walkable City and Walkable Neighborhoods.”

2) Suggests adding actions to Land Use Policies 5-7 (p. 27) that promote the
elements of walkability and decreasing these neighborhood’s reliance on short-trip
vehicle travel through revising parking standards, upgrading existing pedestrian
infrastructure, and ensuring a full mix of land uses in proposed development.

35

Rockville
Pedestrian
Advisory
Committee
(RPAC)

Land Use

Transportation

3) Recommends adding an additional Land Use action item (8.4, p. 31) that
prioritizes pedestrian access to the Rockville Metro Station from all sides and
explores upgrades to the existing infrastructure to encourage more walking and
rolling to and through the station.

4) Recommends that the pedestrian-friendly elements Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) in Land Use Policy 10 (p. 34) be similarly listed in all TOD areas mentioned in
the plan.
5) Recommends addressing connectivity between the existing and potential
community nodes. Consider including referencing or including language from
Transportation Action 16.1.

6) Recommends adding an action item in Policy 19 (p. 47) specifically addressing the
importance of (and need for a safe and comfortable pedestrian experience to fully
promote) Town Center and other retail areas in the city.
7) Recommends that the plan state that any intended future use of the former
RedGate Park address the access and needs of pedestrians, as well as other nonvehicle users of the park (see Policy 25, p. 54).
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Transportation Element

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

8) Agrees with Traffic and Transportation Commission’s (TTC) recommendation to
re-order the Transportation Element goals:

• Goal 1 - Complete Streets and Vision Zero (no change)
• Goal 2 - Improve and Promote Pedestrian and Bicycle Planning and
Infrastructure (originally Goal 5)
• Goal 3 - Maximize the Use and Value of Transit Service and Assets (originally
Goal 4)
• Goal 4 - Update Development Review Standards to reduce vehicle miles
traveled and promote alternative modes of travel (originally Goal 3)
• Goal 5 - Plan for New Mobility and Climate Change (originally Goal 6)
• Goal 6 - Manage and Improve Rockville’s Roadway Network (Originally Goal 2)

9) Agrees with TTC recommendation for the plan to call for an update to the city’s
development review standards, including the Comprehensive Transportation Review,
to focus more on moving people than cars.
10) Recommends that the section on Vision Zero address the challenges of working
with the Maryland Department of Transportation State Highway Administration
(MDOT SHA) and Montgomery County Department of Transportation (MCDOT) in
the introductory text and include action items to strengthen coordination and
collaboration between the city and these agencies.

11) Recommends that the plan acknowledge that pedestrians have the right-of-way
on sidewalks when encountering a bicycle.
12) Recommends that Transportation Policy 8 (p. 66) include action items that
specifically address advocacy and coordination with MDOT SHA and MCDOT on
pedestrian safety and comfort.

13) Recommends revising the phrase in Transportation Policy 16 (p. 79) from, “those
who choose to walk are at a disadvantage,” to, “walking is a disadvantage”.

Economic Development (ED) Element

14) Recommends changing, “must be maintained,” in second paragraph of ED Policy
4 (p. 181) to, “must be continually improved and maintained,” to stress the
importance that pedestrian infrastructure has on economic development and vitality
in urban areas.

Glossary

15) Recommends the glossary entry for “Pedestrian” be added that addresses the full
spectrum of who is considered a pedestrian for planning and pedestrian purposes
(i.e., those who travel by foot, wheelchair, white cane, mobility devices, etc.)
36

37

38

39

Carol Blundell
(Rockville
Resident)

Christine Manor
(Rockville
Resident)

Environment

Environment

William Nickel

PA 8

(Rockville
Resident)

Patrick Woodward
(Rockville
Resident)

PA 8

Land Use

Yes,
April 12

Requests that the city preserve and improve protection of existing green spaces.

The Planning Commission’s draft plan addresses this issue in the Rec and
Parks and Land Use elements.

Requests that the city preserve and improve protection of existing green spaces,
specifically the Tree Protection Area (TPA) of Cambridge Walk Townhomes.

Development is not permitted in Forest Conservation Easements (the referred
to Tree Protection Area).

States the need to protect and preserve the tree protection area surrounding the
Cambridge Walk II townhome community as a result of any redevelopment of the
neighboring property at 5906 Halpine Rd.

Development is not permitted in Forest Conservation Easements (the referred
to Tree Protection Area).

Requests that the Mayor and Council remove the policy language in the draft
Comprehensive Plan permitting freestanding Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)
throughout the city and instead require ADUs to be considered as allowed on a
neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis. Provides results from a neighborhood survey

Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) are supported by the Planning Commission
as a way to introduce additional housing options within existing residential
neighborhoods without compromising the character of the neighborhood with
significantly increased density or incompatible building designs. Staff does
not recommend eliminating the policy of allowing ADUs in existing residential
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Bryan Shipley
40

41

(President, West
End Citizens
Association)
Noreen Bryan
(Rockville
Resident)

Public
Hearing
Speaker

PA 4

Yes,
April 12

PA 1

Yes,
April 12

Summary of Testimony

Staff Comments and Recommendations

indicating a preference for, “maintaining the single-family residential character of the
neighborhood.”

neighborhoods as a citywide policy. Details of how such a policy would be
implemented would be the subject of a subsequent Zoning Ordinance text
amendment.

States that the West End Citizens Association fully supports the Planning Area 4
section as recommended by the Planning Commission.

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft
plan.

Encourages the city to implement the plan’s policies through zoning revisions and
design guidelines without delay.

Mayor and Council Direction

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Opposes increasing maximum allowable height on west side of N. Washington St. to
75 feet [Staff: due to recommended change in zoning from MXT to MXCD]. Town
Center is very important to West-Enders. Wants rowhouses in Focus Area A1, not
buildings up to 75 feet.
Requests the following changes (see also exhibit attachment for detailed
recommendations):

1. Change CMP's proposed Area Planning Area 5 and 7 boundaries (see more
details below and suggested revised wording), in a manner that supports the
creation of Planning Area 7 with a western boundary along Rutgers Ave (not Yale
Place) and the property line between Scarborough Square, retaining Yale Village
and Scarborough Square within Planning Area 5.

42

John Mosely
Hayes

(President,
College Gardens
Civic Association)

PA 5

2. Change CMP's proposed Area Planning Area 7 and 16 boundaries (see more
details below and suggested revised wording), in a manner that creates a zoned
designation of OCRM (Office Commercial Residential Mix) on both sides of the
intersection West Gude Drive and Route 355. This would facilitate a potential
environmentally and community-friendly state-of-the-art
business/residential/transit corridor that would alleviate the traffic congestion
across the four intersections from Mannakee Street through Gude Drive and
enhance the quality of life for City residents and both College employees and
students.

3. CGCA strongly supports fully reopening the existing public pedestrian-bike
walkway between Princeton Place and Montgomery College.

4. CGCA appreciates there has been no mention of any plan to connect Gude Drive
to Yale Place, and would strongly oppose any future plan for this connection. This
would greatly increase the traffic hazards and noise in the College Gardens
neighborhood and in front of the elementary school.
5. DO NOT connect Gude Drive to 270 (see page 306), as this would greatly
increase the traffic and noise on Gude and not be welcomed by any of the
neighborhoods (King Farm, College Gardens, Woodley Gardens) that back to
Gude.

6. Any proposed changes to the current path structure of the Watts Branch Nature
Preserve will be designed in consultation with College Gardens and Woodley
Gardens neighborhoods.

7. DO install a sound-wall that will decrease 270 traffic noise in the West End of the
Woodley Gardens neighborhood.

43

Leo Wagner
(Rockville
Resident)

Supports the RA (Residential Attached) designation in portions of Planning Area 2
and would like to see them extend further into the neighborhood.

PA 2

Would like to see the addition of more anti-displacement language, including for
businesses. Steps should be taken to preserve the retail diversity at existing caroriented shopping centers in the city's east (e.g. Twinbrook Center) and along
Rockville Pike (e.g. Ritchie Plaza) as those areas redevelop and become more
walkable.
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44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

Testimony
Source
John Klima
(Rockville
Resident)

Chas Hausheer
(Rockville
Resident)

Jonathan Muller
(Rockville
Resident)

Michael and
Wendy Sparks

(Rockville
Residents)

Janet and Tom
McCool
(Rockville
Residents)

Alice and Robert
Sobsey
(Rockville
Residents)

Joan Garg

(Rockville
Residents)

Christopher
Dunlap
(Rockville
Resident)

Melissa Golliday
(Rockville
Resident)

Trish Evans
(Rockville
Resident)

Element(s)

Planning
Area(s)

Public
Hearing
Speaker

Summary of Testimony

PA 2

Does not support increased density in Planning Area 2, such as apartments, since it
would “override or undo” the efforts of the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and
East Rockville Design Guidelines.

PA 2

Does not support increased density in Planning Area 2, such as apartments, since it
would “override or undo” the efforts of the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and
East Rockville Design Guidelines.

PA 8

States the need to protect and preserve the tree protection area surrounding the
Cambridge Walk II townhome community as a result of any redevelopment of the
neighboring property at 5906 Halpine Rd.

PA 2

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Mayor and Council Direction
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#

Development is not permitted in Forest Conservation Easements (the referred
to Tree Protection Area).

Does not support increased density in Planning Area 2, such as apartments, beyond
what is considered by the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming
WMATA Rockville Station Visioning Study.
States that introducing apartments into East Rockville would require re-doing the
East Rockville Design Guidelines.
Suggests the city should consider repurposing various commercial real estate
properties in Rockville for high density housing.

PA 2

Does not support allowing apartment buildings in East Rockville. Recommends
considering alternatives to apartment buildings, such as small additional dwelling
units.

PA 8

States the need to protect and preserve the tree protection area surrounding the
Cambridge Walk II townhome community as a result of any redevelopment of the
neighboring property at 5906 Halpine Rd.

PA 2

Development is not permitted in Forest Conservation Easements (the referred
to Tree Protection Area).

Does not support increased density in Planning Area 2, such as apartments, beyond
what is considered by the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming
WMATA Rockville Station Visioning Study.
States that introducing apartments into East Rockville would require re-doing the
East Rockville Design Guidelines.
Suggests the city should consider repurposing various commercial real estate
properties in Rockville for high density housing.

PA 2

Does not support increased density in Planning Area 2 beyond what is considered by
the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming WMATA Rockville Station
Visioning Study.

PA 2

Does not support allowing apartments in Planning Area 2 beyond what is considered
by the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming WMATA Rockville
Station Visioning Study.

PA 2

States that introducing apartments into East Rockville would require re-doing the
East Rockville Design Guidelines.

States that introducing apartments into East Rockville would require re-doing the
East Rockville Design Guidelines.

Does not support allowing apartments in Planning Area 2 beyond what is considered
by the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming WMATA Rockville
Station Visioning Study.
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55

56
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Element(s)

Alexandra Bell

(Rockville
Resident)

Fred Evans

(Rockville
Resident)

Suzan and David
Pitman
(Rockville
Residents)

Planning
Area(s)

Public
Hearing
Speaker

Summary of Testimony

PA 2

Does not support allowing apartments in Planning Area 2 beyond what is considered
by the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming WMATA Rockville
Station Visioning Study.

PA 2

Does not support allowing apartments in Planning Area 2 beyond what is considered
by the Stonestreet Corridor Plan Amendment and forthcoming WMATA Rockville
Station Visioning Study.

PA 2

Supports the Planning Area 2 (East Rockville) draft as it was recommended by the
Planning Commission. Does not support allowing greater density in Planning Area 2
as suggested by some testimony.

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Mayor and Council Direction
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#

States that introducing apartments into East Rockville would require re-doing the
East Rockville Design Guidelines.

States that introducing apartments into East Rockville would require re-doing the
East Rockville Design Guidelines.

Supports the draft Historic Preservation Element and suggests several revisions for more
specific actions and additional goals to increase equity, inclusion of historic sites that
represent the city’s diversity, and encourage preservation initiatives and planning for cityowned historic resources. Specific recommendations are included below:
1) Policy 1 should be written as “improving and strengthening” the city’s historic
preservation program.
2) Suggests the addition of two goals with accompanying policies and actions:

• “Pursuit of an equity and inclusion framework to recognize the diversity of
Rockville’s history and historic resources.”
• “Acting as strong stewards of city owned historic sites, structures, parks and
other properties.”

3) Covert Action 2.3 into its own policy with specific actions, such as surveying,
targeted research, development of context statements, and other steps.
4) Suggests two new actions under Policy 1 (see testimony)
Nancy Pickard
57

(Executive
Director, Peerless
Rockville)

5) Suggests expanding Action 2.4, with the addition of considering the
underrepresented people, places, and time periods of development in Rockville.

Historic
Preservation

Yes

April 12

6) Edit Policy 3 to read: “Seek to protect Rockville’s historic, architectural,
archeological, and cultural resources against the pressures of development and
rising land values.” Remove paragraph two.

7) Edit Action 3.2 to read: “Enact strong demolition by neglect regulations to protect
sites and structures from loss of integrity.” Or remove the action entirely.
8) Add a new Action 3.4 to read: “Seek community and HDC comments for new
developments adjacent to or adjoining historic districts.”
9) Include action steps under Policy 4.

10) Add an action step to consider local designation or tools to specifically protect
National Register listed sites and districts.

11) Strongly supports Policy 5, though suggests Action 5.5 needs its own action step
under a new policy of increased stewardship, with underlying actions addressing the King
Farm Farmstead, as well as other significant city-owned properties, such as Glenview,
Chestnut Lodge Park, Dawson Farm Park, Beall-Dawson House, & RedGate Park.

12) Encourages the city to consider acquisition of property that represents Rockville’s
diversity, including the African-American or Asian-American experience, such as the
former Lincoln High School.
13) Strongly supports Action 5.10, yet suggests it should be a policy in and of itself
with appropriate actions.
Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft
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58

#

Testimony
Source

Element(s)

Kathryn Scalzi
(Rockville
Resident)

Eugene Amegash
(Rockville

Land Use

Planning
Area(s)

Public
Hearing
Speaker

Summary of Testimony

PA 8

States the need to protect and preserve the tree protection area surrounding the
Cambridge Walk II townhome community as a result of any redevelopment of the
neighboring property at 5906 Halpine Rd.

PA 4

Proposes that the properties at 17, 19, and 21 North Street be designated as either
RA or RF.

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Mayor and Council Direction

Development is not permitted in Forest Conservation Easements (the referred
to Tree Protection Area).

ORAL TESTIMONY NOT PROVIDED AS WRITTEN TESTIMONY
#

A

B

Testimony
Source
Alexandra Dace
Denito

(President, Lincoln
Park Civic Assoc)
Andrew McGeorge
(Hines)

Patricia Harris
C

(Lerch, Early &
Brewer on behalf
of owner at 12 N.
Washington St.)

Element(s)

Land Use
Housing

Land Use

Planning
Area(s)

Public
Hearing
Date

PA 6

April 12

PA 9

April 12

E

(Lerch, Early, &
Brewer on behalf
of Pulte Homes)

James Policaro
(Lerner
Enterprises)

PA 1
PA 9

April 12

(President, West
End Citizens
Assoc [WECA])

Supports the Plan. Referring to the proposed RMD-Infill zone, suggested that the
plan should recommend relaxing parking standards for properties near metro
stations and should include more areas that require parking permits. Smaller unit
homes should be allowed to accommodate people of different incomes. Industrial
properties should be banned within 1 mile of residential properties.

The zoning text amendment currently under review, related to the Stonestreet
Corridor Plan, proposes to create a new residential infill zone with standards that
would allow reduced parking in areas closest to Metro, as well as accommodate
smaller unit types. The draft Plan does not propose expanding areas where
industrial activities can take place in the city, but also does not prohibit them where
they currently exist.

Spoke about properties at 1800 and 1818 Chapman Avenue. Directly adjacent to
Twinbrook Metro Station. Fully supportive of goals of metro station area in plan.
Likes Policy 10. Supports OCRM land use.

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan.

Mayor and Council
Direction

PA 8

PA 15

PA 4

2) Wants a change to the road code: Proposes language that road code should be
applied flexibly.
3) Note about Congressional Plaza – Most is zoned MXCD, but the very western
portion of the parking lot near E. Jefferson is zoned MXCT. Recently found that the
split zoning cuts through one of the buildings. Requests minor adjustment to zoning
line so that it doesn’t slice through the building.

April 12

Represents Pulte Homes, the contract purchaser of Twinbrook Community Church
(5946 Halpine Rd). Seeks to build multi-unit residential project. Planning
Commission limited max. heights for 5946 Halpine Road to 50 feet, down from 65
feet from staff draft. Now recommends 60 feet, to allow smart growth development.
Furthers policies about adding additional housing near Metro. Product type is
geared toward empty nesters, limiting concern about pressure on schools and
additional vehicles.
Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan.

April 12

Supports the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan not requiring retail for
frontage of property at SW corner of W. Gude Dr. and Research Blvd. Recommends
Research and Gude Dr as a potential community node. Recommends open space
at the location, as draft suggests.
States that the West End Citizens Association fully supports the Planning Area 4
section as recommended by the Planning Commission.

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan.

Brian Shipley
F

Staff Comments and Recommendations

1) On behalf of Federal Realty, regarding the property at 12 N. Washington Street Supports recommended heights of 75 feet stepping down to 45 feet on west side of
N. Washington Street. Additional housing in Town Center is needed to support
retail.

Patricia Harris
D

Summary of Testimony

April 12

Encourages the city to implement the plan’s policies through zoning revisions and
design guidelines without delay.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft
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10.a

G

H

Testimony
Source
Patrick Woodward

(Rockville
Resident, WECA)

Element(s)

Planning
Area(s)

Land Use

Noreen Bryan

PA 1

(Rockville
Resident, WECA)

Public
Hearing
Date

Summary of Testimony

April 12

Requests that the Mayor and Council remove the policy language in the draft
Comprehensive Plan permitting freestanding Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)
throughout the city and instead require ADUs to be considered as allowed on a
neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis. Provides results from a neighborhood survey
indicating a preference for, “maintaining the single-family residential character of the
neighborhood.”

April 12

Opposes increasing maximum allowable height on west side of N. Washington St. to
75 feet [Staff: due to recommended change in zoning from MXT to MXCD]. Town
Center is very important to West-Enders. Wants rowhouses in Focus Area A1, not
buildings up to 75 feet.
Supports the plan’s framework for a bicycling city. Encourages the city to give
attention to bike equity.
Suggests the city incorporate a bike stress assessment program for city streets,
similar to Montgomery County’s program.

I

Linda Honburg
(Rockville
Resident)

Transportation

Staff Comments and Recommendations

Mayor and Council
Direction

See response to Exhibit 39

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

While the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan’s overall vision and
principles seek to attain equity for the city’s residents, workers, and visitors, in any
form, the Transportation Element does not specifically identify equity as a policy for
bicycle planning and improvements. However, such an approach could be
strengthened in the plan or as part of the next update for the Bikeways Master
Plan.

Staff recommends that the Plan include a new action calling for equity in access,
education, improvements, etc. as part of future updates to the Pedestrian and
Bikeways Master Plans under Action 17.1 and 18.2, respectively. The Mayor and
Council may choose to add more attention to travel by the differently-abled in the
Transportation Element’s Vision and Goals.

April 12

Action 18.2 of the Transportation Element mentions consideration of comfort level
as part of future updates to the Bikeways Master Plan, which is a reference to the
county bike stress assessment program.
Generally in agreement with goals/policies of plan. Fundamentally in agreement with
Land Use element. Recommends allowing missing middle housing on existing lots,
especially near transit.

J

Jake Jakubek

(Rockville
Resident)

Land Use

April 12

Transportation

Seeks a city that is safe and comfortable to walk, ride a bike, and take transit.
Bicycling should be safe for all riders, from 8 to 80. Wants more protected bike
infrastructure. BRT should be in dedicated lanes.

The Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan is a compromise between the
retention of current land use patterns in the city and allowing moderately higher
residential density and a greater diversity of housing types in certain areas of the
city.
The draft plan does not recommend specific bicycle measures and protections,
though it does recommend that future updates to the Bikeways Master Plan (BMP)
consider the addition of various measures (e.g., analysis of roadway stress to
prioritize bicycle improvements, consideration of new bicycle connections and
facilities).

The proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system in Montgomery County is managed
by Montgomery County, in partnership with the Maryland Transit Administration.
Actions 13.1 through 13.3 identify the city’s support for the proposed BRT system,
however the city is not able to decide what sort of lane configurations will ultimately
result.
Deborah Landau
K

L

(President, East
Rockville Civic
Assoc)

Eileen McGuckian
(Rockville
Resident)

PA 2

PA 1

April 12

Support for the plan from many of those in East Rockville. City has been extremely
responsive. Seeks a well-designed and walkable Rockville. ERCA is having trouble
keeping people engaged given the length of the planning process. Proposes
adopting the plan as soon as possible.

April 12

Concerned about Town Center planning area, Focus Area A1. (pg. 10) New
development on west side of N. Washington Street. Warrants special attention.
Deserves carefully balanced approach. These blocks provide physical evidence of
the beginnings of Rockville. Key historic properties in this area. Need to recognize
how redevelopment plans in this area would impact the surrounding historic
properties and neighborhoods. Listed many of the oldest historic properties in
Rockville.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

Testimony is supportive of the Planning Commission’s recommended draft plan.
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M

Testimony
Source
Martine Palmiter

(Rockville
Business Owner)

Element(s)

Transportation

Planning
Area(s)

PA 17

Public
Hearing
Date

April 12

Summary of Testimony
Owns bike shop on Taft Street. Wants to ensure connections between City and
County facilities. Better trail needed around RedGate. Need more trails around
Southlawn Lane, north of E. Gude Dr. Need a bike connection along Norbeck
between Avery and E. Gude Dr.; after Avery, it stops.

The draft plan does not recommend specific bicycle measures and protections,
though it does recommend that future updates to the Bikeways Master Plan (BMP)
consider the addition of various measures (e.g., analysis of roadway stress to
prioritize bicycle improvements, consideration of new bicycle connections and
facilities). Furthermore, city staff is working with the county on potential bike
connections between the city and county bike networks and trail systems.

1) Opposed to ADUs on every lot – Action 2.3. Should be allowed by neighborhood.

1) Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) are supported by the Planning Commission as
a way to introduce additional housing options within existing residential
neighborhoods without compromising the character of the neighborhood with
significantly increased density or incompatible building designs. Staff does not
recommend eliminating the policy of allowing ADUs in existing residential
neighborhoods as a citywide policy. Details of how such a policy would be
implemented would be the subject of a subsequent Zoning Ordinance text
amendment.

2) Concerned about increased building height along N. Washington St.
N

Nancy Pickard

Land Use

PA 1

Staff Comments and Recommendations

April 12

Mayor and Council
Direction

Attachment 10.a: Matrix of Testimony to the Mayor and Council - as of June 7 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

2) The M&C has indicated a desire to further discuss this issue as part of the PA 1
discussion.
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#

Mayor/Member

Element(s)

1

Ashton

Community
Facilities

Planning
Area(s)
PA 15
PA 16

Source

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question

Staff Comments

Mayor and Council Direction

April 19
Work Session

May need more input from King Farm and Fallsgrove concerning language about
reserved school sites in their neighborhoods

See comments from line 37.

See direction from line 37.

The Mayor and Council supported this
revision.

2

Myles

Community
Facilities

Email to staff

Be careful of the use of the term “neighborhood schools” as it has been associated
with negative connotations—particularly in the most recent school board election.
(Reference – the narrative within Policy 6 of the Community Facilities Element)

Staff appreciates this comment and would welcome suggested language
for a revision. An option could be to amend the language from “system of
neighborhood schools” to “a system of supporting schools.”

3

Ashton

Economic
Development

April 19
Work Session

Economic Development Element should talk more about the need for business
marketing and service provision, in addition to redevelopment and density, in
seeking a stronger local economy.

The ED Element was discussed at the 5/17 work session. Staff will
update the element pursuant to M&C direction.

4

Myles

Economic
Development

Email to staff

Booz Allen is no longer in Rockville

Staff will update the text accordingly in the final document.

The Mayor and Council supported this
revision.

Consider incentivizing new office/retail buildings to get LEED certification (via tax
rebates or other such mechanisms)

The City’s building code currently includes a Green Building component,
meaning that there are a significant number of such requirements. These
requirements are not as comprehensive as LEED certification, though
LEED is offered as an alternative compliance mechanism within
Rockville’s code. The Mayor and Council may wish to revise the Plan to
add what is being suggested, which would be incentives for LEED
certification. Policy 3 of the Environment Element, on p. 128 of the
document, has a set of actions that are intended to implement these
goals. An amended or additional Action could achieve this purpose.

See direction from line 46.

5

Myles

6

Newton, Ashton,
Myles,
Pierzchala

Environment

Email to staff

General

April 19
Work Session

Commented on COVID-19 pandemic and the potential short- and long-term
impacts. Suggestion to potentially acknowledge in a cover letter or addendum to
the plan the realities of new conditions and the related need for plan flexibility,
including on such matters as traffic and the markets for retail, office and housing.
How well did the city follow the 2002 masterplan? Background on Planning
Areas/Neighborhood Plan preparation.

7

Myles

General

Email to staff

Staff conducted a thorough review of the 2002 CMP issues and policies
when seeking public input and drafting the Elements and Planning Areas
sections of the draft Comprehensive Plan. For the Planning Areas in
particular, many Key Issues, City Projects, and Policies from the 2002
CMP were brought forward into the current draft where they were seen as
still relevant, unresolved, or supported by planning area stakeholders.
Generally, neighborhood plans adopted in the 1980s were reviewed and
considered, but are now superseded by their respective planning areas in
the draft Plan. Planning Area 4 (West End and Woodley Gardens EastWest) is the only one of those 1980s plans for which a new neighborhood
plan has been developed. It was done because of a request of the
neighborhood association. The Planning Area 4 section of the draft
consists of this new neighborhood plan.
Neighborhood plans that were adopted more recently (such Town Center
Lincoln Park, East Rockville and Twinbrook and Rockville Pike) are
adopted by reference in the respective Planning Area section, meaning
that those plans will still be part of the overall plan when adopted even if
not physical attached to the overall plan. The Planning Area sections
cover only changes or additional policies/projects.
Staff plans to add electronic links connecting the new Comprehensive
Plan to and from the neighborhood plans and all other relevant plans,
such as the Bikeway Master Plan, to make it easy for readers to
understand the connections and to navigate among them.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft
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Mayor/Member

Element(s)

8

Myles

9

Pierzchala

Historic
Preservation

10

Myles

Historic
Preservation

Planning
Area(s)

General

PA 16

Source

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question

Email to staff

Consider blurring out addresses/license plates in photos for privacy reasons
(unless permission has been granted)

April 19
Work Session

Need a discussion of the King Farm Farmstead in the Historic Preservation
Element and more in Planning Area 16

April 19
Work Session

Need to ensure that historic designation does not displace long-time residents
because of an inability to fund the modifications needed to maintain that
designation
OK with a diversity of housing types but don’t want to lose focus on the need for a
large number of housing units—wouldn't want our focus to be exclusively on
“missing middle” when, in some instances, higher density housing would be more
beneficial and amenable to the local conditions.

11

Myles

Housing

Email to staff

Staff Comments

Mayor and Council Direction

Staff will be sure to do so in the revised and final document.

Attachment 10.b: Matrix of Mayor and Council Comments with Staff Responses - as of June 8 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Staff agrees with the importance of higher density housing in specified
areas as part of the housing solution for Rockville. The Land Use
Element does include higher density land use designations in and around
high-capacity transit facilities. The attention in the draft Comprehensive
Plan to ‘missing middle’, moderate density is not intended as an
alternative to higher density residential land uses but is a fairly novel
policy for the city that staff and the Planning Commission have carefully
considered in order to ensure the greatest compatibility with existing
Rockville neighborhoods.
Staff is open to direction from the Mayor and Council to ensure a balance
between moderate- and high-density residential development

April 19
Work Session
12

Pierzchala

Land Use

and
Email to staff

13

Ashton

Land Use

April 19
Work Session

14

Ashton

Land Use

April 19
Work Session

15

Ashton

Land Use

PA 17

April 19
Work Session

The draft Plan seems to put too much emphasis on the success of commercial
properties and not enough on residential. The ULI TAP called for more residents in
Town Center, with limits on adding retail.

Staff is open to any suggestions the Mayor and Council may have that
might place more emphasis on the success and growth of residential
properties and to make the plan more welcoming to new people.

Agrees with most zoning recommendations but thinks that the draft Plan, textually,
is not sufficiently welcoming of new people.

Staff agrees with the addition of “residential land use” in referenced
statement.

Specific recommendation - Add reference to “residential land use” in first
paragraph of page 29, “For example, the high visibility and regional accessibility of
Rockville Pike makes commercial and residential land use a good match to the
highway context.”
Add more context for the need for higher density residential development in the
Land Use Element. See the Housing Element for language

Staff welcomes further discussion at the 5/24 work session.

Consider discussing all modes (e.g., complete streets) in Policy 15 of the Land
Use Element

Staff would like more clarification on how additional travel modes might
be discussed in Policy 15 of the Land Use Element (i.e., location of BRT
stations for the greatest ridership and economic development potential).

Update Policy 25 of the Land Use Element to reflect latest on RedGate Park

Staff will update and will check for any other references to RedGate in the
plan to ensure they are updated as well.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft
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10.b
Mayor/Member

Element(s)

Planning
Area(s)

Source

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question

Staff Comments

Return to Mayor and Council with background on conditional zoning regulations
(‘optional method’). What worked? What didn’t? Consider recommending inclusion
of conditions it to attain ‘workforce housing’, public use space, etc. in exchange for
greater density and/or building heights. Focus near metro stations, Rockville Pike,
and in transitional growth areas (e.g., west side of N. Washington St.)

Conditional or Optional Method Development is a zoning procedure used
in certain zones, for example mixed-used or multi-unit residential zones,
to encourage mixed-use development and/or the fulfilment of specific
policy goals (such as affordable housing or public use space). Under the
previous zoning ordinance, the optional method was used to permit
higher densities in exchange for significant public amenities and/or
facilities. The additional density and the public benefit needed to be
consistent with the zoning ordinance and both the applicable master plan
and any design guidelines and needed to be appropriate for the particular
context.

April 19 Work
Session
16

Ashton

Land Use

PA 1

Mayor and Council Direction

Attachment 10.b: Matrix of Mayor and Council Comments with Staff Responses - as of June 8 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

Optional Method had been part of the city's code prior to the 2009 code
update but was removed with the new code. At present, the zoning
ordinance does permit added height in exchange for additional amenities
for developments that are deemed to be Champion projects, which are
projects of 5 acres or more in the MXTD areas near the Rockville Metro
Station and Twinbrook Metro Station.

and
Email to staff

If the Mayor and Council would like to amend or expand this option, to
make it applicable more broadly in the city, staff recommends a new
policy in the Land Use Element to recommend that optional method
procedures be added to the zoning ordinance, the details of which could
be developed as part of the zoning changes needed to implement the
newly adopted Plan. If added to the zoning ordinance, an applicant would
need to apply for conditional or optional method development and
demonstrate how their project meets the optional method standards.
Community nodes should address traffic calming, pedestrian experience, and
new/existing transit service.

17

Myles

April 19
Work Session

Land Use

Feinberg - Avoid competition of new community nodes with existing shopping
centers that could make them suffer; Avoid cumulative aspects of new community
nodes, primarily traffic volume.

Wants the Mayor and Council and the public to have a better understanding of the
interface between building heights along the west side of N. Washington Street
and the historic buildings that are immediately to the west, whose form tends to be
of single-family houses. Requested that staff return to the Mayor and Council with
3-dimensional modeling of potential building heights and setbacks, to show the
impacts of various potential height limitations and the layback slope.

Staff agrees with the need to include traffic calming and pedestrian
experience/comfort in the components of a Community Node (Land Use
Element, p. 39). Transit service is already listed.
Staff supports adding a discussion to page 39 of the Land Use Element
on the need to ensure that new community nodes do not result in unfair
competition with existing shopping centers, as well as an
acknowledgement that cumulative impacts (e.g., traffic, market
saturation, negative fiscal impacts, etc.) should be monitored and
inhibited.
Staff will work to develop models that show likely building massing under
the draft Plan’s recommendation to re-zone the properties in Focus Area
A1 to MXCD (height limit of 75’), but to limit heights to 45’ in the area
adjacent to the historic properties to the west.
Under the current MXCD (Mixed Use Corridor District) zone, the following
rules apply for rear and side setbacks for proposals abutting residential land:
Rear setbacks = 25’ or height of building, whichever is greater. That
is, if the building is 0-25’ tall, the setback would be 25’. if the building
is, for example, 40’ tall, the setback would be 40’. In addition, the 30degree layback slope would also apply, which could further limit the
permitted building height, depending on property conditions.

April 19
Work Session
18

Ashton

Land Use

PA 1

and

Side setbacks = 25’ or height of building, whichever is greater. Same
as above.

Email to staff

Staff will bring visual representations of these limits, to help improve
understanding.
Another one of the city’s zones, MXCT (Mixed Use Corridor Transition),
would have the same setbacks as MXCD, including the layback slope,
and a maximum height of 75 feet. The main difference between the two
zones is that the commercial uses, and the scale of those uses, is more
limited in the MXCT zone.
19

Myles

Land Use

PA 14

Email to staff

What are Policy 12’s (Land Use Element) implications for the old Giant—housing
and a small grocery/convenience store, dry cleaners, bank branch?

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

A longer discussion of this topic is presented as part of the Planning Area
14 discussion of the Rockshire Village Center site, as Focus Area 1.
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Mayor/Member

Element(s)

Planning
Area(s)

Source

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question

Staff Comments

There is a noticeable absence of public park density in Twinbrook between First,
Viers Mill Rd, Twinbrook Pkwy and Rockville Pike. Any consideration for more
green asterisks/parks for the future? Could buy a home for sale and/or abandoned
property and change that area into park land.

The Planning Commission and staff agree with the assessment of where
there are park deficits. Those areas have been identified in multiple
plans, including the 2009 Twinbrook Neighborhood Plan (NP), the 2016
Rockville Pike NP and the recently approved Recreation and Parks
Strategic Plan. Implementation is a challenge, especially where there are
homes or expensive properties. Purchasing property is an optional to
consider. The Recreation and Parks chapter, with policies 4, 5 and 6
addresses that issue. Additional potential park asterisks were considered
by the Planning Commission; but ultimately, locations were choses where
there was a high level of confidence that the nearby area was where the
parkland was needed. Staff suggests that if additional locations are
considered, there should be a high degree of confidence that the asterisk
location is where the Mayor and Council would like a park to exist.

Recognize the recently approved PROS plan (Recreation and Parks)

Staff will ensure that the recently adopted PROS plan is reflected as such
in the Comprehensive Plan.

20

Myles

Land Use,
Recreation
and Parks

21

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

April 19
Work Session

April 19
Work Session

Concern about the lack of mention of the State I-270 P3 project. Also concerned
that indicating City advocacy for the State and County to study a potential
interchange at W. Gude and 270 would conflict with Mayor and Council’s stated
opposition to the State I-270 project.

Staff supports adding language on opposition to the I-270 P3 project and
removing the recommendation to study the W. Gude Dr. interchange

Email to staff

Policy 6; the plan should ensure that non-motorized forms of transit are given just
as much (if not more) priority as motorized vehicles

This could be implemented by reordering the policies as recommended
by the T&T Commission

Concerned about “capacity enhancement” along western part of Wootton—
residents already are concerned about the difficulty exiting their subdivisions; turn
lanes would help getting into (but not necessarily out of) the neighborhoods

During Listening Sessions and subsequent conversations with community
members, many expressed concerns about the high level of traffic
congestion on Wootton Parkway but also the desire not to expand the
overall right of way. P. 365 in the Planning Area 14 section has a brief
discussion of the topic, under Transportation. The Planning Commission
elected to include language that would, again, not involve a broad
expansion but would leave open the possibility of relieving pressure
through creative solutions at specific intersections. The text could be
modified as follows: “7.2 Study potential approaches to congestion on
Wootton Parkway west of I-270, focused on smaller-scale projects such
as additional turn lanes at specific intersections.”
This issue is traffic-operation related and could be reviewed separately by
the Traffic and Transportation Division.

22

Pierzchala

Transportatio
n

23

Myles

Transportatio
n

PA 8

PA 5

Email to staff

Myles

Transportatio
n

25

Myles

Transportatio
n

Email to staff

The W. Edmonston Dr. intersection in question could also be striped with
designated lanes heading east. Would consider an alternative entrance/exit to the
Wintergreen shopping plaza off of Wootton parkway as there is significant
congestion getting into and out of that plaza onto W. Edmonston Dr.

26

Myles

Transportatio
n

Email to staff

We should work with transit providers so that we locate bus shelters in areas
conducive and safe for crossing major streets (having bus stops at the end of the
block near crosswalks instead of the middle)

Staff agrees. This work is ongoing and does not necessarily require an
action in the Comprehensive Plan.

27

Pierzchala

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

Need to emphasize that community facilities are more than just public services, but
can be commercial in nature, as well.

Where applicable, staff will add mention of this.

Pierzchala

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

Pg. 117, Action 6.3. Remove action from plan. The city have very limited control
over school facilities and this policy pits two critical issues against each other:
schools and new housing, which is critically needed in the city.

Per Mayor and Council direction, Action 6.3 will remain in the plan.

28

29

Feinberg

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

Coordination of the city with ‘external’ community facilities (e.g., MCPS,
Montgomery College, Montgomery County Fire and Rescue) should include the
court systems in downtown Rockville

Where applicable, staff will add the court system facilities as potential
partnering entities.

24

PA 14

Email to staff

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft
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Mayor and Council Direction

A majority of the Mayor and Council
commented to keep Action 6.3 in the
plan.
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30

Newton

Community
Facilities

31

Newton

Community
Facilities

Planning
Area(s)

Source

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question

May 3
Work Session

Pg. 110, Community Facilities Goals. Add a 6th goal that addresses the need for
reconfiguring or adding community gathering spaces in City Hall and 6 Taft Court.

Staff will work on updated language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Pg. 117, Action 7.3 (Advocate that any MCPS bus depot location not negatively
impact city neighborhoods) should either state that the city is opposed to any
location in the city or remove the action.

Staff will work on updated language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council agreed that a
statement should remain in the plan but
that it should be revised to state
opposition to locating a school bus
depot in the city.

Pg. 119, Policy 10. Add an Action 10.5 to work with Montgomery College to open a
pathway between the College Gardens neighborhood and the college (esp. at
Princeton Pl)

Staff will work on language for a new Action 10.5 as per Mayor and
Council direction.

The Mayor and Council agreed to add a
new Action 10.5 with the following
recommendations: Use softer language,
such as “engage” or “advocate”,
reference coordination with the college
and the neighborhood, include a
reference in Planning Area 5 and 7. The
Mayor and Council also agreed that a
reference to the Planning Area 7
section should be made in the
Montgomery College discussion in the
Community Facilities Element.

Pg. 112, Policy 2 (planning for future city facilities), discuss the need to conduct
facility safety and security assessments in addition to capacity assessments.

Where applicable, staff will add this language to Policy 2.

Pg. 119, Policy 11. Specify that this policy is primarily about advancements in
technology for city operations. Need to add more about cybersecurity, possibly as
a new Action 11.4

Staff will work on additional language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council agreed to add
further emphasis to the policy, possibly
a new Action; and also to address the
provision of good broadband internet
access for city residents/businesses

Pg. 117, Policy 6. Should language be adjusted regarding the reserved school
sites in King Farm and Fallsgrove?

Staff does not recommend changes to the existing policy, but crossreferences can be made in the Community Facilities Element with the
relevant Planning Areas.

The Mayor and Council discussed
several options and concluded that
retroactively addressing the issue for
these areas would not be appropriate
through the Comprehensive Plan.
Moving forward, the city should very
carefully consider the conditions
established for future sites, including
the potential to include sunset
provisions on reserved school sites.

Pg. 117, Policy 6. Add Wootton HS to the 2nd paragraph under Policy 6.

Staff will add Wootton HS.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Staff will work on additional language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Staff will work on additional language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

May 3
Work Session

34

Pierzchala

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

35

Feinberg

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

36

Ashton

Community
Facilities

37

Ashton

Community
Facilities,
Recreation
and Parks

38

Ashton

Community
Facilities

39

40

May 3
Work Session

May 3
Work Session

May 3
Work Session

Ashton

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

Pg. 115-116, Goal 3, Policy 6. Add in writing that the city should share information
about development review projects with the school district to help support facilities
planning.

Ashton/Feinberg

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

Pg. 115-117, Goal 3. Need to consider the city’s policy on the future of the MCPSowned Carl Sandburg Learning Center property and the Mark Twain School (now
the Blair G. Ewing Center @ Avery Rd.)
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41

Newton

Community
Facilities

42

45

46

47

48

50

Ashton

Newton

Myles/Ashton/
Feinberg

Pierzchala

Pierzchala

Feinberg

Planning
Area(s)

Source
May 3
Work Session

Community
Facilities

May 3
Work Session

Environment

May 3
Work Session

Environment

May 3
Work Session

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question

Staff Comments

Mayor and Council Direction

Pg. 117, Policy 7, 2nd paragraph. Change reference to Stonestreet Corridor study
to the past tense since the zoning amendment has been approved.

Staff will make this revision and will review the plan for other such
instances of out-of-date information.

Add a policy/action that seeks to increase the city’s Electric Vehicle (EV) fleet and
facilities, including purchasing EVs and specific goals for city fleet electrification.

Staff will work on additional language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Pg. 122, Goal 5. Add “Reuse” to the goal. The 3 ‘Rs’.

Staff will make this revision as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Pg. 131, Policy 6. Add language about incentivizing LEED-certified buildings.

(see previous PDS staff comments from line 5) DPW staff commented on
May 3 that due to the many types of green building rating systems,
specifying just one version (LEED is administered by the US Green
Building Council) may limit or outdate the universe of options. PDS and
DPW staff will coordinate on a revision to address Mayor and Council
direction.

The Mayor and Council supported
these additions.

Staff will work on additional language as per Mayor and Council direction.
This is currently addressed on a broader level as part of Goal 4 and more
specifically Policy 11 in the Water Resources Element.

The Mayor and Council supports this
addition with added language that
points to smart growth principles and,
also, cautionary language that
acknowledges not wanting to price out
or eliminate older shopping centers that
provide affordable commercial space
for many local businesses.

Add a cross-reference in Environment Policy 4 with the Transportation Element
(Policy 20)

Also add education and outreach for green building as a new action item,
especially in the permitting process.

Environment

May 3
Work Session

Add a Policy or Action that recognizes that redevelopment of outdated, large
commercial properties (plazas, parking) is a key way to support the environment
by greening and adding stormwater management treatments that don’t currently
exist on-site. Reference in the Environment Element should be more than just a
cross-reference to Land Use Element because of its holistic benefits.

Environment

May 3
Work Session

Add mention to the Environment Element about the city’s stated opposition to the
proposed I-270 expansion. Include language about the need for transit and a bikeped path along I-270.

Staff will work on additional language as per Mayor and Council direction.
Staff recommends that a policy also be added to the Transportation
Element and the policies be cross-referenced.

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Environment

Cross-reference policies and actions about pesticides from the Water Element in
the Environment Element.

Staff will add the appropriate cross-references.

May 3
Work Session

The Mayor and Council supported this
addition.

Include a cross-reference from the Water Resources Element to the Environment
Element about pervious vs impervious surfaces.

Staff will add the appropriate cross-reference.

The Mayor and Council supported this
cross-reference.

51

Ashton

Environment

May 3
Work Session

52

Ashton

Environment

May 3
Work Session

Pg. 135, Action 8.2 (increase backyard and neighborhood composting) should be
written in a more proactive language.

Staff will revise the language as per Mayor and Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
revision.

May 3
Work Session

PG. 154, Policy 4. Add language to summary paragraphs about public
education/information for residents about testing for lead pipes and potential
replacement.

PDS staff will work with DPW staff to add language as per Mayor and
Council direction.

The Mayor and Council supported this
revision.

53

Myles

Water

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

Staff also suggests adding the following sentence at the end of the third
paragraph on page 165: “The most common treatment practices are
permeable pavement, micro-bioretention and green roofs.”
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Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question
Pg. 169, Action 12.3. Update language or add an action or a testing program and
education to HOAs to reduce salt in watersheds during snow and ice events.

Staff Comments
Staff recommends adding a new action to address road salt as follows:
“Action 12.4 Work with the state and regional partners to better manage
private and public salt use during winter weather events to address
systemic watershed issues.”

54

Ashton

Water

May 3
Work Session

55

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

About enhancing swim center, need to recognize the center’s upgrade and
skatepark in the Plan

56

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

P. 90 – Speak to quality of city parks

57

Feinberg

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Goals missing attention to social-racial-geographic equity for park facilities (p. 90).
Need attention to programming and facilities for those who are differently-abled

58

Feinberg

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Policy 7 (p 98) – does not reference Senior Assessment Study that recommended
not substituting services as Senior Center, but decentralizing. Add to context.

59

Pierzchala

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Goal 1 – what is a “park”?

There is no single, common definition of a park, though the National Park
Recreation Association is one source for standards.

60

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Should the plan consider what kind of park it is rather than distance?

The city’s Recreation and Parks Strategic Plan further refines it

61

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Should we consider vacant or temporary parks uses

The city has considered these, though they are difficult to take advantage
of since the city does not own the property.

62

Newton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

63

Newton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

64

Pierzchala

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Policy 5 - Add to Policy 5 to encourage large redevelopments to provide park-like
space that may be private property. Something about privately developed, publicly
accessible space.

65

Newton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Policy 6 - Proposed annual contribution for park space similar to public art in
private spaces. Ashton supports.

Mayor and Council Direction
The Mayor and Council supported this
revision.

Action 1.2 - Need to be more intentional about moving on properties that become
available. Need to look at better connections between neighborhoods and parks.
Highlight in the action.
Action 3.3 (p. 95) - update to remove “or a majority” (and all other references)

Action 6.2 - could it be described in the Financial Management Policy for when
reserves are over a certain threshold, transfer moneys to new park fund.
Budgeting may be too prescriptive/constraining.
66

67

Feinberg

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

▪ Newton – then its discretionary and not available automatically. Wants it to be
a certain number
▪ Pierzchala – may not want it listed as a budget item
▪ Larson – suggests: find mechanisms to add funds to the park development
fund
▪ Feinberg – say change FMP or consider budget contributions
Policy 7 & 9 - Need mention of seniors – expand facilities for adults and older
adults; dedicated expansion in more areas.

Rockville Comprehensive Plan, Planning Commission Recommended Draft

There are current areas with adult outdoor amenities already. Staff will
look for ways to add this.
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68

Mayor/Member

Feinberg

Element(s)

Recreation
and Parks

Planning
Area(s)

Source

May 17 Work
Session

Summary of Mayor and Council Comment/Question
Policy 7 - Add to context discussion about community center west of I-270.
Mention potential for additional growth that would increase its demand. Be more
specific in paragraph and add references to action 7.3

Staff Comments

Mayor and Council Direction

Gilles – may be out-dated. Either remove or update

Attachment 10.b: Matrix of Mayor and Council Comments with Staff Responses - as of June 8 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

#

▪ Newton – only one community center west of I-270. Need to be more goal
setting.
Policy 8 - Add to narrative about continuing to invest in King Farm Farmstead and
other specialty locations.

69

70

Pierzchala

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Feinberg

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

Overall

May 17 Work
Session

71

Ashton

72

Pierzchala

▪
▪
▪
▪

Ashton – Add Lincoln Park CC
Andrea – There is reference in PA 6
Newton – good opportunity to add a cross-reference
Chris – could add RedGate Park

Policy 9 - Should reference equity, diversity and inclusiveness as a city priority
through decision-making
▪ Ashton – should be considered across all goals
Policy 14 - Mention adopted PROS Strategic Plan and dates of adoption for all
other adopted plans
Make all goal titles consistent with initial colored boxes

Staff proposes to retain the short titles for each goal, but include the full
goal text immediately below them to restate the language from the
colored boxes.

Policy 15 - would we include Carl Sandburg in the context language?

73

Ashton

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

74

Myles

Recreation
and Parks

May 17 Work
Session

▪ Feinberg – Is the Mark Twain Park at-risk? Would like to call it out in context
language.
▪ Levy – add an action (15.4) to consider acquiring or leasing for MCPS or
county school sites. Example is Carl Sandburg
▪ Chris – Should we say “strengthen” instead of “maintain”
▪ Chris – Action 15.3 may not want to broadcast the city’s intent
▪ Chris – should add County along with MCPS
Policy 16 - Reference M-NCPPC in addition to Montgomery County

75

Pierzchala

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

Vision - Would like to add something about “suitable jobs” for the people who live
in Rockville. Job creation? Diversity of jobs?
▪ Newton – “workforce to meet the demands…upcoming industry”
▪ Ashton – “navigating” seems reactive instead of a positive, proactive approach
▪ Gilles – more about being more nimble in the context of County
▪ Rivarde – a lot of the work to draft the plan. Reference new mission and
statements. Job creation is something REDI does and supports adding “job
creation”

76

Ashton

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

Policy 1 - social impact funds (CDFIs) can support women and minority-owned
businesses. Does the city have a plan to tap into these?
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Staff Comments

Mayor and Council Direction

Newton

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

78

Feinberg

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

79

Ashton

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

77

Attachment 10.b: Matrix of Mayor and Council Comments with Staff Responses - as of June 8 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

Policy 4 - Need to include mention of broadband for city residents
▪ Pierzchala – may need a standard in the city for access
▪ Gilles – intentionally stated “fiber” instead of broadband due to variations in
technologies
▪ Newton – may not want to limit attention to slower access
▪ Pierzchala – include broadband in Action 4.3 but recognize other kinds of
internet connectivity. Bandwidth, reliability and redundancy. Include city
residents, as well. [Clark: is there a better place to discuss internet for
residents?]
Policy 4 - collaborate with WSSC to plan for future growth to meet demand

80

Ashton

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

▪ Levy – can enhance Action 4.2 to mention WSSC
▪ Pierzchala – cross-reference water resources element policy
Policy 5 - Need to maintain …[Clark: I missed what she said]

Policy 6 - is this a place to support AAPI, Black-owned businesses (Tweak
language in Action 6.2?) that expands and highlights those businesses. Giving
them a platform.
▪ Newton – “…and celebrates”?
▪ Rivarde – in line with what REDI would like to do
Policy 7 - how and who decides market feasibility. Maybe “opportunity” instead of
“feasibility”

81

Pierzchala

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

▪ Gilles – was “support local and neighborhood shopping centers”. Added
“market feasibility” to allude to nuance and multiple options
▪ Feinberg – Action 7.3, but not at the expense of displacing small, ethnic and
business entrepreneurs. Ashton supports.
▪ Ashton – consider adding an action to support branding and marketing of
neighborhood centers.
▪ Rivarde – No longer conduct façade program. Replace with branding action.
Yes from all.
▪ Pierzchala – how do you implement an action to protect “mom and pop” shops
in the face of property rights for redevelopment.
▪ Ashton – there are examples of developers who build with small/local
businesses in mind. Can the city encourage this during development review
▪ Ashton – could offer relocation support and incentives to support small
business development
▪ Newton – support of local businesses is a city priority
▪ Levy – we will look through the section to find ways to incorporate
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82

Pierzchala

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

Attachment 10.b: Matrix of Mayor and Council Comments with Staff Responses - as of June 8 (3695 : Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session)

Policy 9 - Residential should be mentioned as a possibility for Rockville Pike.
Separate out South Pike from rest of Rockville Pike as a place where development
is very supported and the rest of Rockville Pike left to do as it will. Some plazas
may go all Residential.
▪ Ashton – Agree that Rockville Pike will change over time with mixed use.
Supports.
▪ Newton – tweak to be more supportive of residential uses and mixed uses
▪ Levy – could be more open to recognize the residential is part of the market
position; don’t give up on retail/shopping
▪ Ashton – thinks it should still be a regional shopping center even though retail
may be evolving
▪ Pierzchala - Maintain its position as a shopping destination, supported by a mix
of uses including residential
▪ Ashton – Action 9.5 – add “safety”
▪ Feinberg – Add to Action 9.3 about outreach
Policy 10 - add supported by “residential” as well

83

Pierzchala

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

▪ Feinberg – where would an anchor go in Town Center? Would like to take out
“anchor shopping destination”
▪ Rivarde – ULI TAP recommended the anchor to support the rest of the
businesses
▪ Ashton – does think shopping is a need that is missing
▪ Pierzchala – keep “anchor”, but qualify it by “urban scale anchor”
▪ Newton – just say an anchor could be cultural, retail or other
Policy 11 - global dining location may be an opportunity that Town Center can
leverage. Something like a “restaurant week” that draw people to downtown.

84

85

86

87

Ashton

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

Ashton

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

Pierzchala

Pierzchala

Economic
Development

Economic
Development

May 17 Work
Session

May 17 Work
Session

▪ Pierzchala – Action 11.2 – Is nightlife suitable with residential living?
▪ Ashton – Periodic events are different than every night activities. If we
want to attract multi-generational, we need to give them what they want.
▪ Newton – can we tweak it to reduce the impacts
▪ Ashton – add recommendations to develop standards for better sound-proofing
in denser areas of downtown, etc.
▪ Gilles – Add language to balance Action 11.2
▪ Newton – maybe the word “nightlife” gets rethought. Pierzchala supports.
▪ Myles – need to thread the needle because everyone has a different
perspective
Policy 12 - add actions to coordinate with county to incentivize businesses to be in
Rockville. Work at the federal level, GSA, too.
▪ Newton – Think about bio-tech industry; think about it in a broader concept
Policy 15 – need attention to more than just governmental housing. Private sector
could be a part of the solution, such as “attainable housing” as the County says.
Make more prominent than 15.1 includes

Staff will look for places to add these edits in Housing Element and add
cross-references

▪ Ashton – Office parks should be allowed to expand to allow ancillary amenities
and mixed uses.
▪ Ashton – need to build up the list to fill workforce housing.
Policy 16 - what is a Sustainable Community Area; may need to include more
description and a map
▪ Newton – add the map of Sustainable Community with the date
▪ Ashton – think about what kind of actions to include
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Land Use

May 24 Work
Session

[Pending]

Municipal
Growth

June 1 Work
Session

[Pending]

Historic
Preservation

June 1 Work
Session

[Pending]
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